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FOR THE

Again, I must frankly confess,

but brains are everywhere busier. The
Press, the Lyceum Platform, the Political
Rostrum furnish their patrons with thought.
You must do the same, as a publi¢ t=acher,

that while Jesus is to me the *¢ chief among
ten thousand and the one altogether lovely,” and while I see in his life, character
and teachings a bright manifestation of God,
I am wholly unable to conceive of himas
identical with the Father who sent. him in-

FAMILY,

ISSUED BY THE
:
BAPTIST PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT,

or, notwithstanding the peculiarity and
sacredness of your calling, you will soon
find
yourself without patrons. You will
Office, 30 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H. .
to the world, and to whom he tanght his observe that T am neither approving nor
Rev. 1. D. STEWART, Publisher disciples to pray,or with the being to whom
condemning
this state of things, but simply
To whom all letters on business, remittances of he cried out upon the cross, * My God, my
calling
your
attention to the facts. For,
money, &¢., should be sent. In writing to this office
the name of the State should always be given,
God, why hast Thou forsaken wetf 1f my however things ought to be in this world,
All communications designed
for publication
inability to accept this item in the/evangel- you and I, if we would improve them,
should be addressed to the Editor, DOVER, N. H.
FREEWILL

.

ical creed is incompatible with Christianity,

| Terms: $3.00 per year; or if paid strictly IN ADVANCE, $2.50,
.
REMITTANCES must be made in money orders, bank checks, or drafts, if possible. When neither of these can be procured, send the ‘money in a
registered letter. All Postmasters are obliged to
re
r letters whenever requested to do so.
oneve thus sent will be at our risk. Otherwise
hey
be at the risk of‘those sending them,
e regular charges for money orders, bank
checks, and Post Office money

orders

may

be

then I am nota Christian ; but I can testily

ations, as they are.
,
that in my experience, it is no bar to comBut, to retura to your letter. You speak
munion with ‘God, to spiritual enjoyment, of having *‘ got the substance of what they
or the hope of a blissiul immortality. Yet generally get in two years’ at —, “in one
again, I must confess that, while to me year, or something less.
A premium on
the Bible is inexpressibly precious, as con- your ability ! That is a thing not oft man
taining a revelation of the Divine will, and in a thousand can do at that Seminary. 1
on account of the truth which, shines on ev- | have been there,and know whereof I affirm.

de-

ducted from the amount duejwhen thus sent. Agents

are particularly requested to make their remittances

as large as possible and thus save expenses.
J
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is reery page, illuminating the darkness of men;
ceived by the Publisher for their discontinuance,
and until.payment of all arrearages is made as re. lam
unable to persuade myself that the
quired by law,
Book, as a whole, is infallible, or that it
Kach subscriber is particularly requested to note
the date on the label for the expiration of his subclaims for itself such a character. My hasty
scription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
year, without further reminder from this office.’ *
answer on the witnessestand upon this point
Li
discount is made to those who pay in advance, and our object is to secure advance payment
does me no sort of justice, If there is any
as the rule,

SPECIAL OFFERS.
Clubs of sx or more, ONE THIRD BEING NEW 'SUBSCRIBERS, can have the Star at

$2.00

each,

strictly

in advance, there being no arrearage on the part of
old subscribers.
:
Any subscriber who will furnish the name of a
NEW

ONE, can have the two

copies

$1.50, strictly in advance.

of the

Pastors are requested to act as agents

paper

at

for the Es¢

tablishment, in obtaining subscribers, cotlecting arrearages, remitting money, &c.;

and

when

they do

this they are entitled to ten per cent. of the money
they receive, except on money sent for clubs; then
it is proper that the subscribers should pay the cpmmission, if any is desired.
»
NEWSPAPER
1.

DECISIONS.

Any person who takes

a

newspaper

regularly

from the post-office—whether directed to his name or
another’s, or whether he

has

subscribed

responsible for the payment.
2.

If a person orders his

Japer

or:not—is

discontinued,

he

must
pay all arrearages, or the publisher may continue to send it until payment is made, and ¢ollect
the whole amount, whether the paper is taken from
the office or not.
?
i

3. The courts have decided that refusing to take
newspapers and periodicals from the post-ofiice, or

removing and leaving

them

uncalled

for, is prima

facie evidence of intentional fraud.
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just born, being dead.”

Who weeps when love, a cradled babe, is born?
Rather we bring frankincense, myrrh, and gold.
While softest welcomes from our lips are roll.

ed
?
To meet the dawning fragrance of a morn
Of checkered being.

Even while the thorn

Do we with rapture cry, *‘ Behold, behold,
A heaver-dropped flower our garden to alorn!”
And yet when from our darling fall the years

As from the rose the shriveled pefals rain,
And into newer life the soul again
Springs thornless to the air of purer spheres,
So blinded are we by our bitter pain
We greet the sweeter birth with selfish tears.

.

—Catholic
Bae

Statement

8

World.

8

and Explanation.

journal

now under

your editorial direction. I can never lorget that, in those early days, it was one of
the two or three religious papers in this
country, that had the courage to bear a
faithful testimony against slavery, and to
avow

its sympathy

its abolition.

for

those who

1 have always

moreover, exceptionally
in_its treatment of those
fered in opinion. I am:
ened to ask the insertion
a paragraph referring to

which my

for

mie, as his assistant, for

peculiar views are regatded as

ever

written

one line
in its

sought

found its

courteous and fair
from whom it diftherefore emboldof”a brief reply to
myself in the Star

columns

in-

consistent with my faith, and yet the Morning Star, if I mistake not, has, in; more

17th St.; New

York, March 24, "75.

Allow me, in reply,

to say a few

things

to you, and to urge them upon your serious
and prayerful attention.

you to speak with

If I shall seem

greft

frankness

te

and

to serve.

graph, they are little better than caricature.
Still, it is true, [ do believe that God will,
sooner or Jater,redeem all his children from

sin and bring them

to his will.

into perfect obedience

I hold this sentiment in eom-

mon with not a few men, who, in

the past,

were eminent in the orthodox ranks. The
name of John Foster, a distinguished Baptist clergyman of England, is no doubt familiar to you as that of one who rejected
the doctrine of eteknal punishment,
I think
you will not question either his piety or his
intellectual

force.

It

is

also

{rue

that,

while I have never héen identified with any
of the bodies bearing the name of ** Spirit

® First. Do not, on any account,

think

of

leaving your Theological studies until you
shall have completed a thorough three
years course. You will regcet the step; if
you take it, as long as you live, and every

church over which you may

be called to

settle in al! your future ministry will have
occasion to share your regret. I say this
advisedly,

and with some

knowledge,

of the quantity and the quality of

both

the work

you yourself will feel called upon to do, as
a public servant of Christ, and of the large
and ever increasing demands

made upon you by the

‘that

churches

‘will

to

be

which

to confirm my

faith in God and in the regeneration of the

you will minister,

:

English Correspondence.

When you are once fairly settled in the
ministryryou will find that your demands
upon yourself will be far greater than you
have yet, dreamed of, The ministry is a
work whose magnitude increases more

cient for these things?”

You will

also

soon find them

pl

\

inquiring

of the

CHILWELL COLLEGE,

ENG.,

Feb, 27,1875.

}

© POLITICS AND RELIGION IN EURORE. |

and

of Christendom is clearly getting deeper into

find

Yands

Lord—or

are

tion.

ing his principal points—-the Romish church
of to-day has entered upon a path of inno-

vation and aggression, and

against

]

States and

setting herself

civil govertment

shé

these two humble and unlearne d men have heen
honored to accomplish in Scotland, in Ireland,
and now in ‘England. If we were partakers of

he gf,oa
6. ETE

Moody

Mr. Gladstone succeeds in establish:

and Sankey.

the same spirit, might we not
CHARACTER

OF

THEIR

Dr. Newman's

reply is regarded by Mv. Gladstone as entirely satisfactory so fur as it shows that he,

Britain.

With

own country

the

view

to some

of

such

stirring our

with great

respect, for Mr. Gladstone regards him with
an aflection *‘like that of Americans for
those Englishmen who lived and wrought
befgre the colonization or the severance of
thelr country.” But, Dr. Manning is less
tenderly handled. His historical inaccu-

town and city, lectures, addresses, public
mee!ings on this question are frequent;

the

Church-of-England defenders themselves are

ister, and

is venerated

patriarch wherever he
per is as follows:

as a

true Christian

“is keown.

The pa-

busy,
\

4

Should we not promptly and eagerly
that we may be

partakers

Events

of the

Week.

MR. JOHNSON'S SPEECH.
The ex-Vice. President made his long
promised speech on the Louisiana question
in the Senate. Monday of last week.
A
good del of interest had become attached
to it, both because he had seemed

to be

so

That there has been within the last few months,
and that there contimues to be, an unusual impression of the reality and power of divine truth

place no value on the statementso often and so
suddenly made by the sinner that he: has found
peace, exeept he become a kinder, more generous, more loving, more sglf-denying man, whose
whole life shows that he has been called unto
holiness ; and, as a rule, time is needed to yerify
a change so extensive and so decided. But there.
are some lessons which we may infer from the
religious history of the last few months, without

during the last few years.
REVIVAL

OF SPELLING,

Perhaps somebody versed in the laws of
epidemics can explain why this mania for
spelling-matches should have come upon
the whole country at once. New England
is wholly seized by it. Two public match-

es were held in

seen in better homes and happier families? tatively proclaimed, and thousands listened to
the joyful sound with readiness of mind and with
The newspaper writers fail to trace any in- docility of heart.
:
fluence of this kind. Possibly so, and yet
8. In the addresses of Mr. Moody, while he
the work may be very genuine for all that. dwelt so emphatically on the great subject of
Of our regular attendants at public worship Jesus Christ and him crucified as the only ground

a considerable number have only 2'nominal

of the sinner’s hope, he

uniformly

City . Hall,

Boston, - last

series

of guesses and have left it a definite,

noble

main truth that there is no other name whereby

the

sinners can D® saved but the name of Jesus only,
They had also the opportunity of learning, in
listening to the prayers and addresses from the
platform, that there is
essential
agreement
amongst the various sections of the Protestant
community in the truths which concern the salvation ofthe soul, and that they have been utterly mistaken in supposing that Protéstants are
as much divided among themselves as they are
divided from the Church of Rome.
It now remains to be shown that Protestantism is a reality, and that faith in Christ is manifested by love
to men, as well as by love to God.
The teaching of our American visitors has demonstrated
that it is the truth spoken’ in love which. is the
most effective instrument for subduing the prejudices and winning the hears of our Roman
Catholic countrymen.

trustworthy

science.

Possibly

yk Cll of Sir Charles to Darwinism in his
old age influenced bis readjustment of his
system, but for a while at least his writings

uiake impossible a return to the hypothesis
of the changes on the Earth's surface having been occasioned by violent catastrophic
convulsion.

The theory of

evolation

now

dominates the thoughts of men of science.

PERSONAL.
Mr.

Spurgeon is away for his health ungj)

the end of March.

My.

Dale of Birming-

ham is discussing the doctrine of the atone-

no. theory

of future punishment to substitute for the
one he discards, and with no theory of Res{owation to oppose
trine” he disowns.

to the

‘‘miserable
ol

doc-

mere negation, that it is

a creed

ample.

"Although

principally

to Mr.

our

us to follow
remarks

Moody

their ex-

have

as being the

applied

more

prominent of the two, yet we do not-overlook
Myr. Sankey’s service of gong.. This Wits indeed
with mapy the primary attraction of the meet-

in

,

shot her through the head

and

then

b

blew

out his own brains,
She may possibly recover.
His brutal nature seemed to have
led him to the deed —The murderer of Mrs.
Bingham was soon tracked to Salern, where

he sold in a saloon the diamond
jewelry which he had wrenched

ring and
from her

fingers; arid by persistent cfforts was firally caught in Boston Thursday afternoon.

It was one of the most
recorded, and shows

cruel
how

affairs
insecure

lately
is

life

when such villainous tramps are abroad.
IMPORTANT

RAILROAD

The annaal meeting of

MEETING.

the Maine.

tral R. R. stockholders last week

en a very wide: interest ‘from
hensive nature of its action.

Directors practically throws

Cen-

was

giv-

the compreThe

the

choice of

road

into

the hands of the Eastern Company, who, it
is said, contemplate

making

it part

of a

through line from Halifax to San Francisco.

The result of the meeting seems to suit the

public very well.

:

LATE EASTERN

NEWS,

Chinese and Japanese news

]

up to Feb-

ruary 26th has been received. The native
newspapers in Yeddo criticise Mr. Bingham’s action in regard to the Formosa affair. The Japanese opposition to the Pa-

cific Mail line is very vigorous,
reduction of rates

has

been

and a great
made.

Two

very serious fires are reported to bave taken
place in Yokohama and Osaka. The present succession to the Chinese

throne

is in

danger of being set aside.
|-

LIQUOR TRAFFIC IN CANADA,

rf

°

large body of members of the howse of
commons, agreeing generally as to the expediency of abolishing the liquor traffic,
held a meeting last week to consider the
present position of the question. A resolution was adopted tothe effect that a committee be appointed to draw up a programme for a further movement in favor of
the suppression of the liquor traffic, and
also an address to the people ‘of Canada,
setting forth a basis of action to be héreafter determined upon. The traffic is a curse
in Canada, as elsewhere, -and it is quite de-

sirable that measures
should succeed:
¥

hi

enacted.

ster St. iu East Boston, and Tuesday a‘ternoon a Mr. Low, who had pursued his wife
from New York to Lowell, and found her
at a place where she had just got work,
called upon her and after a short rterview

declaring as its

6, The labors and successes of these evangelists

should stir and stimulate

Two startling tragedies were

Massachusetts last week. Monday evening
Mrs, Margaret Bingham was found murdered in the basement of her house on Web-

set forth the

half-developed

{rine of annihilation” —but with

for Pio

same

week, the first between pupils from some
of the City schools on one side and proofreaders and compositors with a sprinkling
of reporters from the city journals on the
hi8 blessing might rest on the approaching servy- other; and the second between a class of
:
MOODY AND SANKEY.
ices,
:
[® Messrs. Moody and Sankey are closing their
If the ordinary ministrations of the Sabbath in young ladies on one side and of young genlabors at Liverpool and presently will-open all our churches were anticipated in the same tlemen on the other. In the first case one
a series of meetings in Efadon.’ The dis- spirit of eager expectancy, no doubt our success of the school boys spelled down the house,
in building up the kingdom of Christ would be and in the second that distinction was won
cussion in private circles and in the press incomparably greater than it is.
too late for us to record. Through Rhode
as to the value and results of their work
2. The great pervading theme of Mr. Moody in
Island, in New Hampshire, Maine,
and in
continues. The sédalar Press of Liverpool as all his addresses was Christ. Christ was exalted,
States further off, the mania is prevailing,
and
the
sinner
humbled
;
Christ
was
presented
to
elsewhere Admits the excitement occasioned
and matches are frequent. It isa revival
the acdience, and the speaker stood completely
and the interest awakened, but asks, does all
behind him ; Christ was lifted up, and the multi- of old times, and greatly interests the * old
this tend to the perceptible improvement of ‘tudes flocked around the Saviour. Christ in his inhabitants.”
It ®an
not
fiil to do
our morality and social life? Does the re- atoning blood, in his perfect righteousness, in his good.
_vival diminish at all the number of drunk- all-prevailing intercession, in his sovereign doSTARTLING TRAGEDIES.
ards, or profligtaes, or criminals?
Is it minion was clearly, affectionately, and authori-

pal history and the relation of States to the

Nono!

us, the

FLIP

in that covntry.

We commend the views earnestly expressed in it to the prayerful consideration of
all. * Dr. Kirkpatrick is now an aged min-

ancourage

of the honors and rewards of victory?

the paper

freely taking up the chailenge and joining
in controversy and debate. The beginning
of the end of our State Establishment is now
cvidently reached. When ar Institution
professedly national has to defend itself
vigorously against the nation, it is plain expofing ourselves to the charge of credulity or
extravagance,
:
that it has already ceased ‘%o- be national
1. "The visit of Mr. Moody and Mr. Sankey was
and entered upon the stage of existence preceded by the spirit of prayerful expectancy.
which must end in dissolution. . But the end The representatives of all our Protestant denominations came together to plead with God that
is not yet.

ment in some able lectures delivered period-

, prove a match
and Gladstonewill

before us.

effort, we here

Kirkpatrick, of Dublin, Irelarid,

to

engage in the conflict

present a paper preparedby Rev. W. B.

of these two evangelists

promises

great work of subduing the world to Christ set

carefully preparing it and because it would
racies are pointed out, and his assertion
show not only his position on that particuthat ‘Infallibility’ was an article of faith
lar matter but what changes had come over
before the late decree is abundantly confut- on the minds of multitudes in the city of Dublin, him since he retired to private life.! His
Led. It would seem that Mr. Gladstone's and throughout many districts of the country, speech was a weak, sneering, ungetiifedeep interest in ecclesiastical ‘questions is an undeniable fact; and that this spiritual manly, and disappointing production.
It
arises in part from his sympathy with
thes-movementis more or less directly traceable to
the visit of the American evangelists is no less was quite as much an attack on the PresiHigh-church movement, and his desire to
dent as a discussion of the question in decertain, It cannot be disputed that very many
| sea reunited Christendom which ‘Papal persons, who not long since were apparently in- bate.
He
frequently repeated himself,
Infallibility’ makes impossible.
different, or even hostile, to the claims of the
said his old say about ¢ the Const’tution,”
Mr. Brights famous speech at Birming- gospel, now seem to look upon religion as their and indeed much of his speech was a repbam has proved more than a nine days’ chief concern; nor that others who had previ- etition of the simple talk that he used to inwonder. It has given a fresh stimulus to ously made a respectable religious profession, dulge at country railway stations in his
have been remarkably quickened in their spiritthe operations of agitators both for and ual character. Of the actual amount of good ac- memorable swings ¢ around the circle.”
against Disestablishment.: In almost every complished,it is too soon to speak positively. We He doesn’t seem to have improved much

trouble in his last years. Germany bristles
with indignation at his new Encyclical
which condemns the recént ecclesinstical
laws and actually dares to abrogate them
as null and void. England reads Mr.

What means this\ conflict
Romish church.
and in what will it issue? Surely Bismarck

the same

though a Catholic, reserves his command itself having been suggested by the mission
over his own loyalty and civil duty; and
Dr. Newman himself is treated

for-

WORK.

ize and at the same time a loyal and duti- sion of Messrs. Moody and Sankey in Great
ful subject of the Pope.

hope to carry

ward and enlarge the work which they have so
success’ully
commenced? We have the same
How greatly the success of revival efforts.
Master to serve, the same motives to impel us,
depends upon united and
earnest work,
THE

makes it difficult, if not logically impossi- supplication and entreaty, has been shown
ble, for a Roman Catholic to be a good cit- by the recent wonderful results of the mis-

Baldwin
The Rev.
Gladstone’s new pamphlet on Vaticanism | ically in London.
Brown is preaching on “the miserable doand becomes very suddenly learned in Pa-

your Deacons—or the Parish. Committee,
whether you might not probably be more
useful elsewhere. It is'an age of unparalactivity.

twelily-one critics who have taken exception Lo something urged in his first publica-

nd

—

It is remarkable that in Europe just now
more the nearer. you approach it, and the
ecclesiastical
or religious questions occupy
Jonger you are in it, “You will hardly find
The
a day in your life-work in which you will a chief placein the thoughts of men.
not be constrdined to ask, ** Who is suffi- “Holy Father” who claims {o be the Head

world by the power of Christianity. If such
a belief is incompatible with Christian -piety, or even orthodoxy, I am not aware of leled mental

'

others

Politics seem rather dull without the, old
WINTER,
ings; and the interest was sustained not only by
ieftain at his post. But the re~
The winter continues persistent and the voice, but by the appropriate sentiment of «
tickmedf9f
Mr. Gladstone must be any- severe, The snow is yet with us, and cold the verses sung, and still further by the unos.
thing hutll to himself. His library must winds-Dbite us daily. The season in Eng- tentatious spirit and manner of the singer.
Doubtless Mr. Sankey contributed largely to the
ring with the echdes of bygone and of mod- land is exceptionally severe,
ie
success of those services,
erg
strife, His new pamphlet answers
Heddy
TroMas GoADBY,
a- And now what is the result? We see what

Geplogy a feeble and

that modern parishes. are anything but
ualists,” I do, in common with hundreds, if ‘modest in the demands they will make upon
not, thousands of members of evangelical you as their pastor, They will anxiously
churches, believe that I have veceived comwatch to see you do your best fifty-two
munications from friends in the spirit world. Sundays in a year. Aud your best must
I am not ashamed to bear witness that have in it aliment for their brains as well as
some of these conimunications have given stimulus for their hearts, or you will very

me great comfort, tending

no

13

Liberg

connection with Christianity.
Amongst Holy Spirit as the revealer of Christ to the soul,
these there is a large field for revivalistic and the Word of God as the only infallible guide
of faith and practice; and while he largely avail
operations, and of the orderly, well-con- ed him-elf of lay helpers, he was ever caieful to
ducted artisan-class—there are not a few recognize the ministerial office as an ordinance
who rarely enter church or-chapel. The of God, and essential to the edification and enresiduum of society will hardly “be touched larg ment of the church of Christ. His work was
until society itselfis elevated and raised in acedbriingly Stistained avd encouraged by minisits moral tone. Isolated cases of conver- ters of all the Protestant denominations,
4, The teaching of Mr. Moody was direct,
sion will not at once change the outward pointed, business-lise. He wasted no time in
aspect of social life. Probably there were introductions nor in common-places,nor in vague
You will often have to furnish the ore, and
coin a currency on the spot to meet the de- publicans and harlots enough in the towns generalities. He tried to bring the truth to bear
at once upon the conscience.
He used apt iliusmand, or else leave it standing against of Palestine in the early days of Christianity trations, taken from ordinary life, most of them
notwithstanding
that
some
of
then
entered
you. Your brain will need the qualities’ of
indeed from his own experience, usually prea mine and mint as weil-as those of a treas- the Kingdom of God.
sented in dramatic and most effective style.
He
KINGSLEY AND LYELL.
dealt in no useless eloquence or ornamentation;
ury. Itcan gain them only by discipline, and.
discipline requires time. You may,indeed,
Two eminent men have recently passed yet his words had weight, and often real dignimerely by a smart. use of information
away. The Rev. Charles Kingsley had and ty and power. So much the more striking, as
quickly acquired, be able to go up before still has a wide popularity as a novelist. naturally and spontaneously proceeding from
the grandeur of thé subject. He spoke with overthe people for a time, like a rocket, but No modern. works of fiction are better powering earnestness, od impressed his hearwithout genuine discipline, you will be worth reading than his ‘Hypatia’ and ers with the conviction that he was intensely
very likely to come down like the stick. I ‘Westward Ho! and it is by his novels concerned for their salvation, We are of opinion
have dwelt at some length on this point rather than anything else that this Canon of that he has taught many useful lessons to our
0
from the conviction that you, in common
the English church will be remembered. ministers as well as to our people.
6. The labors of thesz evangeli~ts are said to
with too many of our young men who are He was but. in life’s prime when he died; have
produced a deep impression on not a few of
preparing for the ministry, are in danger of and all too soon seems to have been taken our Roman Catholic friends. Many of them it is
from us. A thoroughly English writer, With believed, attended the services in the Exhibition
ovérlooking it.
:
intense English sympathies and prejudices, Building, and listened with respectful attention
The consideration of some other matters
suggested in youu favor.I reserve for anoth- Kingsley had mavy readers wherever the tothe gospel message. They never heard the
word ¢ popery,”and scarcely ever even the word
English language is spoken.
er letter, praying, meantime, that the Lord
may lead you in every step of your course
Sir Charles Lyell was an elderly man and Protestantism spoken from the platform ; but they
into his blessed ministry.
perhaps more famous.
With him Geology heard the truth - which is taught to Protestants.
They learned, many of them perhaps for the first
Your brother,
entered upon a new phase. He was one of time, that the Protestant faith is not a mere proX.Y. 2.
a number of scientific men
who found test against the Church of Rowe, that it is not a

of our leading seminaries,
bul that you
‘purpose to leave the seminary, to engage
in preaching, before completing your course
of study.
;

curto you that a lawyer, in the cross-examination of a witness whose {testimony has materially damaged his case,usually frames his
questions for the purpose of putting that wit-

wholly unexpected on my part, and the answers, hastily and nakedly given, do me
no sort of justice.
As botched by the fele-

never sneer at it, and

a,

earnestness, please attribute it to my . interest in you, and in the cause you and 1 try

meaning of his answers. The questions put
to me on cross-examination in the Beecher
trial, concerning my religious views, were

theology

are competent judges of it. It is no special
index of either greatness or goodness in
To a Theological Student,
4 any man to despise the results of the best
—
GP
thinking of the best men on the grandest
AN OPEN LETTER.
of all themes for eighteen hundred years.
My DrAR BROTHER:
No. Ihave no fear of ‘your kmowing too
I have your letter of a rceent date, and much theology.
have noted its contents with peculiar interBut you will soon find in your work as a
est. I learn [rom it that, baving graduated minister that taxes will be levied upon your
from College, you are now well along in brain that you can not pay in theological
your first year of Theological study at one’ serip, however much of it you may possess.
a

of this date.
ik
#
In the first place, I wonder it did not oc-

ness into an odious position,and cutting him
off from all opportunity-of explaining the full

And discipline requires time.
The cramming processis fatal to all true
discipline. Do not understand me as despising
theological
information.
The
man who goes into the ministry in these
days langhing at * the schools,” and affecting contempt for ‘‘ dry theology,” as it
is flippantly called, will soon find the
world laughing at. him with a contempt
that is without affectation. You need such
an acquaintance with the whole fiela of
theological thought that whenever you
meet another on it to examine either the
nature of its evil or the quality of its prod-

than one instance, found a religious article
from my pen worthy of being copied on its
own pages,
ucts, you will, at least, know whereabouts
Yours, cordially,
vou are, and the way of return to your own
o
OLIVER JOHNSON.
theological
ground.
Men
who know
—

To the Editor of the Morning Star:
DEAR SiR: —From the beginning of the
auti-slavery struggle, I have cherished the
for the

field of labor

61 W.

-—

——

utmost respect

and concede

It is no part highest use.

of my duty to rezulate the theology of the
paper, that thoction Mr. Beecher choosing
to exercise for himself. “There isa wide

no disqualification, In regard to most m itters of Christian life and practice, I am in
hearty sympathy with the paper. I have

Keeps pace with rosy graces that unfold,

:

{But I accept your statement,

that you have traversed the Seminary curriculum of two years in one. What then?
| Why, then I fear you have been merely
‘ cramming and are in great danger of
Theological Dyspepsia. Your investigaone who loves the Bible better than I do, or tions as a Theological Student are in storegathers a higher-inspiration from its pages, houses of truth that furnish solid meat for
I am glad; nevertheless, let me“testity that brain'dnd heart.
[It takes time to digest
I find great delight in the study of it—a de- and assimilate it. It is none of your intellight in no wise diminished, but rather en- lectual sago, served after the style .of your
‘hanced, in proportion to the freedom which modern literary cook, great quantities of
L I allow to my reasoning faculties in the in- which may be quickly swallowed without
vestigation of its several parts.
the least ax upon your mental digestion.
To you it seems strange that a man hold- The greatest, grandest truths in God's uniing such opinions should be an assistant ed- verse are those which form the subject of
itor of an evangelical journal. The circum- your present studies.
You will lose nothstance ¢s an unusual one, I must confess; ing in the end by taking time to familiarize
but to those who know me intimately and yourselt' with them as a system of doctrine
are acquainted with my professional stand- in addition to your knowledge of them as
ing, it is ndymystery. I .confess to an hon- matters of personal experience.
orable pridg
in the fact, that, in spite of
But there is great
danger of overestimatmy so-called ¢ heresies,” such was the con- ing the information tobe acquired in a
fidence in wy Christian character, and such course of study as compared with the disthe estimate of my professional ability and cipline that same course of study is adaptexpérience, that I was invited, without sq- edto afford. An iaformed mind is one
licitation on my part, first to the post of thing, a disciplined mind is anoiher thing.
managing editor of the Independent—a The value of discipline as distinct from inplace I held for over five. years, and then formation merely will be often forced upon
voluntarily resigned—and, secondly, to be- your attention as a public servaut of Christ.
come managing editor of the Christian Discipline 1s one of the necassities to the
Union. And now let me say thatmy duties right use of information.” You may posin this paper are in no way complicated sess a good store of information, and yet,
with the questions in respect to which I your lack of discipline may be fatal to its

differ from the editor-in-chief.

rthdays.

must take them, with certain obvious limit-

N umber

for

its suppression
;

~ dg

the fact.

81, 1875.
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NOTES

AND

QUESTIONS

ISRAEL'S PROMISE .

24: 24.
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ple, and addressed them through their chief

men.

This meeting was held at

Shechem,

rehearsed

the cove-

where he

had

before

nant

them

(Joshua

to

8:34,

35),

land in

¢ivil and religious liberty which flourish at
our doors, the gospel of Jesus and all the
blessings of grace bestowed on as are far

where

Jacob had consecrated his house to God,
(Genesis 35:1—4), where the first promise

to

Canaan

of

the bones of Joof
The opinion

some writers is, that the clause, ¢ they pre-

sented themselves before God,” implies that
the tabernacle and ark were, on this occasion, brought from Shiloh; on the other

earnestness, to $ink deeper

thgna-

guiding

.

THE

;

EXHORTATION.

14, 15. (1.) Exhorted

nor'syour

oressions

|Jed them to a more

Lord.

to fear the

their covenant with

If they insin-

them,

pays for rent double the

92 Tim.

(3.)

3:5.

away

put

to

Exhorted

their fathers

which

meeting-house,

‘a

built

of taking, if God is rejected, some-talce God

sets forth.

sand

dollar

have

the

and

persons,
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kitchen
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attest to the earnest devotion and
fully
faithfulness of him who has de.suddenly fall
en and whom we so sincerely mourn,

'
;

Alone!
BY M. M. E.

In the Institute, he was 4 faithful student,

dea hel

My RRA]

taking a full course in Greek, Latin and
Hebrew and in theology. Asan expounder
of God's word he had few equals. He excel
Jed us a Bible teacher. In the second Zorra

and lifts me in strong arms;

He bears i

liberal salary promptly paid, and the chdrch |
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always

be
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listen to the

all their

testimonies for
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Last September he closed his labors with

the Zorra

ought
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po
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snd women

the class, made me pray for more pastors
.
of the same ability and power.

I

ry
least
Every person having property not to be
bailt, and the amount
tiful Sunday-school room, with its frescoed | meeting house, just
it unto me.
do
ye
while living is morally bound to | Of these my brethren,
| of its debts; 1 but nothing of the kind could _ || expended
fountain,
e then
atiractiv
and
thee.”
leave
not
will
I
organ
|
afler
fine
use
Christian
walls,
and
right
its
for
provide
numschool,
the
to
open
thrown
was
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The past made him fear
become idolaters.
onated with
im
AD
th
f
air
the
it:
the age was g impregna
the air of
it;

intelligent

.

meeting, amd |

Christ, given by the young men

fo

to | © Give me some work to do for thee; thou
I love thee.”
knowest
Rs
;
income and more, for it is
me! Keep my|
* Follow Sh
answer,
my
is
This
9 ich i
living
commandments
living that which is not
:
r ye do unto the |
themselves.
1f ye love me. Whatsoe'e
|
1 3
Some

de-

interest he

deep

| Cise tured into a conference

way.

auwes:

My Lord and I.
thousand doliars 100 "
ome
Ars
3
much more than twice as much | Melted in love and meek submission, * Lord,”
ak,
similar circumstances, receiving
amount.
sis

ability of our

an hour or more had been spent in careful
study of the Word of life, to see the exer-

Sih und then he holds me closer still,
ou

the

and

brother,

parted

would awaken in the-eld€s. And then,when

two

this

a witness to the marked

If this poor naked heart would hide for shame,
DN

evening as-mlistener and

to spend Sunday

Ob! love of Christ.
x 1ing and breaking with its grief for guilt,

poi

it was a vare treat, which

and

the writer had on two different occasions,

And places it on bis most holy head.

Each should contribute according lo his

hile
2
?
ig
:
Tespe
In many chute €3 In this
the request of a church, I examined its | wise to use while
for
{
wanted
H
be
i
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|
its
of
cost
Ly
2
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treasurer’s hooks, to learn
;
}
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members,

In safer

travel and

class of seventy-five

a Bible
he had

church

|

it is to | He takes my thorny erown of sins

as

one’s money

4

until this present time steadfast in the faith,

burden nn
Ever our, Du]
@f my great cross. Ses
Lk
angled ire
he

Christians,

especially

The lat three years, he had charge also of
the South Zorra church. The large number
added to all the churches over which he
presided, the flourishing Sabbath schools,
and Bible classes and the noble company
of young men and women who continue

——r—
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enough

employed, at a | with them for

a good msinister, constantly

A ; correspondent
to renounce all idol; of the EvanWhe
; | elsewhere.
hortation was for them
.
it :
atry, to cleanse their hearts from every in- | gelist gives this account of
when the new
Some five years since,
to serve the Lord .
clination to it,Ly and
’
large and beauthe
finished,and
was
chapel
‘would
they
Sosa only feared one tilt:

alter his decease.

pastor of the 2d Zorra,, Ili., Baptist church,
which relation he continued for six years.

quately warmed and thoroughly ventilated, | savings are proper items into which to direligion should be one}
s0 as to be comfortable and healthful, with | vide one’s income,
a fair share.

by city churches

which is worth repeating

pleasure, and shall,always

meut of both preaching and singing. We | afforded by the Institute ander the direction
have often héard him sing some of Me old | of the close Baptists. He also became the

never

I reply as I'doto | voi potatoe.

ade- | pray ; and while food, clothing,

pleasant,

and

bright

with

parlor, | port religion

of all in- | one with
ith pi II accounts
ig
ful accounts of ail indome, with
correctly
come and expenditures, so that its books | should pay
at | as one, in
and. liabilities
full assets
show the1 have
will
deficiencies but half of
found grave
JJ) times.

Hence, his ex-|

implanted within him for knowledge, he
resolved to avail himself of the advantages

understanding | tunes with great

manliness

i

approved of the desire

that God

Meeting. It was with power, and the spirit
accompanied it. He had a critical jadg-

When raging lions meet me
as they may Yeel or desive, but as God, the | go) 01 ylone,
i
owner, wills, and It 1s ns really duty to SUP- | He hides me in himself. And it I faint,

from this sin,they were yet prone to it: The | North Presbyterian church, Buffalo, N.
has been try'ng
taint of idolatry was in their blood. Joshua | Y., says the Advance.
hool work
Sunday-sc
its
in
t
also had a prophetic discernment of their | an experimen

danger

y

all

shonid

The
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A

‘ua interred that, though now they were free

married, and, iin January following, he was
ordained. The next year he preached to

for | Ashamed of the gospel of Christ,” ata Yearly | Feeling

possible,

uncomfortable or unat- ‘belongs to God aid should be used, not

and schools, with the

—_—

;

Al

or |

dilapidated

meeting-house

The rooms for preaching, prayer meeting

other

Hence Josh-

places, and there obscurely.

have | vot live by such rules.

would

meeting-house

trachve/

race ofwilolaters. Besides, in Ezypt, the | God, and, amid all temptations to desert
te see in his goodoess a protest against
descendants of Jacob practiced idolatry, a || him,
infidelity.

fact mentioned

of

of Dec.

his voice was heard in public it | In the month

as

my fect and sets me gently down
dirty; its windows broken, carpets ragged, | should realize that all they are and have | He bathes
paths.

side of the flood” means, *“ on the other side | timated or described.
The response of the people teaches us to
Abraof the river.” that is, the Eaphrates,
only mercies as reasons for obeying
view
|
a
from
ham came from Mesopotamia, and
or two

He was an ardent friend | as ‘God's revealed word. Upon uniting
Ile gave, to. our certain | with us he took charge of the Dexter and

Nae his theme to vindicate their rights.
# Sa predeher he was bold to declare

individuals who say they can not pay their
never become self-supporting.
‘and live, that it is not necessary that
bills
enbusiness
generous
and
wise
a
I urge
Every one they should live, but better to die without
terprise in all church work.
| having a good home, should be ashamed to | sin than to live dishonestly.

* On the other | that of Joshua, can hardly be too highly es-

only ‘in one

infant

conscientious

was too

And he

populai in the common meaning of that | to preach what he could uot. practice, and
word. Yet he was beloved by those who | would not practice what he could not tedeh

the amount then ; which has since paid the | to have summarily shut their ‘mouths and
.
«
other ten thousand and many thousands be- | sent theyp away.
It may be said that poor churches could
sides to help others, which with a ten thou-

The gods
idolatry.
. served, Joshua has just noticed 10- his his- | he worth ‘of independency of mind, like | °F in any respect
torical review. . Verse 2.

clear

a

pay half | there should have been

only

thousand dollars, but could

¢ In sincerity and truth” every heart
God,
<hould honor God. The necessity of coming
(4 some definite conclusion respecting ole
quty to God, and of deciding this Py and

|, pis place, the fifleenth verse

that

I know a church

he

when

been.

terest would have

hin inwardly and outwardly, in the heart, | the service and the manner of the service of
|
|
|
|

authority for

gave no

so could not be | sprinkling.

right, and

be

to

now worth double and approval of the object and due authori- remember his sweet voice as he would sing,
** Hallelujah—praise ye the Lord.”
cost; that church ty therefor... Too often pastors and super=
Bro. Yeates is not now ashamed of the
intendents have allowed agents for various
its minister now
gospel
that had power to save him, nor is
amount such in- | abjects, simply. on account of their brass
and impudence, to take possession of their he ashamed of Christ, and never could he
%
S02 half so sweetly, ** praise ye the Lord,”
some. years ago meetings and schools and get and carry | as
at the present time.
A. II. Case.
away all the money they could. raise, when
costing twenty

has now no parsonage;

a

up

God, Joshua set

to remind

pillar

memorial

he

where

He joined the Free Baptists in July,1866,
being baptized by Elder Jacob Griffin. His reasons given for this change, were, as
he understood the Scriptures, they taught
immersion as the mode of baptism, and

|
|
|
|
|

workers

intelligent

number . of

The

a | should always be as large as

pur- | be allowed without

its

prevented

chase. That property is
the amount it would have

thorough dedication of

From the ‘exhortation of Joshua, the
See an example of this minhim together.
can re-inforce his own appeals to the
teacher
|
siuIn
*‘
gled devotion, 2 Kings 17:33.
Joshua exherts both to
cerity and truth” to serve God, is to serve | hearts of his class.

and in the form necessary to the expression
of the devotion of the heart. There may be
a public and private form of worship withSee what Paul says.
out inward worship.

believed

|.28 long

how

who know

that | to do business and are willing to work
than should not be hindered very. much by. a

ouce could havg bought

foolish ery of debt

the

Joshua

Thus

sins.”

serve idols and | should be dead, of these vows.

cerely served, they would

should

member

every

years at six per cent. interest, which was | croakeys.
less than its pastor was paying lor rent, but | Subscriptions or collections should

Fear is here used in the sense of*reverence,
themselves to God. Again the people sol. not in the sense of be afraid of the Lord. | emnly protested that they would "avoid the
Under the gospel, the exhortation to men
gods of strangers and cling to the Lord
is to love the
Lord.
(2.) Exhorted to their God.
In witness of this renewal of
.
y
o
He
a
tur.
and truth.” If

* “ gerve him in sincerity
‘they would serve him only.

preach at

to

Norwich, with the. Methodists,

at once embraced

temperament, and radical in whatever he | especially

an,

have

those who
parsonage for five hundred dollars less than such are greatly needed, and
its cash value, all on mortage for a term of | know how and try to work will cease to be

Serve the Lord, for he is & bolyGod ; he is a
jealous God; he will not Besive ony

honest tit.

Eero ool
) I!

slavery was agitated, he

.

write his name. Thirsting for knowledge,
and feeling that God was calling him to a
higher work, he dttended school for a season. He then began-to preach, and for

Hence, when the question of anti- | about three years continyed

increase of | tions.
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While

knowa |

I

the treasury.

in

the intention of | Was no money

Hence he
quickly forged, more strongly.
said, in reply to their promise, “Ye cannot
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and serve their God.
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majority. | W oh ® believed to be God's truth. His | the Ionia and London churches,40 miles
or do-nothing
Jknow=nothing
was not eager lovers of God.
of f
| Sermons: were a ble, and Often hé would | apart. These two years were years
Ionce heard a wealthy member of u strong But itis specially disastrous when the Jeadknew their natingreatly
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the
,
and
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extent
am
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Lim
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better than they church oppose repairing the roof of their | ers of any church are unwise do-everythings | CTY his
and Christian
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that bat few ministers can. We remember | creased
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timid
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|
there
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his preaching from the text, “1 am not | strength.

obedience, to wield the chain of loyalty too | ¢huich which

tion, closing with an exhortation toflove

mind
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in

and a thousand times | uppermost

stand back or lie down when anything hard | I think that men or women
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among

wrought
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change

This

His | soul.

threugly him.

immortality

apart, for a year.
to | labor and cost were carrying the rest, and | knowledge, liberally for the Freedmen, and | Tonia churches, 17 miles this
year he was

bestowments on us, the same declarations. | weaklings ‘in the church, ever ready

the départment of gratuitous history. - The perficially, Hence Joshua
address of Joshua was made in bis old age, t@ accept their words. He
and has the chardeteristics of tie Spench of are, temptations, perils,
He sought
an aged man. - It isa historical review of | Knew them.
calling and

and | a glorious

church, fo have | knew him best.
eration of their mercies as they did,but how | politics they desire to be equal at least to | charged with ruling the
who with great of every reform.
support,
much more for us to utter,in view of God's | there associates, but are satisfied to be | been its life and

oh Septuagint, tht tits gathering. was): They ans ere promptly, but not deeply | OF expensive isto be done, showing
s more
held at Shiloh. Both opinions belong’ to ‘aoved. They" answered sincerely, but su- they are lovers of themselve el

God's merciful

promptly

in the importance of
change places with: them. It was reasona- | prising and successful for themselves are | equal vote, I believegenerally
found those
have
and
leaders,
|
and
business
In
church.
the
ble, however, for them to speak in consid- | worthless for

the translators

opinion of

hand, it was the

be

| doing of anything, however necessary,
the Freewill Baptist, and remained with the
will cost money.
people of his choice until death, at the time
|
side,
one
on
generosity
| With this costless
| aud narrow covetousness on the other, it | being a member of the New Lyme church,
Bro. Yeates was a man of more than
| is often difficult for enterprising work-|
| ers to get anything progressive accomplish- | Average abilities, possessed of an ardent

enter-

are

But many who

us would ex- | for themselves.

one of

No

inherited.

Israel

<hou'd
.

should

demands

act | ed.

superior gifts to those which the children of | paid for at the time, is not as wise men

made
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Abraham

(Gen. 12:6),}aml where
seph were deposited.
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Christ, and was able to give a good: reason’
for the new hopes and joys that filled his:

walk | said, “to speakof his strong faith‘ in the
Savfour, and his joytul, triamphapt hope of

nove

in the | will vote for any itaprovement,

in cities, to mortgage for part of the cost.
Many of our stronger churches would nev-|
er have become self-supporting if they had
| not bought or builded beyond their present
| means of payment, and to oppose the doing
of anything merely because all can not be

institutions of

the

we live,

which

to
yot I do ifeel at liberty,” he | genuine. - He swag huppily converted

| the principle of freedom, and believing that | was very useful, and succeeded in leading property at a solid cash value, to the | strongly urged; and others, who seem fo
Saviour he so dearly
prevent the | the Methodist church was in sympathy with | many souls to that
.
amount needed, it is often Wise, especially | have no other interest but to
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with
united
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it,
left
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| yeot road to ruin, and
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By saying*‘.we also” they

.

« Jehovah”

.
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pe

mean, * we as well as you will serve Jeho |e 1 believe more successes ynd failures in|
yal,” The people choose Jehovah for their, church efforts have been, the result. of good
God; ¢ for he is our God.” They thus ve- or bad financial management thad ‘of any
pudiate other gods; they declare that they other cause. Poor or bad ministers can be
will fave Jehovah for their God. The word removed ; stupid or passionate’ members,
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churches,

and

engazed

to the

Mission Board, going back to lonia, his
old field, which Satan had devastated, and
:
of new
the planting
undertaking
also

churches in new fields. He had organized
anew church at Napier, and just closed
a very precious revival meeting in the vilbetween
of Datton, where
tw 2 30 and 40
v ;
lage
ge

he shall be dead
:
had been converted,and organized a church
No! not alone tread I the weary way. I dare not
;
encouraging aspects. ‘He
accounts, or | he Saat | gead.
under very
donation
or
labor,
struction,
|
convic.
the
with
who
impressed
was
take:
pastor
There are thousands in our churches
cash account with
pelty
ful of worshipers out of all the millions or:of | the
a
except
other,
any
work in
paraa
than
the special
more
begin
be
to
should
longing
this
was
|
tion that
it
unless the Lord of heaven will lead
g
Consider what a sin, in view
ging
:
the earth.
delayif to provide, by | One siep
a day’s
;
n of 4 why any’ | ought,
.
It should himself: ’ with no intimatio
church.
the
of
ab without :
children
the
for
dise
2
:
of
some
:
scattered
:
:
Tonia where Satan had
.
me; vile worm of: earth; so sick of sin.
s of Even me,
God's mercies, the abandonment of God
and thousandwork,
buddreds
for
wills,
their
|
mo
and
paid,
or
deferred
‘only
received
and
been
toil,
had
former
money
of
|
10
fruit
had
the
as
children
such
2 home
oe Haicd antacid theirs. | Jochurch
ties, norfor Sabbath school ins‘ructions.
though several dollars being paid to our religious
T The true God God

evil.
thiss evil.

EE

:

* If it seem | He enlisted the co-operation of teachers and

(4.) Exhortedto a decision.

scholars, and in a short time

evil unto you to serve the Lord, choose you

the school

numbered six hundred. The aim was to
secure children whose parents attended no
;

this day whom ye will serve.” Joshua seeks
i for ’ ido
i
idols, and comdesire
wout:every lurking

pels the people % stv
cherish it or purge it out
was secret idolatry at
Verse 27. Joshua yx

There

be found.
.
:
.
thisthis hand
about «me hundred and fifty children, | |
hand- | bering

had had only only

Ded
and Pig fl iii
a
| last was attended with some difficulties, but
d
| a5 soon as it was found that any belange
| elsewhere, they were, advisedto return to

hatin Suny oil
of the heart. There
this time in Israel,
not satisfied. Ile

intimation of any
thousands of dollars
request of a church,
how much of pew.

contract,

no:

was

debts,
By and this daty should be urged upon all,
of debt “existed.
1 once tried to find | whether they have large or small amounts
i
rents, amounting5 to | to dispose of.
Hy
be made to feel

Oh! heal my soul now lest I die, and never
Leave me alone.
8

a

:

the
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Rev. John

more than one thousand dollars a year, had | The covetous should
Sogradng Hemlver, earnsuslly veer collepiod: But all jhe " that re
the ‘eo
© jStuspect © nen aunt
es of} 13
| counts the treasurer bad, were hepackag
presumed demnation of God, and that propertylikelefta
| bills; if any were not there,
will,
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name
for

it for a few days to assist the writer, when

—

or
Rev. John Ingram

Ingram.
—
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i
ied
died in Bloomsburg,

Master

said,

* It is enough.”

“Well

;
done.” ** Come home.”
was
great’y,
tion
He loved the denomina
able to defend its doctrines and practices,
deeply interested in all of the benevolent
guterpises of the day, and earnest especially in the temperance reform movement. He
was the Chaplain of the Lodge of the Sons
of Temperance in the village where he lived,

Norfolk Co., Ontario, Jan. 21,0f congestion
| (hem paid, and he paid over what meney selfishly
Society
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it
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other
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Negative Selfishness.

Selections.

unmistakable test, that spear-thrust to the
very heart of all selfishness, —did not say,

We forget ourselves very much when we
fancy te ourselves a kind of perpetuity here,
as if our ‘‘houses should continue forever,

ever

one

The Golden

to them,”

:

Not labors meant for love,

And more abundant still,
LF
Not crosses, stripes, nor pains,
Lest these should work my will;
But
give to do or to endure
As most shall make Thy glory sure.

ourselves, we. must admit that every
ment of intercourse with any one of
kind involves such a chance, Who is
ficient unto this? No ‘one, perhaps,

moour
suffor

flesh is weak,

per-

Not wondrous light within;

Not joys that prompt such strains
That all the world must join;
dark or light,

80 I’m accepted in Thy sight. ,
boast is full of want;
wants reach out to Thee;

even négatively selfish

1 only plead Thy call,

Take from my heart its load of guilt,
give me, Lord, give what Thou

dong good

to them,

wilt.

—

That word *‘deny” means *‘thrust from.”

us, or

that

belonns

to

higher voice of

duly,—that is in

very truth decrying Christ and proving disloyal to his religion. It is simply a misfortune to be ignorant of the name of Jesus,

sheds

light.

benefaction;

Their

they

existence

is

aré ministering angels

transported.

house,

when

we

shall

we may learn with

»

The

|

more

women—ruined

tunes for (em,

brought more shame and

scattered

more for-

bardship—than™ any other evil that lives.
The country numbers tens and hundreds of
thousands of women

who are widows to-day,

and sit in hopeless weeds, because their
husbands have been slain with strong drink.

There are hundreds of thousands

of

homes

scattered over the land in which women
live lives of torture, going through all the
changes of suffering that lie between the
extreme of fear and despair, because those
whom

they love, love wine better than

the

women they have sworn to love.
There
are women by the thousand who dread to
hear
a step at the door becausz. that step
has learned to reel under the, influence of se-

ductive poiseon.

There

_ing with pain while we

are women groan-

write

these words,

from bruises and brutalities inflicted by husbands made mad by drink. There can be no
exaggeration in any statement in regard to
this matter, because no human imagingtien
can create anything worse than the truth.

a|

unto men, co-workers with God.

Many, probably most, of the negatively
selfish men and women would be shocked
and aggrieved to be accused of selfishness; The sorrows and horrors of a wife with a
best spiritual leader of humanity, and yet to be told that .their habitual treatment of drunken husband, or a mother with a
te go on groveling among the low passions those about them was practically unkird, drunken son, are as near the realization of
as if we had never been urged to come up unloving ; that those standing in nearest a hell as can be reached in this world at
higher, that is not a misfortune merely, but rghations to them must forever suffer more least.
The shame, the indignation, the
a sin against God and a crime against one's or less keenly according to the sensitiveness
sorrow, and sense of disgrace for herself
self.
For the real infidels, in this or any of their natures must forever be unsaltis- and children, tae poverty, and not unfreland, are not those who can not believe the fied and hungry, receiving stones when
quently beggary,
the fear and the fact of
truth and right, but rather those who be- they ask for bread. ‘Why, whatdo I do violence, the lingering, life-long struggle
lieve them and yet refuse to shape their thatis unselfish, that is unkind?” they
and despair of countless women with drunk* 1am not conscious of en husbands, are enough to make all womlives accordingly. Whoever thus refuses, would exclaim.
does by that very act renounce his alle- any such acts, and I know 1 have no un- en curse wine and engage unitedly to
lance to conscience, disown the claims of kind feelings toward any one.” Oat of oppose it everywhere as the worst enemy
* duty, and deny the great Teacher who Christ's own lips came the words which
tQ their sex.
|
made knowp the will of God to men. Three are the veply to this. The severest concauses especially seem at work to make demnation which is to be spoken at last to
1a’
AY
Life's
Tragedy.
men deny the Christ and thiust the obiiga- auy human soul is simply * Inasmuch as
—® Pr
ye did it not.”—Independent.
tions of his religion out of sight.
40s
For some are bribed out of their loyally. |
Sublimer in this: world know I nothing
Even the school-boy knows that, when for
-{ than a peasant saint, could~such now any=
A
Call
to
the
Ministry.
the sake of getting credit for recitation he
where be met with,
Such a one will take
—l)
@ Oe
peeps into a book, or whispers to his mate,
thee back to Nazareth itself; thou wilt see
or jots down words on the palm of his hand, "A man lays himself lizble to the imputa- ‘the splendor of heaven spring forth from
and thereby disowns his allegiance to truth- tion of religious cant who talks much of a the humblest depths of the earth, likea
fulness and
hovor for a few good marks. call from God to the ministry. We hear no light shining in great darkness.
It is not
And the school-boy’s father knowsit, when more of days of fasting, or of nights de- because of his toils that I lament for the
in his baste to get rich he sells conscience void of ease, to know the mind of God.
We mustall toil, or steal(howsoever
In poor.
and truth with his goods. There was a this respect the ministry is becoming de- we name our stealing.) which is worse.
man in our war for independence who said cidedly common.
Apy vagrant,
pious No faithful workman finds his task a pasto those who would bribe him to the Tory thought that flits through ‘a restless brain time. The poor is hungry and athirst; but
side: “I am a poor man, but poor as I am passes current for a call from God ito for him also there is food and drink; he is
the king of England has not wealth enough preach the gospel. And to prove this, we heavy-laden and weary, but for him also
to buy me;” but there are all too many ask who has heard, and when, a candidate the heavens send sléep, and of the deepest.
vowadays who begin a war for the inde- before u Presbytery give a clear and satis- In his smoky cribs, a clear, dewy heaven
endence of their souls, and are speedily factory account of his call to the ministry ? of rest ‘envelops ‘him, and fitful glitlerings
ribed by a few pet luxuries to give up the In many instances it amounted to no more of cloud-skirted dreams. But what I do
contest and be disloyal to God. To do than a fancy, hardly worth the ‘creditable mourn over is that the lamp of his soul
poorer work than you promised so as to name of a conviction. ‘It would not have should go out; that no ray of heavenly or
make a little more on the contract; to take been a particle too pious a call for a dry
even of earthly knowledge shopld visit him ;
advantage of. another's ignorance to sell goods clerk, a teller in a bank, or a picket but only, in the hag, ard wey like two
him poorer goods than you pretend; or in agent on a railroad.
speclers, fear and indignation. Alas! while
any way to attempt adding to jour riches
the body stands so broad and brawny
The account often runs thus:
He was
by impoverishing your soul,—that is thrust- converted and united with the church, and must the soul lie blinded, dwarfed, stupefi
ing away the religion of Christ for the sake within two or three weeks the pastor men- ed, almost annibilatad? Alas! was this, too,
a breath 6f God ; bestowed in heaven, but on
of a paltry bribe.
)
properly, that man’s chief end
tioned, very
Then some are laughed out of their is to glority
God, and that in the ministry earth never to be unfolded? That there
loyalty to Christianity.
Ridicule often is a good place to do it. The young man should one man die ignorant who had castrikes deeper than violence, and leaves a thouzht about it; was rather pleased’ at the pacity for knowledge, this 1 cdll a tragedy,
more bitter, rankling behind. A sneering idea, and his dear, good mother Was de- were it to happen more than (wenty times
look or coarse laugh has one right through lighted, for she had long since given him to in the minute, as by come computations it
a man’s breast-plate, and
wade him throw the Lord — perhaps
somewhat like the does.—Carlyle.
down the banner of the cross thongh hé bad mother of Zehedee's children, for thrones
bravely withstood every assault before. on the right and left hand of the Master—
Knowing.
The knight-errant who conquers in the band upon the whole, he makes up his mind Three Hints Worth
tourney and battlejs. driven away from the that he has not much else to do, and he is
banquet by the court-fool.
So, many a one sure he wants to glorify God
(in which he
1. Never attempt to do anything that is
is ashamed to do right even when he is not may be perfectly sincere, and
may be a not right. Just so surely as you do, you
or knowing it to be unable to believe in
him; but to feel convinced that he is the

afraid, and

when

is laughed out of

he is steadfast

against

bis allegiance

all

bribes.

Yet as soon as the deed is done and a man
.-has shown himself ashamed of Christianity,
how much more ashamed he becomes him-

selt!
For no one ever was driven by the
sneers of the world into denying his
loyaltty
to Christ, without feeling that he had thr
away his manhood and degraded himself to
the level of the brutes.
But,. finally, some who cling so fast to
their faith as not to let it go on account of
bribes

—-—

den¥ing

or

sneers,.are

yet

child of God as well), and so he commits
himself to the ministry as the work of his

frightened

life. «

But suppose

it at last.

We still need the spirit

whe, when asked,, “Art

You have

said,

been

with a price, and your chief end

** You

bought

is to glori-

fy God, and you can do this it many-ways.

will be a cross, but you have engaged to
arry « cross, and this means to do for
Christ's sake what you would not naturally

endure ; and it may be right for you to con-

sider the duty of being a colporter or a
his mother
Aud.
missionary.”
home

into

of the old martyr,

his pastor

are not your own.

had

will

-

should say,

** My

son,

I bad

rather you

would be a doorkeeper in the house of the
Lord than to dwell in the tents of wicked-

get

into

trouble.

sorrow sooner or later.,

Sin always

brings

If you even suspect

-that anything is wicked, do it not-until you,
are-sure thar your suspicions
are groundless.
:

2. When you do attempt anything that is

right, go

through

discouraged.

with

it.

Be not

easily

Form habits of perseverance.

Yield not to sloth, and sleep and fickleness.

To resist all these will not be easy, but’you
will feel that you have done right when you
get through,
Perhaps
3. Do yot waste your money.
you have very little. Then
care of it. Besides helping

'
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It contains medicinal properties

which

Excepting God himself, what is there more
wondrous than the existence of the infinite ;

specifically upon

active on the face ‘of a world which was

Dr. R. V. P1ERCE, Buffalo, N. Y:

the

tissues

of

the

25 cents.
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act | address, $9.00 per year, 50 or more, at the same

heart,

rate.

take the more
to spread the

man of our race stood ‘erect amid the trees
of Eden! It was the birth of mortal spirit,
and that paradisal wonder 18 repeated in
the growth of every infant and throughout
the life of every man!
:
Sa

Boldness

for

Christ.

Ra

health.

One of Frederick the Great’s best gencr-

als was Hams Joachim von Zieton.
He
was never ashamed of his faith. Once, he
declined an mvitation to come to his royal
master’s table, because on that day he wish-

ed te present himself at

the table

of his

Lord and Master, Jesus Christ.
sacrament day.
The next time he

It was
appear-

ed at the palace, the king,

whose

tendencies were well known,
some profane

expressions

infidel

made

about

use
the

of

holy

communion of the Lisrd’s Supper, and the
guests laughed at th remarks made on the
occasion. Zieton shook his gray head solemnly, stood up, saluted the king, and then

said with a firm voice, ‘ Your Majesty
knows well that in war I have never feared
any danger, and everywhere have boldly
risked ny life for you and my country.
But there is One above us who is greater
than all men; he isthe Saviour and Redeemer, who has died also for your majesty, and has

own blood.

dearly

bought us all

with

Any number

less than 50,

12 cents

for

each

low to be mocked or insulted, -for on him
repose my faith, my comfort and my hope

in life or death.
In the power of this faith your brave
army has courageously fought and con
quered. If your Majesty underwine this
faith, you undermine at the same time the
welfare of your state. I salute your Majesty.” This open confession of his Saviour
by Zieton made a powerful impression on
the king. He fe't that he had been wrong

in his attack on the faith of his general, and
he was

not

ashamed

to

acknowledge

it.

He gave his hand to Zieton—his right
band, placipg the left on the old man’s
shoulder—and said with emotion, ¢“ O
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cent. lower than

doors,

between

the

with

great

king

closed

and

his

greater general, no one has ever learned;
but this we know, that the Lord's own
words were verified to Zieton: * Whoso-

ever shall confess me before men, him will
I confess before my Father which is in

heaven. "—British Workman.
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. I was once expounding.the seventh and
eighth of Romans to a class of colored
Bible-women, deeply experienced as to
their hearts, but very ignorant as I supposed in their heads. It was before [ had
learned this blessed secret I have been trying
to tell you, and what I said I can not pessibly imagine now, but it was certainly
something very different from. my present
position.” After I had been talking quite
eloquently for a little while, an old colored
woman interrupted me with—
#
‘Why, honey, "pears like you don’t understand them chapters. ”
;
*“ Why, not, aunty? ? I asked. *‘ What

blessed eighth. ”
“Well,” I answered, ‘‘ that
I do think.
Don't you 2”
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This Holy One I can never al-

:

About two years ago I was afflicted with
a disease of the heart, which fat [times cre\
ated a pressure around it, almost causing
suffocation. I saw an advertisement of
your Golden Medical Discovery, recommending the same as a cure for disease of
the heart. I then bought half a dozen bottles of it, and after using three bottles I was
entirely relieved and am now enjoying good

rience. But, I rejoice to say to you to-day
thou a Chiistian?” confessed and denied
gospel, buy some good books and read them that, even if you are white and not poor,
rewards
not, but confessed “I am a Christian,” pess;”. andhe should keep the
well. A good book is one of the best things you yet may kmow-what it is to abide in
though he knew that answer condemned of a good conscience In pleasing God in the world. If you can not buyas many Christ, and to rejoice in all the blessedness
him to the savage lions. For, much as our belore him
as though he were “pastor as you need, borrow from others and return of such abiding.—
H mnah Smith.
times differ from those dark days, there are of a city church, ‘pi
he has a con- them gafe and sound, Never let a book lie |
still lions in the path of those who would viction of a. call fipin God. Then it he where it may be injured.—8. 8: Visitor.
be perfectly true to Christian faith, and has it, he can tell how and when he got it;
~*~ The Book.
there is still need of dtrengthening our how much it cost him; how through years’
———
hearts lest we be (rightened into a denial’ ho. has clung to it, suffered tor it, toiled to
I love the Bible supremely. In all the
A
Lesson
for
Young
Men.
of truth and duty. It needs no words of a abtain it; will work anywhere to keep it;
world I have found no book to set beside
—
Sd
~ preacher, but only a glance at our own and-|if be is poor, accepts help than krully
it. Other books I love well.
Milton, TayOn
passing
through
one
of
the
wards
not
is
hearts and lives, to show that difficulties it he gets it, but helps himself if it
lor, Carlyle, Tennyson, Emerson, Spencer,
of
the
—
prison,
I
accosted
an
élderyet beset the pilgrim in his progress to the offered ; learns they vulue of a dollar by
ly looking convict.
He held dowfi
his and many a nobler nime besides, in this
Celestial City, and
rreat brotherhood, are -so dear to me, that
baving made one, \impelled alone b§ his head, as though ashamed to look me in the
there are few sacrifices I could not gladly
conviction of a call pt God; grows in grace
By the thorn-road and none other
face.
On
handing
bum
a
tract;
he
said,
I
make rather than lose their companiofiship.
from his conviction’; and, when he is ready
Is the Mount of Vision won.
knew your voice as soon as I heard you,
But when 1 am in any great strait,—when
to. preach, does not vore the Professors for airy [ have heard you hefore to-day, sir,”
It isindeed easy to do just about right, a pockettul of letters-lo the city churches ;
I wantto find words other than my own to
After
a
tew
words
of
explanation,
I
found
and far too many are content with that ;
ask, if you suggest one, first, whit that we had been at one time members of the rebuke some crying sin, or to’ stay some
not
does
but to do exactly right and not swerve to
they pay, and second, what is its same congregation, and sat under the sam¢ desperatedginper, to whisper to the soul at
either hand from strict integrity, is to this salary
position, and if they have the modern faithful ministry. I anxiously inquired how the parting of the worlds, or to read, as I
social
day so hard t hat any are frightened out of
conveniences.—Preshylerian.
it was that he had fallen so low as to become sit with them and weep beside their dust,
the allegiance
they know they ought to
!
words that Ic know will go to the right
i
an inmate of a prison.™
pay.— Richard: Melealf, in Christian Regp'aceas surely as corn dropped into good
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all other virtues, as all gin do2s
aside all books but on:,—the book out of
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active life in our bosoms, which a short all first-class Druggists.
time since were inanimate, ihsensate dust!
HEART DISEASE CURED, .
The Register
What thought is there more wondrous than
has made its annual appearance for more than
Rockport,
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Feb.
1st,
74.
this, that we are living Souls, abroad and
forty years, and gontains, in addition to‘the usua

for strong drink in man has

for them,

most truly man,

-| once without form and void!
Well miglit
the sons of God shout for joy when the first

of
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it may

ppointed, when we

me

tissues.

heavy, or sharp duiiiog
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faculties have made

content.”—

spoiled the lives
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have, I been awe-struck and breathless,
whilst the geal mystery ot life has occurred
great blood, purifying and wonderful | - of the International Series, for adults, also for
to my mind in sudden vividuess! In such its"
regulating properties, effect a perfect cure. children, are issued every month. 100 copies to one
moments what a miracle have I felt myself!
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of Drink.

ron

al first be only slight, producing a little
palpitation or irregular action, or dull,

are wearied with
r, or are disgusted
with meanness, and ‘then we may say with
the Jewish preguer: * Vanity of vanities,
all is vanity!” Bat myself, how often in my
more cheerful moments, and at those more
thoughtful seasons when my
awakened
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The appetite

ep

seem 30, when we are

St. Paul, “in whatsoever

Curse

Disease.

delicate

OH, that I had never touched

Life is no common-place matter;

home, will fully satiate our largest desires.
In the meantime, let the expectation of that
fullness and the approach of our departure
out of this sorry inn, sistain our souls with
comfort against all-the emptiness of this
world; and whatsoever we meet with in
our passage through it that is in any way
apt to breed us.vexjtion or discontent, that
estate we are te be therewith
Bishop Sanglerson.

:
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I'he Worth of Life.

lest the reckonin

arvive at our
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The Morning Star
;
is a large religious paper of eight pages, now’in
its fiftieth volume. It is able, literary and progress
ive. The principle ofiices are to be in Boston, but
one for the WESTERN DEPARTMENT has recently
been opened in Chicago, and the manager there
gives his entire time to the work.

‘Died Suddenly of He art

Conseience re-

that one-glass.”—Band of Hope Review.

cheering ourselves with these thoughts,
that our stay is but for a night; we shall
be able sure to make shift with mean accommodation for one night; we shall be at
home ere it be long, where we can mend
ourselves and have things moié to our own
heart's content. The plenteousness of that

us, or that dwells

very

but an inn,

over, much trouble ourselves at it, but pass it,

To souls
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kindled; T became reckless, and joined a ally has its origin fn impure blood
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covered, convicted, and now I ‘am to be Riding Suiouh the heart, irritate its
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of it, what the world is, and

we exceed not too much,

to the public house

but ‘one glass.’

take more liquor, until I became

prove too sharp wfterwar ds; and if suc
things as we are to make use of there we
find not: altogether as we wish, we do not.

pear us; to let a day go by without doing
So when
the New
Testament speaks of something for it; without contriving, ar‘‘denying all ungodliness and worldly lusts,” ranging, planning for its happiness; withit means to thrust them far from us and let out comforting it hy word of praise, or
them no more have dominion over the heart cheer, or a gift or token of affection ;. withand life. When it bids us deny
ourselves, out helping it by a lift of some sort or othit means to thrust oue side the appetites er; without kindling it or ennobling it by
and passions which have been holding sway, a hearty and loving sharing of a thought,
and declare that henceforth our chief of an interest, of an occupation. Whal a
allegiance shall not be paid to them. So, ‘different thing would family life be if each
too, when it speaks of denying Christ, it member made this sort of active effort each
means to thrust kis rightful claims out of day to give positive and distinct happiness
sight, to disown our aMgiance to his relig- to each.other member.
ion, and to be disloyal to his truth and
The children have a good phrase. We
righteousness. - Hence it was that the Apos- hear it constantly -on their lips. Itis‘* A
tle Paul wro'e to Titus of those who pro- good time.” To * have a good time™ is
fees that they know God, but in works they their babitual description of, the sort of life
deny him; and it is to this renouncing, dis- they like,and to “‘have a good time * comes
owning,
this thrusting one side, that the easy during the first ten or twelve years
word always refers in New Testament us- of life. We also ought to *“ have a good
age. Will any one ask, alter that definition, time ” much oftener thai we do,—every
who it is that denies Christ?
day, a good part ol every day, all of every
Very clearly he is the denier who keeps day, if we order our days aright. And
on in a guilty course though the teachings no one thing, nay, nog all things possible,
of Christ have shown him a more excellent could do so much to create this ** good
way.
To keep on in the old sins, though time ” as the slaying of negative selfishness
you bave become convinced of their sinful- in our hearts and lives,~-the aclive maniness; to speak the old falsehood, though festation of positive unselfishness in the
vou bave learned how false it is; to disregard little things of every day. People who unthe claims of strict integrity in your busi- derstand this, ov who, without understand‘ness, though yeu have begun'to’ feel their ing it, instinctively aim at it from a love of
pressing obligations; to live as if’ your own seeing others happy, shed good cheer in
passions were masters, though you have houses and iif communities as the sun
heard the

proved me, but, having entered upon the
enchanted ground, I was readily induced to

us to more moderate desires ahd better
composed affections. In our inns, we would
be
glad to have ‘wholesome diet, clean
lodgings, dilligent attendance, and all other
things with convenience to our- liking; but
yet we will be wary what we call for, tha!

too small for love to draw a joy from,if love
fulfills the giving. It isa base thing to be
even negatively selfish to a soul that laves

Christ.

that belong hither, and so sullen and discomposed when our endeavors in the pursuit of them prove successless; whereas, if
we would rightly inform ourselves and se-

to have

ourselves but passengers—it would fashion

for our love to desire to fill ; no chance can be

~—Congregationalist.

prevailed on me to go

what ourselves are—the world

that love us, not to be on the look-out for
chances, great and small to give them a
pleasure; no chance sus "to be too great

Thy promise unto me;

@

and to be

it that maketh us so greedy after the things

rieusly think

etuaity to everybody, even to the strangers
n our gates, would require a’ philanthropy
too plenteous, a plane of spiritual JrToose
* | too high to be often attained. But to
0se we
love, to those to whom we are held by the
ties of blood and the bonds of daily association,we need not give grudgingly, we need
not give fifully. It is a base thing to be

Not knowledge, gifts, nor power

Denying

ot

see that, if we dare to be rigidly strict with

Cast in lové’s treasury for, Thee.

And

:

slip one chance of
giving another human be.
ing happivess and, reflecting on this in the
clear light of the Golden Rule, we presently

‘

generation to another.” We think it
being here; here we would build us

‘tubernacles, set up our rest here, and that is

We are negatively selfish whenever we let

Save as thou see’st such wealth would be

ML

done to

Whatsoever things ye would,” \good

neighbor should do to jou; dé'ye even so

. Not heapsot earthly store,
.
ot health nor friends nor fume ;
I
dare not mention these
.
When I address Thy name; *

Give song or silence,

you dislike to have

—that is, whatosoever things ye can even
imagine that ye would like,—* that your

these

Lord, when I look to Thee;
give what to Thy mind is best,
But
let Thy love withhold the rest.
And

-

things

you;"” but ‘“

Not what my choice would be;

69
reewill Baptist

_ *“I was at one period of my life, sir, very | which my mother readto me, and over
led to give up which she sang to me as far back as I can
drink entirely, although [did not s 4 n any remember; and when I take this book, it
pledge, which I now lament. I became a is hke those springs that never
give out
regular attendant at the place of worship, in the driest weather and never freeze in
und joined” the congregation.
1 went on hardest, because they reach directly into
very happily for some
years, until one the great warm fountains hidden under the
evenin
was returning from ——, when I surface.
It never (ails.— Collyer. .
met with some friends trom Hull, They

and our dwelling-plgces should remain from

“ Avoid doing to your ueighbor whatso-

—

Not what to me seems good ;
1 dare not ask for

Rule, —that uncompromising,

~~

intemperate, but was happily

—

‘What Thou Wilt.
—

Journeying Home.
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Unless we misinterpret the sigus of the
time, Christianity in this country is enter-

ing

upon’ a conflict quite ‘as severe as

that in which

it finds itself engaged

Europe. Political, moral and social agitation
or reverses can not well exist ia.any country without somewhat affecting the character

and condition of Christianity,

For

the force that it ought to be

when

on

proper

ob.
We
relig-

=

_—

MAROH,;
:

oa :

isn’t

7

co

evan- | dulge

‘American

an

same in America,

But better the | ——THE

LorD'S TasLE., The problem,
how professed Christians can bar other
Christians {rom the holy table of their one
Lord and Master, interests the

disciples

of

almost every faith. Dr, Peabody, in a dis-

:

:

”

=

|
|
|
|
|

lic treasury,

| promulgation

supporting

wicked monopolies, and in wresting from |
the people the public lands, God's free gift
to those who would till the soil.
The te n- |
dency is rebuked indeed, and hindered; |
but it exists just the same.
The church
will do wellif it ‘act a ‘becoming part in |{

the matter, and come out of it with

ro sac- |
|

rifice of its spirit or power.

The
evil.
every
there

|

liquor traflic is another threatening |
** What can be done? ™ is asked on
hand. In most parts of our country
is no law against the traffic,—suppos-

ing we are torely
Tpon law,—worthy the
name.
Where laws exist, however -good,
they are next. to powerless,
They are
evaded, the officers of law are intimidated,
and the traffickers are often defiant.
It isa
painful consideration,that the officers of law,
and business men, in the city, the village,

and the country,so meekly resist the aggressions of this traffic. And, with magy honorable

exceptions,

political

3

office-

seekeis and oftice- holders, from the Congress of the U. 8. to the village justice, do
not. boldly take and abide the temperance
issue.
made

Many other political issues
‘No one
subservient to this;

misjudge the results.

It cannot

are
can

but

cor-

rupt voters, lower the standard of law, diminish
the public confidence,
multiply
crime, and protract the contest between
right and wrong in civil administration,
4nd embarrass the church in its work of reform.
Again, theve is, in our country, a manifest and rapidly growing antagonism to the
charch,— its instieations and its restraints.
So gnuny of these have been removed that
no one can reasonably complain that too

many of them remain.

Under the pretense

of seeking to avoid the evils of the union of
Church and State, as existing in the old
countries, the church here must be dénied

all civil recogmition. God must be wholly
ignored in State constitations,
Tne Bible
must be banished from the public schools.
Text-books must be revised, leaving out
whateverof religious or theological hint

suspicions

will be suspended

the face of God's word and in _ violatiod
the very spirit of Christ's teaching,’ thus
to withhold the emblems which he left for

—

from

of the

the

date

Thi§

law.

of the |

sequestra

aie supported by lxbors

fices ; these must be taxed.
is partly right and
. cordance

with

tke

though under the
“only sect: wrianism,
especially

The

partly
spirit

this

sacri-

demand

wrong.
of

pretext
our

and
In

aec-

demand,

of suppressing

State

uniy ersities,

in the W est;are and must be kept,

void ef any positive religious ‘influence.
No law must existewithin them against a

rationalislic or materialistic
of nature or even
sult is,

these

of

interpretation

the

Bible.

The

universities,

many

of

re-

ther,

are hotbeds of skepticism.
Even the denominational
colleges
and universities
show a tendency to become secularized.

Here
of the

is

.interference with the first

church,—the

the young.

proper

instruction

Here is blight in the bud,

tenness at the root, poison at the

duty
of

rot-

fountain.

To wrest the education of the young from
the positive influence ofqeligion is to first
poisan the patient, and then challenge the
skill of the physician,

Another dangerous tendency

of the time

.

| the operations in the Holy

Land,

late

ec yveries being of the most striking
| teresting character,

dis-

Ritualism

If Satan can not stop the train

and
:

at

the

out-

Israel

some pastor, or ladies’ benevolent society

when they entered Canaan,

——TuE SeiriT oF Revivar.

justice and mercy in persons living in those
times as severely as they ought to judge

even

vealed;

and they

against

judging

should “be

or not, remains to be seen.

But

as

join’

simple

as the bill is, it brings the state government and the Catholic church in direct antagonism.
Catholicism will violate its
spirit if it submits without a memorable
struggle.

On the side of the Church it is a question
of conscience.
The Catholic clergy say
they edn not submit in honor to the ecclesiasucal laws recently framed.
On the side
of the State it is a question of government

policy, and of the State’s ability to enforce
its laws.. These, whether just or unjust,
have been fairly passed. The State must

same spirit in almost any

prodttce like results.
stone which every

department

will

It is the philosopher's
Christian
especially

should carry in the pocket of his heart,

of grace now in proghess in Great

the prayers of the churches be

tered

fervently

of
his |
|
exceedingly re- |

for Lis spiritual consolation afd

rest toration to

health.

We

.we!ll nigh hopele ss
|
and the publicity

——DBLUNDERING LEGISLATION.
The blundering act of the closing hours of Congress,
by which postage on third-class matter is
doubled, is meeting the rebukes that it deserves.
There is no adequate excuse for it.

It has put a needless burden upon a people
whose postal laws were not before of any
enviable order.
It seems almost to have
been a

direct

result

in

order without the usnal stipend from the
State treasury. It is doubtless too early to
inquire whether, the clergy getting along
without the usual aid from the State, the
latter would resort to harsher and vindictive ways of enforcing discipline.
There is no doubt, if the Catholics desire
to find a peaceful way out of the difficulty,
they can do so. They have often’ obeyed
laws apparently requiring a greater: violation of conscience than this one would. -

it out,

The Bishops have refused tosubmit. They
have suecéeeded in getting the* bill co

sion of the ‘Bishops,—and

will,

until

that

can Le

Congress

done,

re-assem-

samples, &e.

the. Pope

has

bas called

——THE
IRISH . REVOLUTIONIST * DEAD.
John Mitchel, the Irish revolutionist, whose
course for the last twenty years has kept
him in bad favor with all fair-minded persons, died the 19th inst. under still increasing disfavor. His late election to the British Parliament from Ireland, and his immediate expulsion therefrom on the ground
of felony, have deepened the public

interest

in his career. It is only a few months
since he left this country, where he had been
living for the last dozen years, to enzage in
the election contest in which he was easily
successful. He had always been a violent,
seditious, {reasonable person, openly

advo-

catihg the employment of mob force and
the ‘most brutal violence
in promoting
Home

Rule

out this article.

It

ly not the intention of the
injustice.

the

paragraph

was ecertain-

Star to do Mr.

The

testimony

referred

was

to

rather

striking, all things considered ; it was widely discussed;

we’ gave it to our readers.

It

is ‘with much greater pleasure that we now
give the explanation as w ide a reading.
Its js valuable as authoritatively rey ealing
some of the personal though not wholly

A. H. Cuasg. Cor. Sec.

Encouragement,

cautioned

shortcomings

in

truth,

univgfsal struggle for existence, resulting

“Take all courage.

its best illustrations in social and moral life.
It is cheering to the friends of civil and
social freedom to know: that freedom de-

great

velops

strength

to.

endure

peculiar ror always unevangelical views

of

recent civil strife thé slave states, by inevitable law, were weaker than the

afid were certain to be beaten. in the end.
The late Lount
de "'Montalembert,” of
France, an enthusiastic Catholic, and curi-

Count dogs not

te

tiem,

A nationfihat

the European

to

rer

ascribe

the de-

to Romish

despo-

stood

stafps

at

three

the

head

interests.

His

very

methods

work is languishing.

ty to. help it.

Hereis an opportuni-

Who offers the re} hundred?

OBITUARIES.—NOTICE.
As some complaint is made that obitnary notices forwarded for publication.in the Star do not
appear promptly, we would say that, as we
can not well give more than a column
weekly

to those notices, and as, at this sea-

son of the year, we

weekly receive about

twice

we

that

amount,

have

adopted

the

rule of publishing them in the order of
their reception.
This ought to be sufficient
to explain any seeming delay.

given them bis blessing and told them to | brought him, if not hiss, cause, ~into_contempt. It was for this violent conduct that
go ahead.
"The full consequences can not be foreseen. he was expatriated for a term of fourteen
We call atThey
may
be very grave.
They are years, But he soon broke his parole and | SUBSCRIBERS IN ARREARS.
more likely to be so than otherwise.
The
came to this country, where he has follow- tention of those subscribers to the Star who
oprosing tendencies between Church and
ed the career of a violent Journalist, being are in arrears, for an explanation of the bills
State in Germany, which have for the past in some favor- with the most impractical they may receive, to_an article under the
few years been gathering force, seem
to and mobocratic of his race.
After his ex- head of ‘‘Publisher’s Notes.”
have reached an issue in the present relation of affairs. Bismarek, conscious of his

pulsion fiom

power, and having the verdict of Christen,
dom that his effort to free his country from
priestly domination is a righteous one,

cessful, but the nervous straif® brought on
his death.
Iie is a (air type of the element

Parliament,

he

immediately

presented himself for re-election, was
which the real friends of Irish liberty

suchave

meets the Pope,stung aud rendered desperto meet. Harsh, violent,
impracticable,
ate by recent temporal reverses, by inter- treasonable, he and those like him only
nal church dissensions, and animated
by
hinder the cause they pretend to serve.
If
the desire to save a waning cause,
It" is the lessons of his life and conduct could be

Greek meeting Greek.
G&d grant
there may come no tug of war.

that

—

—

some

service—as angry breakers, for instance,
are of service to imperiled mariners,

Current Topics.
——HENRY VARLEY'S WORK.

seriously pondered, they might be of

EVILS

i

It is really

-

IN THE ENGLISH CHURCH.

al magnates

.in

the ‘Church

of

Sever-

England

mission.

The past week

services

were

‘held in various churches of the city, and
the presence of the Spirit was manifest. Mr,

authority on the part of some of the clergy ;

dissemination of doctrines repugnant to the
tegching of Iloly Scripture and the principles of the reform church; the growing
tendency to associate doctrinal significance

Varley relies on the help of God. His
preaching is plain and practical, illustrated
are urged £0 unite in one sectless commun- by every-day occtirrences, and though fer- with cerlain rites and ceremonies, leading’
The
ity of goods and interests.
There are in- vent it is never anything but direct and re- “inevitably to embittered controversy.
deed vital truths here, but also dangerous fined. All ages and classes are interested. eminent authors of the address enlarge
errors.
Against divine commands and Not only “the common people hear him upon these ominons tendencies, implore *‘the
b the cultured find satisfaction in clergy nat to Gisquies their congregaticns
positive institutions, are unauthorized and giadiy," but

Religious people of whatever differences

Exchange
?

Notes and Quotes.
—

Oe

The Examiner and Chronicle isn’t afraid
of the new United States Roman Catholic
Cardinal. *‘ There are-msny good people,”
it says, * who will shake their heads at this

appointment of an American
ing in it the nearer

Cardinal, see-

appreach

of

when the Romanists shall rule
send Protestants to prison and
and play the mischiel’ generally.
selves, we have no fears of such
It then proceeds to state in not a

spirit why

it doesn't

fear

the

day

this land,
the stake,
For ourthings, "—
very kind

Catholics,—be-

cause they are comparatively few, very

notant, weak, &ec.,—hut in the

ig-

very next

article it is in convulsions almost because
the Catholics: have lately asked in' New
York on what terms their schools can share
in the city school fund.

Kansas.

Two years ago thé present month I came
to this (Howard) county as one of the piopeers, and in the February following sueceeded in organizing a little F. Baptist
church

of nine members,

the first to repre-

sent our, cause inthis part of the slate.

We

are glad to be able tp say that the Lord has

centuries ago,

not forgotten us in our isolated and frontier

No

the general

hardships

incident

Home Mission Chit-Chat.
AN OFFER.

| our people are courageous and hopeful and

remittances

past

t of worship,

to a frontier country, and the absenceof
"Pecuniary aid is bailding up our cause, yet

have

winter to our

Orleans,

been

missions

Alabama,

made

in

New

and

Har-

Tennessee,

| devoted.
|
The Baptist clement

the

Cairo,

|

| the dominant

one

in

is very strong, if not
this

county,

the

Mis-

| sionary Baptists being the predominant orper’ s Ferry.
The cause*is suffering, our
friends are in need and distress. | Some-| | ganization, perbaps: We have found among

thing

musg

be

done

to

©,
| this class,

relieve them im-

ality

mediately.
¢
We make this offer.
We will be ¢ne of
ten persons to pay one thousand dollars
to be expended wholly for our missions

in the South.

Send your names to Rev. S.

that the number is made up, and the money

to be

1875.

forwarded

to

him

before

May

g

1

This offer does not include churches, only
individuals.

‘Are there.

not ten,

yea, more

the

poss,

unfortunate

ones

in

our

own

Are there not some who are willing to
be their own executors, and make their do-

nations while living ? Qne thousand dollars
save

on

,
especially

the

.

liber--

much

laity,

the. communion
- question,

and

a

decidedly anti - calvinistic tendency. We
have been cordially invited to preach for
them on different occasions, and what we
need 10 advance our cause is -more men,
and means to support them in the field. I
am the only F. Baptist mipister in the
country. ‘With sufficient aid the prospects
are excellent for buildiag up a good Q. M.

Curtis,
Concord, N. H., and when
ten
names are received, he will notify each one

will help us out of our embarrassment,

HoMEe Missions.—AN OFFER.
The generous and timely offer which the Corresponding Secretary makes in another column
in behalf of the work in the South ought to
meet quick and numerous responses. The

is yours,

and ought now to be among the (oremost,
| life, ‘The brethren have been faithful and
has lost all influence by the Roman poliey
united, and we have enjoyed a precious reof strangling all freedom
of thought. re
vival season.
In addition toa generally inThe Era proceeds to show that * Rome is |
| creased interest in the religions life of the
stifling freedom
everywhere.”
Does it
| community, have bad the pleasure of bapknow of any other orgamzation that is prac| tizing “eleven happy converts, and our
tically engaged
in the same work 2
church now numbers twenty-seven, with
others expected to join soon.
We labor
under the disadvantage of having no house

country ?

readers can not yet fully agree, can be prof-

college

South-Eastern

of

and believe, are not numbered.

those portions of Mr. Johnson's stitement
with which we and perhaps some of our

churches ; they can not

A brother in Auburn says:

brethren ; it will be what you make it. Let
us rally to put it on a foundation that cap
not be shaken. Ouve effort wore and the
victgry is won,

ously enough, a defender of the Jesuits,
was an earuest advocate of freedom in the
Church of Rome.
He saw,
with anxiety
and dismay, that the despotic policy of the
>
.
hag
.
toman Curia was eating out the strength
of the Catholic natibns, and giving to Protestantism
the
ectual- and political
supremacy in
The

cline of Spanish p

of our

good a class of pupils.”
Bro. Gay adds: The

free states,

<han ten persons iif our denomination, that
will give one hundred dollars each to help

Meanwhile,

Plead the fact thaj-the

“I want our college to take a stand beside
other colleges in every way; to have as
good buildings, as good instruction, and as

conquer,
weakness.’ In our

while despotism breeds

hope

live without it.”

and

the gentlethan in question. We thank him
for his brief tribute to the past service and
courtesy of the Star. - Those days, we hope

itably thought upon.

ought

to be able to live and to keep the church

But they-seem. disposed to fight

the people

best

express

bles, have to pay double the Pent rates
on all books, magazines, tiansient
papers,

The Catholic clergy

The

of lobbying

The absence of undue harshness in spirit
or measure on the part of the State appears
in the nature of the terms submitted.
It is
a question of tem-

ers will understand at once what paragfaph

which

companies.

poral support.

that

in the survival of the fittest, finds some of college is a nursery for ministers and the

and more especially of the labors of Moody
and Sankey, is the hearty co-operation of
the ministers of all religious denominations.
They could do nothing in England till the
ministers came forward to help them by
their countenance and co-operation.
No such movement ‘among the masses
has been witnessed in modern times. Sure-

Johnson

enforce them.

mainly a money malter,

Suppose

try and see what they can do towards it,

their

Denominational Notes and News.

confederated powers of Germany will

be ot great help.

Mr. Geo. E. Gay, who has lately undettaken to raise $25,000 to endow a ‘Knowlton
Professorship” in Bales College, writes as
of March 23:
the sins of men now living. ™ — There is follows, under date
good sense fn those cautions, but at the
I find a very pleasant sympathy for my
same time it might be seriously questioned work, and know that many are praying that

The intelli-

ence that every mail brings us of the great

work

and

it would

highest leaders, like Joshua, knew fur less
of God's character and of what human character should be than has since been re-

tion is to cease and the state revenues are
given it, in the last number of the Bap- |
’
.
Ts
Soro
vo
.
.
to be restored as spon as the episcopal au- |
{Gist Uneokh.
His physician
is hopeful,
thority submits to the laws of the State,
——THE WAY OF Success.
The
surest | and it is by ne means improbable that, after
So long as such submission is withheld | | way is in plucky, persistent pushing, like the passage of the spring weather, daring
there is to be no compulsory payment of | the way, for instance, which Dr. Durant 1 which time Mr. Day usually suffers from
|
dues to the bishops and clergy,herctofore en- || pursued iin his efforts to build a college in | nervous prostration, his accustomed health
|
There
i
is
a
severe
pen| California...
The Overland tor March tells | will return.
forced by ihe State.
o
alty for revoking
the wrilten pledge
to | how he lander Ran Francisco more than
|
obey the Juws which is to be given by bish- ! twenty years ago, aged fifty years; moneyTHE STATEMENT BY OLIVER JOHNsON |
ops and priesfs.
[1¢ ;
but with *‘colleg& on the brain.”
His | We have racely done anything with greater |
|
It is to be observed that the requirements
idea was impracticable but he never gave it pleasure than to insert the article on our
[
of the bill are very simple. Ovly Pjussia | up, and tlie present University of California first page from the pen of the Managing |
is at issue upon them.
Whetuer the other
was ‘“‘the final result of his obstinary I" The Editor of the Christian Unton. Our read-

and

get, it may serve his purpose as well to engineer it into dangerous speed and wreck
it by the way.

some of our churches ‘would furnish a room

promote a more reverent worship.
It is by
these surface lines that we get occasional
reminders of the movement in the English
Church which threatens to.presently agitate
the whole Establishment,

gret the overdrawn and
in| statement of his case,

"God's work, and Henry Varley is the in- have issued an address of counsel and exhortalion to the clergy and laity of vtheir
sectarianism have, doubtless, embarrassed
strument by which it ie accomplished.
dioceses.
The evils which the address sorand limited Yhe cause of truth ‘and vial Since he came to New York from Canada
piety, but, if these are to be exchanged for he has had crowded services, and hundreds rowfully mentions are: The distrust engenreckless difregard of law and order in re- have professed salvation. The nieetings dered by changes in the mode of performing
- ligion, it may be a question whether the held irr Barnim’s hippodrome were fully divine worship, made without due considerthe refusal to obey legitimate
world is to gain anything by the exchange. atlended, many being unable to gain ad- ation;
is the rage for liberalism.

is to be
of those
of

children

~ the

that

times;

efforts to

honest

of any

marked feature of all these movemenss is the
fact that the most prominent workers are
of laymen. Another remarkable feature of all,

may be found within them.
Church-prop- 'awended (Bat tbe Priests can not submit if
erty of all kinds, and religious institutions,
they would,—that is, without the permisbuilt by the voluntary contributions of the
people,

-

:

thinks of proffering a draught for his sovlthirsty neighbor.” How shall'we dare, in

| ject of raising additional funds to prosecute
the contributions from the public treasury
its work, and to keep it prominently before
for the support of the bishops, priests and |
the public.. Encouraging success attends
institutions of the oman Catholic church

ove other, as in the corruption
of rulers
irrespective of party,—of méh
who, however
widely
differing
in politics, are
agreed in the ‘one thing of robbing the puband

«

'

The Prussian congress is occupied with
busiuess as important in its nature ‘and
likely to be as far-reaching in its conse-- all his church?
1
a
¥
quences as any that it has lately considered.
.
The importance
It is in direct antagonism with the papal
authorities, and the point to be settled is of Christian work in the country is sharply
The political outlook is in many respects whether Bismarck or the Pope shall carry set forth by the Baptist Unién when it
says that “ there is a perpetual call for zeal
anything but promising. The South is dis- the day.
playing its old hostility to human equality
The immediate cause of the agitation is and effort to redeem the ‘wicked cities,’ ly there is a loud call to all Christians in
and to tederal authority. The halls of Con- the recent ecclesiastical laws pagsed by the but very little is said or done for the coun- this land to be up and doing. *Now is the
gress are being largely filled by men who, government. The Catholic clergy, under try. Men of spiritual power are drawn to time for action. The cloud hoverdng over
sanction and order of the Pope, refuse to the cities, and the brave, true men, who us is full of blessing, ‘There is the sound
it is to be feared,lack the disposition, or the
Can not we unite
toil in the country, are overlooked, unaided, of abundance of rain.’
ability and courage, to control the old submit to them. Hence the struggle.
as
one
man,
mieisters
and
laymen, and coWe have already stated that the bill {and left Mo discouragement.
Yet, four~ disloyal element. The surprising Demo|
pperate
heartily
in
supplicating
a blessing
which looks towards the coercion of the | fifths of our populaticn live in the country,
cratic gains of late, indicate a speedy and
Catholics has passed by a large majority to | and the destiny of the nation depends upon | upon cur own country and our own people ?
radical change in politics, or a desperate
effort of the Republican party to check the a third reading. Its provisions, which we | | their character.”
DR. DAY'S POST-OFFICE Hid is 90]
stampede, and to regain the public confi- get in late English mails, throw more light |
|
Bridgham
St., Pgovidence, B.1, and will |
on
its
nature
and
on
the
reasonableness
or
dence. A heated political contest is inevi[
| —— PALESTINE EXPLORATION, The Pales:
{ unreasonableness of the opposition.
It
coulinne so until further notice.
Meantable.
[s Christianity ready for it ?
|
tine Exploration Society has held two mectBut the peril of the country lies not so | provides that in the several archdioceses
while the-illaess which has come upon him
| ings in Boston the past week, with the obmuch in the possible rale of the ome party || and dioceses info which Prussia is divided,
abates none ot iis serious symptoms,
Let |

creating

ee

:

leaves no doubt but that a great
course on ‘‘The Lord's Supper” in his late’
volume on “Christian Belief and Life,” ‘impulse is being given to the progress of
if, all things censidered, thereis much need.
ay.have abundant success.
certainly gives some of our orthodox Iriends the Gospelin that country. Nor are we
t
s
seem
n
Unio
Aheas
From,
York a good brother says:
without
evidence
that
the
same
spirit
is
at
them
of urging
something to think of when he says that
hl
©.
~
elieye.
“Accept
the
within
as an offering from my
The
labors
of
work
in
our
own.
county.
“there is a large alloy of selfishness in such
dae
devotional feeling as they possess; and Henry Varley in Canada, and now in New | * How can the’+ Christian Era logically do "wife and: myself; and may thé good Lord
encourage your heart more and more by
York city, those of Hammond ini California,
now, at ‘the “table
of commemoration,
clofe communion opening the eyes of our people to‘see their
less than renounce: its
of
Whittle
and
Bliss
ate
Louisy
ille
and
Deeach brings his own little gill-cup, and expractices when it holds sugh sensible opinpeets that the water of salvation will flow troit and of George Needham in Augusta, fons 3a then i—*Mr. Darwin's law of the own interests and disposing them to help
themselves.” A sister in Lewiston says:
into itefor his own drinking ; while he never Gai, all show that we ave not overlooked. A

‘meeting and directing these agitations and
reverses. Indeed, its success. in meeting
and directing them ought in good measure
to determine its worth.
Let .us look at
some of the conditions which it must
meet.
;

in

:

31,18". ==

NY

Britain,

Prussia and the Catholics,

it isn't
it

i

—

STAR,

gelist is stirring Great Britain to its very
center, an Englishman i is doing nearly the

strife, with consciousness of trath and right,
than the prevalence of modern reckless indifference.
;
- We will not mention other Sesients] in the
conflict. And these have been referred to
more to stir the charches to a lively Sense
of their condition, than to hint, that they
maybe eventually forced to close their
doors and mourn over their ‘desolation.
Christianity is no failure. And yet we believe it is now being called upon to show
how well adapted it is to meet as critical
conditions as any in which it is likely to be
placed.

publica

should be addressdd to the Publisher, Dover, N.H.
em——
WW

reject the false, to allow

ious strife of historic days.

money,

, En
CA

—

proper liberty | remarkable that while

test both its wisdom and its grace.
have no words of justification for the

erp
App Appr
All

MORNING
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servance of established moral law, will best

GEORGE TPT.. DAY, Editor.
G. F. MOSHER, Asst Editor.
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of conscience and to insist

ret
A pres
WEDNE SDAY,
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\

lurge allowance
that
For Christianity his ‘speech. There is an effort being made | by novel PRRytices and Unauthorized Cer" | aught
dangerous innovations:
fo the dimmer light
to in-| a.
to judge between ‘the two, to adept the true | to brine him to Boston. It is somewhat | emonies,” and exhort the laity not

iw.
Stir

ornin

1) he
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in this section, one of the tinest and

most

fertile in the State. - We have suffered
much the past year from short erops, induced by the unusual drought, but hope to
recuperate with another good season. Will
not some good minister come this way,
blessed with a spirit of sacrifice, deep piety,
and sound doctrine, and help build for God
in this fertile valley? Any inquiries addressed to the writer will be cheerfully answered.
J. D. HuLING.
Spring Creek, March, 1875.

our reputation, and bless many of Christ's
dezr ones on earth, who in the bettagland,
where poverty is unknown, shall cfll you |
Our Home Missions.
L 4
—
blessed. Dear friends, it may be that you |
a
will be called to give an account of vour
AN APPEAL.
stewardship before the year shall close,
At
no
time
since
the organization of our
and this act of benevolence be one of the
Home
Mission
Society
has there been so
chief events in the crown of your rejoicing.
greal
a
demand,
such
pressings
claims for
Go to the Saviour in prayer and ask him
to diréct yon -as to duty.
Whatever you fundsto carry forward the important work
of the Society as at the present time. On the
do must be done quickly.
first day of next month, there will be due,
ITEMS.
on appropriations which have been voted to
Rev, B. A. Gurney, of Kewanee, 111, misgion stations and ihportant interests in
sends us the following chéering words: —1 our “dengmination, on condition that we
liope our sympathies extend further than
have the fgnds, over twenty-five hundred
the bounds of’ our own state. © The contri- dollars; and there’ is not a single dollac in
~

butions of our Q. M. have increased a little during the. past quarter, but are not

enough vet. Qor contributions for F,
M. are about the same as for H. M. Movements

are being

made

titute churches with

to

supply our des-

pastors, and

is that they may get live

men.

unanimously” passe d the 8

the hope
Our Q.

M.

our treasury for the payment of these claims.
No appropriations for the last two quarters
have been paid, except a little to our mis-

sionaries, among the Freedmen, who must
be paid or they must leave their work, The
most urgent and sticring appeals are constantly coming

to

me

as

treasurer

of the

ioltowing, 1resolu-

Society for help which was expected to save

Resolved, 1. That we will cheerfully work

given up and lost to our denomination without some aid from this Society ; and earnest
inquiries often come, Why are not the appropriations which have been voted paid as
they become due? All that T.can say in
reply is, there is no money in the treasury.
The appeals which come up from the

tions:

for the

some

general

H. M.

interest,

and

will

use our endeavors to
butions for that work,

increase our contriand that we are in

whether

or West,

full sympathy with the working of the Parent H. M. Society, ang its appRopriations,
for

the

East

South.
2. That

North

or

7
we

recommend

to have -collections at

to

each

stated

times

church

or use

promising

interest, which

South, where the struggling

must

be

Freedmen

are

such other means as way be best adapted
to raise-funds [or the support ol the H. M:
interest.

laboring and making such sacrifices for the
cause as the people of the North . know

The new central College building is so
far completed as to be used for College
purposes. The recitation rooms are large,
pleasant, well ventilated, and are not probably surpassed by those of any Institution
in the West. The chapel is a fine hall,
frescoed, seated with chairs and is a very

a heart of stone.
But what can we do, unless the churches and ‘the friends of the
the means to replenish our
cause send
empty treasury?

pleasant room.

-

The College has received dsome valuable
donations towards furnishing: the rooms.

>

A

nothing about, are

enough

‘almost to move

Dear brethren, sisters and [friends of this

glorious cause, will you not_send us lielp
and send it now? One man who had made
a legacy to our Society, a few years since,
concluded lagr year to be the executor,in
part, of his own will. Sd he paid into our
treusury one thousand dollars, on the condition that the Society should puy bim annualiy, during his life-time, a portion of the

The Michigan Stove Co., of Detroit, has
donated $110.00; the Detroit Stove works,
The Christian Union speaks a desery- $100.00; Ducharme, “Fletcher. & Co., and
ingly good word of the Sunday school when Standunt Bro" 8, both of the city of Detroit, Linterest. Are there not others who will
it says that it sees in it the greatest possi- each $50.00; Mitchell, Vance & Co., of follow this worthy example? Who will rebilities of direct: moral influence. And it "New York, two very elegant chandeliers, spond to this appeal? ‘Who will next make
goes on to say that *‘ the thing which’ i¢ eighteen burners each, all complete, worth his will and execute it to the Home Mission
most practicable in the teaching of Sunday- some $150.00, for the chapel; our excel- ‘Society? Let not the widow" forget her
school children is the very thing which is lent Governor Bagley, $250.00 in cash. mite, Lot us: all do something for this,

most important.’

That is, the education

the moral sense—the training

gence and

sensitiveness,

of

it to _intelli-

They should

he

The cost of furnishing the rooms is no cause which now is so needy of help.
SiLas Curtis, Treas.
small expense,
It is a burden. (hat ought
to be borne «by the friends generally. If!
Concord, N. H., March 23, 1875.
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‘Western Department.

—

A MARKED CONTRAST, The recent action

During “oe

close several came to the altar for prayer.

The union meetings closed

with

!

last week,

for the reliefof the thou-

sands of sufferers from the grasshopper
scourge is’ every way commendable. The

sensation,
been promptly pledged to thé task of help-. for. it is likely to displace; for a time some

faith and future credit of the State have | whole we rather like this, new

that several entertainments in the City Hall have
been given up, for want of patronage, The at‘questionable ones, while it has the doublet tendance at the morning prayermeetings is unadvantage of being very amusing and quite diminished, and the work still goes on.

ing her own unfortunate sous and daughters, |
and the liberal public puts its hand still
deeper nto its
pocket and increases its gifts instructive.
before bestowed on the principle of help-

ing those who help themselves.

question of appropriation for her sufferers
came up in the Legislature of Kansas, and,
though actual funds were available, it re-

io

ih,

A Muon NeeoEp Work.

The same

sources, requires.

Bund

demands

for

common

Kansas,

for

we

hu-

*

Schluembach, will soon

cago,

That

“liberty

Roman-

of” conscience” |

Christian Advocate
has on the subject :
The bishep of the diocese including Acapulco, it is said, gives his apostolic sane-,
tion to the bloody crusade against Protestantism.
Indulgences
are
offered to all
who engage in the work of crushing out
heretics. . . The Vatican, no doubt, gives
war

its fatherly

people

against

Milwaukee

Christian work,

who

American

his

bors at Harvard, Ill., and accepted

the

ate of the Prairie City

former

church,

his

A NotasBLE

WORK

OF ART.

The lovers

for gratification in the fresh evidence of
merit exhibited by her leading landscape
artist, Mr. H. A. Elkins.
Some time since,

we mentioned

That

work

lu.
and

Carr, of $27.80.
Next session with

P,

Hoventaring

has

resigned

LAFAYETTE

church,

complished. The treatment of the parts is
such that the result is complete harmony ; it
however, attained by sac-

rificing the individuality of tue parts to the
general effect, so that one’s first view is the

As the eye rests on the imme-

ing

church and people in Exeter, Me., Feb, 24,

below

the

actual

line

Next

ice

and

snow;

surmounted,

which

gradually

assumes

distinot

form and reveals the depth of a well-defined
wood, from which we almost expect to see
the startled deer bound forth.
The management

of the

elouds

central a,
over the valleys
&

Our limits forbid

above

and

beyond

the mists which hover
is every way admirable.

an extended

notice, and

we can only indicate the general merits of
the work, whieh, to be appreciated, must be,

seen. We predict for it a more than national
reputation.
—

»

A New ErpipeEMic.
An epidemic has
suddenly appeared almost simultancously in
the entire Northwest and is assuming
wonderful proportions. The marked cases,
as well as the most numerous, were at

first

in Chicago, but with alarming rapidity the
affliction Has spread into the smaller villages
and remote country lawns and
still knows
no abatement. . So far,”

medical

We do

not know

whether. the

East has as yet suffered materially from this

epidemic, but certain it is that heréabouts

undédt

the

name

of

¢

It is somewhat refreshing in this day
of
rapid transit over thé royal road to learn:

ing, when ** A. M's" spell

copy

with

two

small private
recently con-

war leaving her

some property, contributes

cash.

$50

Another

convert—a young man,
bdledges $100. Just
like converts.
Qtlers give pledges amounting
to $300, making the whole response of our
friends in Pascoag,
open to return.

$500—and

the

door

wide

The Lord bless them all The hearty cooperation of the pastors, brethren Lovejoy and
Bdyd, has been of great service to the cause
here and in Pawtucket.
0. N. Fernarp,
Pascong, R. I., March 25.

P. 8S. My P. O. address is Milton, N, H,,
instead of Saco, Maine, as recently given in the
Star.
E. N. F.
Lawrence,

Mass.

on

church,
Clerk.

its Jast

session

the

Warren

with

church,

L. F. FArNHAM,

session

June

Mr. Fowler, the evangelist, closed his labors
here the first of March, Since that time the
union meetings have been continued, day and

evening, till the present week,

and

with

the

New

Haven

church,

4th SunClerk.

to

There were 1,900 Baptists, white

in Texas,

in 1847, but

now

and colored,

the aggregate

of

not a day

of Oregon, established in 1846,

now has a Catholic population of 20,000, provided with 17 churches und 18 priests.
The newly-united Peesbyteriun Chureh of British America will contain 606 ministers,1,003 congregitions and 82,266 communicants.
Its ministers receive an average salary of $830 each,
Bishop Cheney has returned from a visitation
of the Reformed Episcopal Church in Canada
having preached three tines in the Capital of the
Dominion to crowded houses, including a large
number of the members of the Dominion Parliament. . Hundreds went away from the doors,
unable to gain admission.
The Friends have two
meetings” in Chicago,
and hold faithfully te their time-honored ways.

Each maintainsa

library of Friends’ books free

to all whe
views,

know
’

would

more

of

their peculiar

The Rev. E. H, Capen of Providence
cepted the presidency of Tufts College,
Pere Hyacinthe
zerland, on the
health.

has ac-

is lgoturing at Lausanne, Swit
in feeble
and is
Decalogue,
2

At a meeting held by Moody and. Sankey in
London, last Tuesday night, Dean Stanley and
sixty Anglican clergymen occupied seats on the
platform.
The proceedings were opened by the
Rev. William Conway, canon of Westminster.
It now seems probable that the next meeting
of the Evangelical Alliance will be held in Edinburgh.
The religious fermentation in Germany
and Switzerland is so great that it hardly seems
wise to have the meeting there.
Rome and Jerusalem do not yet seem to be ready.
Moody, an American in London, and Varley
an Englishman in New York, each getting audiences of upwards of 20,000 to bear the pure gos-

pel of the grace of God!

Is not this a noble inter-

national effort? a blessed
reciprocity? a sure
token of the oneness of the Evangelical Church
of Christ?
and

Sankey

have

held

a conference

with ministers of all denominations in England,
to consider the question of continuing the revival
movement, which they have opened’ with extraordinary success. It was arranged that Moody
should by telegraph invite to England some of

the most, popular preachers in America and Australia,

The second. week in March, the meetings
were held at the Free Baptist church, The attendance was. increasingly large from day to
day. On Saturday evening, a ‘* witness meet.

right to commune with other churches.

5

ing” was held,” The church was densely crowd

ed in both floor and

“a

gallery,” and

the
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for previous
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M.

sand

evening.

Npsay,

by
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meetitrg

There is a largerand growing number in the
, assert, and exercise, their
Baptist churcheswho
this openiy, withoat hindrance or

They do

rebuke.

Address The

are not excluded.

AGENTS

Best

and

Oldest

your

Druggist

forit.

DEWARE

We have commenced sending bills to those
subscribers of the Morning Star who are back
in their payment for the paper. This has been
our usual Custom about this season of the year,
and thefact that we now have to pay the postage
in addition to the previous expense of furnishing
the paper, renders it still more necessary that
our bills should be collected with promptness.
The establishment has lost many thousands of
dollars by allowing bills to run uncollected, and
the corporators are endeavoring to bring our
business as near a cash basis as possible.
To those who are in arrears, our” general offer
is this: we and our agents will settle with all at
$2.50 a year who will pay as far in advance as
son why

mens
ge

If there'is a sufficient

any can not pay just now, we

rca-

do

for

Rev. Robert Lowry
The well known

authors of PURE

GOLD

DIADEM.

WILL

READY

and

BE

will be sold at the old popular price,

$30

Biglow & Main, “Station D,” NewYork,
Washington
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ments—don’t waste time—Send
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WELLS, 43 Vesey Street, N. Y.

P. J. Box

1287

3m

$100 to 200%: everywhere,
per

sell

our

Emdestructible

Clothes Lines.

wouth

guaranteed

White

Wire

Sample free. Address'the Huad-

son Wire Mills, 128 Maiden
Clark Street, Chicago, Ill.
TE,

Lane,

N.Y.

or 13

Ak Sure relief ASTHM A

KIDDER'S PASTILLES.
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harlestown, Mags.
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Shicete to:
Address, with stamp.

“find!

1y20

$2
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Buffalo, N. ¥

AGENTS WANTED.

’
Owing to the wonderful. success
of our” great 30 Book Combination, we have been
induced
to enlarge
it, and
now offer a grand
Combination Prospectus representing

150

DISTINCT

BOOKS

wanted everywhere.
.It is the biggest thing ever
tried.
Sales made from
this when all other books
fail.
Also
Agents
Wanted
on
our Mavunificent

Bibles.

Superior to all others.

Full

E. POTTER

&

par-

CO.,
13t9

DEAFNESS.

ISCHARGES from the ear, noises m the head,
Catarrh,
Bronchitis, Offensive Breath,
Cone
sumption, Throat Affection and Debility of the Nevvous Systeni, from whatever cause, cured by
pal

2

Dr. Lighthill,

pe

‘

Street, Boston, Mass.

Letters of inquiry must contain ene dollar,
sure

an answer.

to in+
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I WARRANT
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ONE
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a

perfect

the worst forms of PILES, also two to five in
SCROFULA, RHEUMATISM, SALT
RHEUM,
KIDNEY DISEASES, and all diseases or the
the greatest BLoOD PURIFIER ever dis

covered.
Entirely vegetable,
back your money in all cases
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Waving

HOUSE,” "

its Blooming flowers,

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.—Tlte
TR A choicest in the world—Importers’ prices—

Dozen.

JOHN CHURCH & GO.,

F

March's Great Work

man or lady in each town and eccunty.
Good pay.
Send for circular.and full particulars.
P, W. ZIEGLER & Co. 518 Arch St., Phulad’a Pa.
13t7

LOVE

per

for Dr.

FATHER’S

A MONTH — Agents wanted everywhere.
Business honorable and first
class. Particulars sent free. Address
J. WORTH & CO., 8t. Louis, Mo.
3637

BY H. R. PALMER.

B

F Clark—-B

Curtis -J Chamberlin—A

x Clapp=T

IN BUYING!

OF

Wanted

- birds,

Family

Has given the utmost satisfaction in all instances.
The author is one of our most
popular composers, as well as one of our
best, and we feel that we shall but do him
and the public justice. in recommending
this, his best work, most heartily.

Brooks --H BaB

Philadelphia,

ticulars free. * Address JOHN
Publishers, Philadelphia.

Specimen
copy mailed
Posthaid, upon
receipt of 30 cents
y the Publishers:

Letters Received.
H Atwood
—-M Atwood=B F Andrew—8 8 Bowen-D
Brown—A J Batchelder—O A Bigelow—C E Ball-Geo B

922 Chestnut Street,’

Walker,

&

Beautiful bow, Sacred Mountains, Delightful rivers
Mighty oceans, Blazing heavens and countless beangs in millions of worlds. We want a live young

.

Proved.”

$3.60

ISSUED.

Sample copy, by mail, 35 cts

Acres.
Near railroad.
Location Healthy.
Titles
good.
Address, WM: 8, REDGELY ’ Attorney
{ Denton, Maryland.
138t11 ?

OF LOVE)

NO EXPERIMENT

Price

RO3S, Wil138

and
Homes,

Chieago.

PALMER'S

“ Tried and

ask

for the payment of our dues.
We lope to receive favorable responses,

C.

MARYLAND FARMS xe;

tf12

SONGS

successful.

Offers
the
Best
J.
JAY
GOULD
Chance for Agents.
Scrap Pictures, Decalcomanie, Novelties, etc.,
ete. A nice present to Agents.
64 page catalogue
tells all. Boston, Mass.

per 100

Copies,
in
Board
Covers.
SEND
YOUR
ORDERS AT ONCE.
Orders filled in turn
as received.
»
One copy, in paper cover, sent on recipt of 23 cis.
when ready.
Address,

SONGS
OF
LOVE
For the Sabbath-School.

selves ready to make corrections, and if any have
written us excusing themselves in the delay of
their payment, we may have overlooked their
excuses and sent bills as in other cases.
Our expenditired in establishing offices in
Chicago and Boston, and other generous favors

unless

stamp,
.

JUST

$80 per 100 copies.

to

“Brightest and Best”

91

No Charges for obtainin

Patents

BY
“#9
PHILIP PHILLIPS.
fhe- Singing Bock for all Sabbath Schools.

pleases everybody—trade

pages of new and valuable Sunby the authors, and other well

known Composers.

CLO, 148
4110

Patnphlet free. C. A.SHAW,
110 Tremont Street, Boston.
2640

With its riches and beauties,

IN APRIL.

It will contain 160
day School Songs,

TEA

Gospel Singer.

Agents

Doane,

possibly can, and at the same
time protect the
5
interests of the Printing Establishment,
The bills are presented as the accounts stand
on our books ; if any errors occur, we hold our-

Brown—H

UIVIRIAN
i

“OUR

“BRIGHTEST & BEST”

not

to

UAARIUIWN

INVENTORS

Singing

and W. Howard

ROYAL

up

12t8

SONGS

us

TO

Lee

propose to press them.
But we can not continue to furnish the Star year after ‘year, and pay
the postage, while we are receiving nothing.
We are always sorry to discontinue the paper
to any one, and especially to have our subscribers stop their paper when a bill is received.
We propose to do the very best by them that we

that we show our subscribers, compel

RAPP

CANTON
.

m+

“Brightest 2 Best”

Ridges N. H.

at IM-

getting

Ld

SUNDAY SCHOOL SONGBOOK - |

Me.

or

ONSTANT EMPLOYMENT.—At
home, male or
female, $30 a week
warranted.
No capital required.
Particulars and valuable sample sent free.

OUR NEW

Publisher's Notes,

they are in arrears.

selling TEAS

PRICES,

Address with 6 cent return
iamsburg, N. Y.

Wait

Clerk.

Rev. Wm. Walker, East Hamlin, Moaroe Co., N.Y.
Lewiston,

OF IMITATIONS.

In Lawrence, Mass., March 13, by Rev.
A. L.
Houghton, Mr. George A. Armitage and Miss El'en
L. Bart'ett, both of L.
In Georgiaville, R. [., by Rev. Lewis Dexter, Mr.
Benj. 8. Bennett, of Blackstone, Mass., and Elsie A.
Greene, of G. Also, at the same time and place,
Mr. Wn. A. Greeae dnd Eliza K. Briggs, both of G.
MR. EDITOR :—In order that [ may save space in
your columns and lev your readers
know that people are getting married in Providence, R: I., permit
me to say my share has been 40 couple the past year.
Ss
J. MARINER.

Post Office Addresses.
KE, G. Eaton,

caéify made by
PORTERS’

RANI

MARRIED

Q. M. will be held with the Veteran

G. W.Gould, Northwood

DAY

+ clubs, in town aiid country for the old
est Tear Company in America.. Greatest induce-

Medicine. —SAN-

Died

REV. A. E. BOYNTON is about closing his labors
with the Newport and Eaton church, and will be
pleased to hold correspondence with any church
needing a pastor,
Address Sangerville, P. Q.

+

J

In Otisfleld, Me., Jan. 1!, Miss ANNA LUWELL,
aged 81.
In same place, Jan, 13, M 2. ELISHA WEsTON, aged
74.
74
Also, Jan. 21, MRS. LUCINDA PEACO, aged 61.
Also, Jun, 23, MRS. MATTIE A. STAPLES, aged 23.
Algo, Feb. 23, MRS. ELIZABETH F. KNIGHT, aged
04.
,
Also, March 1, SILAS MORTON PEACO, aged 5.

Notice.

**

A

ments. ~ Send for circular.
Chambers Si.. XN. 1,

-

June 8—10,
PER ORDER.

J. N. BROWN,

lady’s

WANTED,

elvow

MEETING will be held

April 23, at 2 J’cloek, P. M.

$7.00

Is the average pay made by A gents upon American
Homes Magazine, conducted by Geo. Cary Eggleston, the celebrated author. For particulars, address
HENRY L. SHEPARD
& Co., Boston, New York, Chicago and 8t. Louis,
410

Debility,
Sick-heac
re, Bilious Attacks, and all
derangements of Liver, stomach and Bowels.
Ask

A pastor i= wanted for the Free Baptist chureli at
Phenix,
Oswego
Co, N. Y.
Address,
JOSIAH
CHAFFEE.

chureh

No

A Mhchine, with

Family

Price,
:

JAMES R.0SGOOD
&.CO.,
BOSTON.

FORD’S LIVER INVIGORATOR.—A purely Vegetable,
Catharticand Tonic—For Dyspepsia, Constipation,

D.

Mrs,

Macaulay,

Bulwer,

Dickens,

+*y For sale by all Booksellers. Sent, posts
paid, on receipt of the-price by the publishers,

Manufacturing Co.,
309 Broadway, New York.

re

NEW HAMPSHIRE YEARLY

with the church in Farmington,
312

:

“In a series of tables analyzing the contributions
made in Great Britain for foreign missions dur:

McKee
b

Sandborun; Subje
sid evening.
Dysay,
2, P. M., Uriticisms.
Discussion of 8. 8. Interests,
7s P. M., Sermon by J.C. G:ford; Subjecr, optional.
FRIDAY, 91 2, A.M.
Criticisms.
ay, by A.H.
Huling; Subject, Tre Freewill Bapt
Assignments of subjects for discuss
)R opened by
ten minute speeches:
By J. Thayer,—Ministerial
Reputation; by J.
Overocker,—Growth in Grace; by P. W. Belknap,—
Backsliding; by S. H. Crowse — Training the young
Convert : by Canney,—Degradation in our Cities; by
L. E. Bixby,—Pa-toral Visits; by E. M. Baxter,—
Vital Piety; by D. C. Mi'ler,—Financial Relations
of Ministers; oy C.M. sSawel,—The Pastor
in the
Sick-room; by 8. T. Dodge,—~Giving
up
all for
Christ; by H. Day,—Christian Conversation; by R.
W. Broadfoot,—Pastoral Power in the Pulpit; by D.
Gi. Holmes,—Efliciency of Churches,
:
2t12
J. S. DINSMORE, Sec.

And

caididates for admission, who claim this liberty,

is now complete without it.

lycow2l

.

.

.

|

STORIES.

SHORT

BEST

THE

‘New York, November 20, 1872.

time and not one-tenth part the é¥peine,

toilet

VORCHESTER, MASS,

| &@ Send for Circular; giving Copfents®;

\

with 1aa.22 in the place of expensive noedle-work,

‘

Walter Baker & Co.,
Y

“These dainty little books recomniénd themselves

This simple and inkenious Machine is as useful as
the Sewing Machine, &nd is fast becoming popular

\

A

ers throughout the country.

to ail love¥s bf what is best and purest in o
teras
ture.”— Worcester Pelladium,
y
ue liera

. W. McKEE,
FORnll

.

———"———————

in

delicacy. All the Ae are ior ile by Grocers and

Poe,

“It is ingenious and will meet the wants of every
mateon in the land.”
!
.
Exhibition of 1872.
John E. Gavit, Ree. Sec’y,
F. A, Bamard, Pres
Samuel D. Tillman, Corresponding Sec’y.

in one minute

———————

Wyspepticsand (hose

Judson, and other famous writers,
$1.00 a volume,

Embroidering and Fluting Machines.

Crit-

| Cocoa

Brealinst

Very tastefu! little volumes, containing
Storiesland Sketches by Hawthorne, Bret
Harle, Howells, E. E. Hale, De Quincey,

Special Notices.
DIPLOMA,
TO

3 but
every
this

Notices andLas Appointments,

comfort,

has passed without new inquirers presenting
themselves for prayer. The pastors have conducted the meetings in turn, preaching nearly

;

PIKE'S

disposal of

12.00
3.50

AWARDED BY THE
American Institute,

Clerk,

General.

Moody

The revival interest in our city still continues.

the entire, community is having some very
bad spells. And this leads us to say that,
the epidemic is not ‘necessarily fatal, and every evening.
A is generally known
Spelling Matches.

to fifty by
young lady

verted, whose' father died in the

treatment

has failed to arrest or modify the contagion,
but on the contrary, it is said, the doctors
have rather aggravated the difficulty than
otherwise.

us
‘A

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

A

since been made up
contributions.
One

the

says, “ threatened to suffocate me * *. *
the Honey of Horehound and Tar has removetl
trace of it.” The letter was to a lady frien

strengthen and save souls. But the weather
was very cold and roads blocked up with drifts
so that but one of our preaching brethren was
present. Brother Carr, from Somersett, was
present and contributed to the work.
Next session to be located by clerk of Q. M.
C. O. PARMENTER.

In Pascoag.
The good angel that presided over the work
in Pawtucket for our young men, has attended
it in Pascoag.
The cause was presented in our
church here last Sabbath, 21st inst., and a’ col.
lection of over forty dollars taken, which has

misty field holding the pussibiiities of a farstreiching valley; then returning toward
the foreground meets the dda tare of distant
forest,

.
Mapleton

the

|

—

A

illustrated circular and full instructions, sent on receipt of $2, or finished in silver plate for $2.75.

of Eld.

benefit

the

Q. M.—Held

The Province

each month.

strewn with huge rocks, while to the left, in
the distance, the vision sweeps a half hidden,

:

8 won for
lous prep-

HIGHEST MEDALS

15.50 | TL EXILE, © 1V. LIFE.
VI. LOVE.
ROMANCE,
L. A. DEMERITTE, Treas, | II. INTELLECT, V., LAUGHTER, VI1. MYSTERY.
VIII,
-| IIT. TRAGEDY.

:
Dover, N. H,

COUGH.

ved the

at the Paris and vie
xpositions, and at all
the Principal Exhib tons of theoW orld, over all
o
a1 ol oll
competitors '
They now make the FINEST
VANILLA Chocolate and the German Sweet
Chocolate. Their :
iy
on

i=

J

rn

Broma.

arations have

i

at Kewanee, Ill.
TUESDAY
EVENING, opeitiig sermon by Rev, W.
H. Harris.
WEDNESDAY, 912, A. M. Criticisms.
Essay by
J. Malvern; Subject, Christian Union.
hs
2,P . M., Criticisms,
ny by J. S. Dinsmore;
,
Nature and Extent of Inspiration.
y Sermon, by D. D. Tibbets; Subject,
optional.
.
THURSDAY, 91-2, A. M, Criticigms, on exercises

met with
meetings,

Q. M.
of our

in March, and the Lord was present

for the present of $100.in money, and for other
valuable presents to the amount of $60. This
is exclusive of salary, which is paid promptly

higher still,

by sun-kissed turrets. To the right and
behind rises another lofty mountain's side,

S-

and

5.00
x

Mrs

the manufacture

their celebrated

Its standard of excellence and Jurity
it a world-wide reputation, and #

Mission Society.

F. B. Woman's

CO. began

‘of

wv

Chocolate, .Cocoa,

1.00 | Spice

its work being much mor? havdsonie, requiring less

SourH RIVER Q. M.—Held its last session with
the church at Swede Point on the first Sabbath

vision, then as it gradually lifts upward and
Rev. and Mrs. O. Roys gpeturn thanks’ to
forward, it follows the vista of a lengthening their friends in St, Johnsbury, Vt., for the
_ valley to meet the base of a grand mountain | pleasant entertainment, held on the evening of
peak and follow its ascending line upward the 19th of March, in the Free Baptist hall, and
to

a

A ‘SUFFOCATING

BAKER.

reas. | 1" roy
C. 0. LIBBY,
ui |
i

<

:

.

ig

un,

Woman's Mig. Soe, Danville,
N H,per
Lowell,
Mrs O B Cheney, Lewiston, Me,

y

"CHEMUNG

Donations.

of

J

Dover, N. H.

to

ORLD.

des Arabes
Racahout
204
5
8 an excellent food
for invalids,
and unrivaled

12—14, | - Progriiive 6f exordises for the ILLINOIS “Y. M.
MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE, commencing June 1, 1875,

white and colored is said to be 65,000.

Rev. J. P. NeLson and wife would gratefully
acknowledge the donation of $52 from the

down: far

March

commencing on Friday preceding the
day of May, at 2 o'clock, p. Mm.

Me.,

diate central foreground of the picture, it
finds itself attempting to penetrate the unseen depths of a dark canon and thus look-

Castoria.—Pleasant

eflicacions in regulating the stomach and bowels.

session

L. A. ALLOR,

Rev. A. H. MLuiken, of Parker's Head,

case, successfuliy ac-

its March

Oxrorp Q. M.—Held its last session with the
Bruce church, commencing on the 26th of Feb.
The session was one which was enjoyed by all
present. ‘The churches were well represented by
delegates.

Amesbury,

has accepted a call from the F. B. church of
North Danville, Vt.,, to commence April 18.
This leaves a vacant pastorate at Parker’s
Head, where the right man will find a hearty
welcome,
and the earnest co-operation of a
warm-hearted and liberal people. Address,
Cor. J. GoLpER.

for

Notice.

Tur Free Baptist church is sharing in the
great revival in St. Johnsbury, Vt. Twentyseven have already joined in church fellowship,
thirteen have given in their names to join next
month, and many others are-expected to come
soon.

at once to the mingled grandeur and subdued beauty te be found in the heart of the
Southern Rocky Mountains, and is remarkable, no less for its massive outlines and
rugged immensity than for its delicate finish
of each subordinate feature. The attempt
to grasp so broad and grand a scene is a

best view.

Baptist

Cry

take—a perfect substitute for Castor Oil, but more

edin

the Wayne church. The cold was intense, yet
the Boscobel and Hurricane-Grove churches were
represented from a distance of seventy-five
miles, Others of our churches nearer by were
not present.
We are happy to say that harmony, prevails within our borders. “We are steadily but firmly and reliably moving on.

Mass., to begin the 1st of April.

It introduces the beholder

is not a harmony,

the Free

Clerk protem.

N. Gamyon,

his

a call to

was

the 4th Saturday and Sabbagh in June next,

the first of April,
Rev. A.

resolution

church,

for

Next session with

paintings, is on public exhibitiofi.
This
painting is on a large scale, six feet by ten,
and is appropriately called ‘‘ The Crown of

in this

M.—Held

4,at7, pr. M,

is now

A

I. Rovers,

collection was taken

pastorate

finished, and, with a collection of his other

bold one, but,

13th,

Kinney trom the Houlton
and added to the interests

M.
and

pastorate at N. Danville, Vt., and has accepted

the Continent.”

4

~

canvass.

CEEPREAL

the

WALTER

BX

"

Me,
Charlotte Thompson, Wiscasset,

In a letter from Mr#. Charlotte Lisle, of Chicago, a
lady well known as a contributor to the Western

The traveling being good and the weather pleasant’ there was a large attendance. All the
letter. The
by
churches but one reported
church in Mapleton reported some revival under
the labors of Eld. Carr,our Q. M. Missionary,
and Eld. Doyen, a good Methodist brother who
has recently settleghin the vicinity of the MapleOne church was added to the Q.
ton church.
Our social
M. called the Spragueville church.
meetings were seasons of deep interest, and the
DP.
preaching good. FEld. Gidney and Wm.

which for two years has been steadily grow-

ing on thé

12th and

Aroostook Q.

Rev. E. H. PRESCOTT will close his pastorate
of seven years with the New Hampton church

the progress of a new work

Children

owell,

Tan QW . 10lowa,Joel, p+er N51 Withingt

TH

—-—

100 YEARS AGO

346

M Freeman, 2,00, Rehoboth,
v

F Mrs

-

. 7.687% | is the great desideratum of
0
afflicted with weak nerves:!

Mra Laura Simon, Huut ington, Vt,

or

use,

y

ville,

Wm Laon
Mass,

Yellow Wrapper is for animals,

.

:

Rev. E. Crowerr has resigned the
of the 2hoenix, N. Y., church.

of true art in Chicago have abundant reason

family

Foreign Mission,

EY

W.hite

city, who had placed it ai the
tenton, 7 Sixth Avenue.

June

Q. M.

pastor-

Grove churches
in the Prairie City Q.
There have been six additions to the former,

bone

Creek,

Ministers and Churches.
’,

H. N. HERRICK,

| with the Fort Fairfield

has closed

The

6.00
Zreus.

SILAS CURTIS,

ewanee,
Lil, Me, pen §" F
og .
North
St, Bath,
Dunton,
New
hora,
RY, her Mes 1 Whester,

press, she ascribes the cure of a dangerous cough,
accompanied by bleeding at the lungs, to Hale’s
Honey of Horehound and Tar.
“ My cough,” she

three to the latter lately.
4
.
3

and

whose favor is courted by politicians’!

Rev. H. , Woonworra

flesh,

1.00

Walnut Crock Q M, Ill, per B A Gurney,

+. WESTMORELAND Q. M.—Held its spring term
march 6th and 7th, with the church at Bellevernon. An impassable ice gorge prevented a
full attendance. The good Spirit was in the
meetingsof worship.
“5h
{
Next session with the church at Jacob's

we believe, must,

in the main, do it.
ere
A
ee
Denominational,

any

ailment,

8,00

2.00

Concord, N. H,

‘4t1l

IN

Society.

Rey E ki Butts, Sha pleigh, Me,

Price 50 cents; large bottles $1.

and Brooklyn

passed favorable to the consolidation of the
somerset and Westmoreland Q. M’s into one

Rev. 8. T, Dove writes of gratifying prosperity with the Maple Hill and Cottonwood

ceaseless

institutions,

German influence

man in the gospel field.

approval !-

make

and if very much is ever done to convert
the pleasure-loving, Sabbath-breaking, beerdrinking sons and daughters of the “fatherland” to gospel truth and rational enjoyment,

pos-

and

Wrapper‘is for

KENTATDE

The Q. M. just closc{ there was a very

precious season,

successful field of labor,
:
Rev. H. J. Brow hat just closed a very successful pastorate of five years at Waupun, Wis.,
and accepts a unanimous call to the Kewanee,
Ik church,
By this move the latter place gains
what the former is sorry to lose—a true, strong

ants for exeycising the liberty they eulogize a strange silence falls on the American
brotherhood.
This is what the California

These are the

church.

now established, they are comparatively
powerless{o reach the German population ;

“when a few spying nuns are doven from
Mexico, but when Catholics murder Protest-

the fiendish outrage

Louisville,

meeting with the Crystal Lake

Chi-

As efficient as are our own Y. M. C. A. as

Spmut,

three hundred years ago is evident. Betier
evidence of ‘the truth of the charge could
%iurdly be found than in the course of that
power in regard to the killing of Protestants at Acapulco. We have, so far, been
unable to discern any really earnest denunciation of the outrage by the press or
the priesthood of that church. The bishops
and the church papers are eloquent on the
of the

Louis,

Detroit,

and Cincinnati with a viewYo an organiza-

fsm is just as intolerant in spirit now as

subject

St.

visit

tion for this much needed

2

Oup

branch, and,

stated on good authority that Secretary Von

can

© sentatives of the people,

Same

a flourishing

‘minister,

had an experience

Education

Blackstone cb, R I, per § D Church,

which gives him a peculiar
fitness for the work
FRAGRANT SOZODONT.
of an evangelist,
‘
Bro. R. has spent twenty days with the
Hardens and invigorates the gums, purifies and
Minneapolis church
"and left the work in full perfumes the breath, cleanses, beautifles and preProgress under the car¢ of the pastor, Rev, A.J. kerves the teeth from youth to old age, Sold by all
avis. The Castle Rock church has been great- Druggists,
Tile
ly blessed by his labors. He is now holding
a

possibly, other Eastern cities, and it is now

not help believing that the men who composed the last Legislature were not repre-

Toe

has

protracted meetings in several of our churchduring the winter, therefore,
Resolved, That in him we have found a devot-

spavin,

o

Shapleigh ch. MS per E H Butts,

. Centaur Liniments

as conduct-

ed, earnest and faithful Christian

of this country.

of the Y.M. C. A.

Baltimore

A. GANDLELT

sessed of qualities and having

about by the visit there of Rev. F. Von
Schiuembach the Secretary of the National

We hope the people at

Jarge will not fail to do what
panity

ed
es

Y. M.CA.

Whereas, REV.

!

allay pain,subdue swellings, heal
burns, and will cure rheumatism
muscle

61.67
Treas.

STLAS CURTIS,
Concord, N, H,

and sold by first-class Grocers. Beware that you aye
not decelyed- by the misreprosentationg’ of crafty

}

5592

:

Rev 'T Foss, Pelham, N H,
2.50
New Durham ch, N H, for freedmen, per ,C Foster, 5.00
Franklin Falls ch, N H, per J Bailey, ~~ °
. 20,00

ATUS and not one successful rival. Everybody
acknowledges its superiority in all respects, If is
always put up in pound packages ander my name,

J <4)

ways,

Manns.
Wich,"

Branch & Calhoun Q M, Clarendon eh,
Dorcas Berry, Wilton, Me one-half for freedmen,
Mary la Carver, Leeds,
Me, for freedmen,

TWENTIETH YEAR for PYLES SALERW

-d

HENNEPIN Q. M.—Held its’ last session with
the Crystal Lake and Brooklyn church, March
12—14, The following resolution passed: .

has recently been organized in Pittsburgh
with eight branches. This has been vg

her own children when in trouble, while
Nebraska makes all the= provision which
humamty, consistent with her own re-

Churchof England

Gonlers. JAMES PYLE, Menufacturer.

Mission.

Butt
oxley, ASS
Ro OW Goth fupany, V1, N
pes J 13&

Of this sum

societies of an Evangelical type, and £308,617 to

Quarterly NMeetings.

fused to make any provision whatever and’ through the instrumentalites of the Young
adjourned! To the lasting, disgrace of the Men's Christian Assocation.
:

needing assistance, Kansas refuses to help

ALL. 1,

————————————

ality to reach the Germans in the West,
It is stated thata German

£819,000 was contributed to

Home

up a total of
from invest-

ment, balances, or foreign receipts.

March 24, 1875.

It is gratify

ing to know that a movement has al
last been made by men of their own nation-

men who voted against. the provision be it
written that, with more than double the
wealth and with a much smaller number

1678, Canon Robertson foots
£1,082,176, not including income

Nonconformist societies; £127,084 to those supexcept the morning prayermeeting, which is ported by High Church and Low Church, and
continued daily, Nearly all the churches are £182,264 to societies in which Nonconformists
holding meetings every evening this week, with are united with Episcopalians. The Scotch and
new manifestations of interest,
Jrish societies supplied £133,321, while the
Many of the churches are receiving accessions mount raised by the Roman Catholies yas £11,
in large numbers, The city has been moved as 786,

faced school-boys taxing their wits to remember how the cowbinations run which,
to their schooldays, seemed so ** fearfully never before—and so strong has been the attracand wonderfully wade.” Well, on the tion to the churches, and the religious meetings,

of the Nebraska Legislature in appropriat-

inga large sum

was the most enthusiastic of the séries.

sanctify

ministers, wise-looking doctors (of physic)
and oily-tongued lawyers standing in long
rows by the side of pert misses and, ronnd-

Events,

Current

on

Notes

write

the departed shade of Noah Webster, surelv, than to see sober deacons, dignified

I.

Chicago,

St.,

¢ D. Ds"

with a gratnitous'k, to seela spelling reviv- forty minutes, one hundred and seventy-eight
al. Nothing can be more gratilying to persons spoke of their love to Christ. At the

Manager.

Rev. A. H. Huling,
56 Madison
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THE MORNING

Poetry.
The

FROM THE FRENCH,BY F. A. PRESTON.
¢ Ah! T’ve seen, I’ve seen,”

natural inélination of human nature to be through the many. holes in
thankful that we are *‘ not as other men’ But her thoughts were
are,” grew strong within him and he began. ‘She was tryinglo imagine

Sung the * hirondelle,”

“ P’ve seen, I have seen”—
“ Bird, what hast thou seen?
Blooming every bower,
Blushing every flower.”
geen,”

«I

2

don’t have to wash

“ The robin-red-breasts
*Mong flowers woven." .
“1 have seen, Pve seen,”

Cried she to the dawn,
“ Tell what thou hast seen.”
“ The zephyrs of eve,

_Of all do I know,
Save winter and snow.”
“ T nothing have sten,
Dear swallow,” I erys.
++ 1 nothing have seen,
I only can dream;

I'am an infant,
2

Neuchatel, Kan.

on the Farm.
4

celebrate

the

Don’t all the Yankees celebrate the Fourth
of July,

Freedom’s

sun

she

day

hour

lit up

before

“Is that

And, Mary, you have done your part in rowin’
to the shore,
By takin’ eggs and butter to the liitle village

she found

store.

way

T’Il

build
a little cottage soon, to make your
heart rejoice;
:
I'll buy a good piano,
to go with Bessie’s
voice;
You shall not make your butter with that upand-down concern,
For I'll go this very day and buy the finest

patent churn?
to

shining

gown;

;

Low prices for our produce need not give us
now alarm,
Spruee up a little,Mary! there’s no mortgage on

the farm.

°

j

‘While our hearts are now so joyful,
Mary, not forget
To thank the God of heaven for being
debt;
>
For pe gave the rain and
strength into my arm,

sunshine,
:

let us;
out

of

and: put

And lengthened out the days to see no mortgage

hid

;

on tke farm.
—Nat. Baptist.

BY

EMELINE

STANLEY.

J

Florrie was washing dished. Florrie
didn’t like to wash dishes a bit. She had
been a long time getting ready. First, the
water was too hot and she had to cool it.
Then, it was too cold and she had to

it hotter.

make

Then, it took a long time to get

the soap in; for the suds foamedso prettily,
as she stirred it in a bowl, that she played

she was making frosting and was beating
the whites of the eggs:
.
:
Next, she had to roll up her sleeves ard
her plump arms looked so white, in contrast with her dark dress, that she went
aincing across the room two or three times,
playing that she was the beautiful lady of

whom she had been reading, and that she
was on her way to a grand parly. Two
things stopped her before

she

got

there.

One was, she suddenly remembered that
‘her mothe

told ber

washed before she

to

have

got back.

those dishes

The

other

-was the impatient expression of her brother Nat, who sat whittling by the stove:
«I should like to know, Florrie, what
_ you are acting so silly for
Tr
oh
* With a sigh

and

a much

of his head,
that will
Africa at

the

cars

from?”

start

had

two

half cups

in

her

kind

of

caravans,”

contemptuously.

It wouldnt

‘‘ The

folks can’t

Le safe.

trav-

A whole

caravan.”

4

and

wise

lot have to go together, and they call these
companies of travelers, caravans. If you
are going, I think you had better join. a

gone without piane, her lonely hours to
charm,
Rit
in
To have a hand in payin’ off the mortgage on

And get yourself and Bessie a new

back

it is there, you see,

el alone.

She’s

me

she

said Nat, a little

natur smart—

with

very

>
where

‘“ T don’t mean that

And Bessie, our sweet daughter—God bless her
loving heart!
The lad that gets her for a wife must be by

gd

felt

hands instead of one whole one. But she
saw certain dark streaks-—marks of an old
crack—and said nothing.

You did not spend the money in dressing up for
show,
But sang from morn till evening in your faded
calico. -

and

if ghey

don’t need much to weat.”
?
** Yes,” answered Nat, who was finishing
his arrow. = ** But their food is very simple,
They raise some grain, Then there are a
good many kinds of fruits that grow ‘wild,
and they have sheep and goats, and sugarcane

grows

there,

and—well,

cocoanuts, that grow
Maybe you can get

on

great

there

are

tall

trees.

to

throw

the monkeys

Little Humility’s Gift.

EE

NI

Sa.

Literary Review,
dy: Bt ba Ag

new, stylish hat,” with the feather ? She
thought it all over, and at length came to
the conclusion that she could.
“Only,” thought Little

Humility,

.

‘what

will Miss Percy say?”
Miss Percy was Little Humility’s Sunday
school teacher, and it was she who had

.

lished rites, but boldly sacrificing his life
when
his enemy was in peril; the latter showing
the

:

patient, devoted wife,who followed her husban
d

tian Morals in
Harvard University. Boston :
Roberts Brothers. 16mo. pp. 826,
It 1s always a pleasuge to get a book from Dr.

:

——
@

Poor littie

Humility

sat. in

the

farthest

corner, of the farthest pew, in the row
farthest back of free seatsin the gallery.

Stop!
Poor!

Did I say

poor little Humility ?

She was far richer than you or 1,—

thist
is, unless you have a remarkably sweet
and contented disposition, which I'm sorry
I haven't.

Or course you understand
that Little
Humility is my name for her. The name
her mother gave her was Kaly, and the
name her father gave her was Waters;

injured’ look,

Florrie returned to her dishes. ) She rattled

rich in much else, when

I tell you

that

When the lessons were

over

in

Sunday

world.
The present

school that day, one of Miss Percy's class
lingered behind the others, with an evident

father and mother were both dead, and she
lived with Mrs, Mahoney.
Mrs. Mahoney

was one of the kindest of kind-hearted Irish

“What is it, Katy?” asked Miss" Percy,
kindly.
“0 Miss

Perey,

would you

Miss
little

Percy

smiled

questioner.

down

“Well,

I

volume,

:
consists

which

of dis-

if I ject was to show that the traths of Christianity

mind,

gave away my: hat ??
at her

eager

don’t

know,

are as worthy of belief as those of science. The
direct practical treatment in this volume of the

questions which were there more abstractly eon-

sidered, will givegit a fresh and popular interest,

Katy. I took
a great deal of pleasure in
Thé topics discussed, or rather presented,
tor
trimming that hat for you, and I like to see they average only about a dozen pages each, are
you wear it. To whom did you wish to such as “ Man’s Need of a Divine ‘Revelation,”
% The Efficucy of Prayer,” “ Jesus the Light of
give it P"
:
the World,” * Christ ‘in the Family,” ** Christ’s
“It's all I have that’s pretty and nice, to Temptation, Crucitixion and
Resurrection,”
give to the Lord cheerfully,” said Little ‘“ Identity of the earthly and heavenly Life,”
Humility, while her eyes filled with tears. ** The Lord’s Supper,” “The Holy Spirit,” The
“Don’t you feel willing
ti at I should send Creator,” &c. There are also three discourses

“I'll tell vou, Katy,” said Miss
after thinking a moment; *‘perhaps

Percy,
I can

think of a way in wich you can earn

some

money to give
vou like that?

to the Lord.
How would
Then you could keep your

hat, you know.”

**Oh, that would be beautiful I” eried Lit

tle Humility, with sparkling eyes.
So it was all arranged that Katy should
keep ber hat, and Miss Percy would tell
her, on

the

next

Sabbath,

how

she

earn some money for the Lord.
“But remember, Katy,” said Miss

could

Percy,

as the hayrpy-faced child was turning to

go

away, *‘the Lord loves
‘ Little deeds of kindness,

And little words of love.’

;

Such gifts please him quite as much, perhaps, as our money.”
“And those are things that I like to give,”
said Little Humility, with a bright smile.
“Oh, how glad I am !"
Then she burried home.
“An’isit yerself that has €dme ?” said
Mrs. Maboey. as Katy entered.
‘Sure
thin, it’s glad I am; for the little Ellen is
ain sick, and there’s nobody she wants,

but ‘Katy, Katy,’ she's callin’ all the time.”
*“Why, little Ellen,” said Katy, going up

to the child, who lay on a low couch in

corner of the room. “Did “You want
Katy?
Well, here she isnow.”

the

your

“Take me,” said the child, feebly.

her.

‘*do by” her Rosy,
in case she (Mrs. Mahoney) should die,which Heaven forbid she

them ULoth, looking very anxious.
‘See
there,” she said,” aving Jar. hand oa the

So Katy took ber, rocking and singing to
Mrs. Mahoney came out and

crimson cheek of little

‘in’ up with

faver.

the scarlet faver, and

stood

over

Ellen, **she’'s a burn-

Suppose,

vou

now,

bought them with her bard earnings, and

would be better to hire the men to carry all
the things to eat frown the place where we
start.”

Kaiy had no other pair, It wouldn't be
rightto give them. There was her drese,

*“ Oh, bat it is a very warm country, you
know, and you can only carry canned. or
dried food. No other will keep good long.

waist was different from the skirt ; (but that

You

will

need

fresh

food,

by

the way,

which you must get from the village people, in return for the things which you
carry. Then, besides, every few miles
which you - travel brings yf into the

bat it was faded and patched ; besides,

the

didn’t show under a shawl) she would give
‘that cheerfully, only she was afraid the jt

it

was

a sittia’ and

rockin’ her.”

a

:

tle heathen children would hdt like it.
The shawl belonged
that would not do.

partly - to Rosy,

so

There was nothing else

that she eould think of, but her hat; and,
oh! could she give her hat cheerfully—her
0

‘

stories Lo the children, and make them happy.
Then, too, it’s so little I have to give
the Lord, that [ feel sometimes that I'm

glad to give up my hearing for his sake.
And if I can, 1 niean to give it up cheerful
ly: for “Ibe Lord loveth a cheerful giver,’
you know.”

Then she smiled and

'

went

home

to the

little Mahoney children, who

loved

her

much,

nL.

nce to our joy and benefit; in all pure
lives, good examples,
and benefieeut buman influences that are among us; and in Jesus Christ,
imaging the holiness, the spiritual beauty, lowliness, and the fatherhood of God ;—in ‘all these,
he shows how the Holy Spirit is a real presence
and a vital help. * Far be from us,” he says,
‘* the theology which relegates creation to the
mythical past.”
* The old _liturgical formula,
‘The Holy Spirit,proceeding from the Father and
the Son," is not the mére dogma of a creed, but
the fundamental truth of the
Christian life.”
The discourse on the Lord's Supper breathes
the spirit of true Christian love and liberty.
How beautifully he here sets forth oun consciouse
ness of a present God:—*‘ See that little child,
at his mother’s side, engrossed in his picturebook or his toys, He surely is not thinking of
his mother. . Yet, does a stranger. enter?
He
seeks her arms.
Or does she rise to leave the
room? +At ounce disturbed and uneasy, he follows her, or stays impatient for ber return, thus
showing that, deep beneath his occupation for
the moment, lay the restful, gladdening thought
of her protecting, loving presence, ready at any
instant to find- shape and voice.
Such is the
consciousness of the present God, which we may
carry with us mm our busiest hours,—real and
inseparable when latent, distinct and imperative
in every moment of need, our suflicient safeguard and refuge in every peril.”

The volume should be read to be appreciated.

“Tm glad I know how to ride horseLittle Hamility’s heart stood still for a
The scarlet fever had been in the
back,” said Florrie. ‘I suppose I can get her, and so did all the children ; she was 0 mpment.
house ; three children in other families had
a horse there somewhere.
I couldn’t take gentle and patient with them.
_diedsof it. What if she should take it and
one all the way with me, you know.”
But besides all this, she was peculiarly
die? She started involuntarily, to move
“ You couldn’t get far on a horse, pussy. happy, and felt peculiarly rich on this spe- little Ellen’s arms from her neck; but the
There is a fly there that bites horses and cial Sunday ; for was she not “‘just dressed child only clung closer, crying, “It’s Katy,
I want Katy.”
a
kills '’em.
Perhaps you can get a donkey.
up like ?” as Mrs Mahoney said. Let me
“Yes, yes,” said Katy, soothingly, ‘you
If not, you will have to walk, or else hire tell you how.
shall have Katy. She is right here; you
a black man to carry you.
Then you’ll
First, there were her new boots, (calf- shall have her all the time.”
want another to earry your clothes and skin) and—well, her dréss was not new ex*‘PeFhaps God wants me to give my life,”
food, and another to carry your money.”
actly, but then it was quite pretty, Katy thought Little Humility. *“If he doés; sban't
[ try to give it cheerfully ?”
«** What do you mean, ‘Nat Lincoln?” ex- thought, even if it were a littledaded.
Her
-Well, it was the scarlet-fever, and they
claimed Florrie, resting her soapy hands shawl, of course nobody. could find fault
bad a hard time at Mrs, Mahoney's. All
on the table, and looking at him with as- with that, there never was anything so gay the five children had it, and Katy helped
tonished eyes.
‘
with' its bright yellow, red, purple, blue, take care of them. There was no time to
“ Why, I mean,” said Nat, tilting back green, and pink stripes; to be sure it be- earn money for the Lord, but Little Humility (ried to feel that perhaps the Lord loved
and forth in bis chair, ¢‘ that the people
longed to Katy and Rosy together, but then
her
all, for was she not tiying all the
along the route which yon are to travel they never could come to church together, time,after
to give the
;
:
;
won't carea fig for your greeubacks and
Little deeds of kindness,
because one must stay at home to help take
scrip. If you buy anything of them,
And little words of love,
.| care of the children. Last, but not least,
that Miss Percy had spoken about ?
you've got to payin things which they can
by any means, was her hat. This had been
Poor little Ellen died, and so did the baby:
use, such as cloth,—bright-colored cloths,
‘presented to her only a few weeks ‘before. Then Rosy and the other children were
they like best—beads, brass wire, or anyIt was on the Sunday School Christmas- taken sick, and Mvs. Mahoney and Katy
thing else which they can adorn themselves"
tree. It was a black straw, trimmed with were left 10 do everything. Last of all,
with. If you travel far, you will need a black velvet. And it bad a small scarlet Little Humility, herself, was stricken down.
good deal of this sort of money. Now you feather! Ob, wasn’t it stylish? Little ¥ Ah, she was very ill, and the good physician shook his bead and said they must
know what 1 meant, when I said you would
“Humility thought so at any rate,
not look for her recovery.
?
bave {o hire men wo carry it for you.”
‘An’ what we Shall do without her, it's
Well, so there she sat, as I said, away
‘“ But how can the store-keepers trade
backin the farthest corner of the great meself that can't tell,” said poor Mrs. Mahoney, wiping her eyes with her apron;
without money ”
:
:
church, listening to the glorious old organ,
*‘ Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Nat, and he tilt- the.chanting, the reading of the Scriptures, ‘‘she was always so good with the childer,”
In spite of the doctor’s forebodings, howed back so far that he lost his balance ard the prayers and the hymns, with great de- ever, Little Humility recovered. But the
over he went, But he performed so many
Lord had asked a gift of her, nevertheless,
light and satisfaction,
‘gymnastics in the air on the way, that he
But, alas for Little Humility! When it What do you suppose it was? Her heativg,
landed unhurt. Not deigning to take no- came to the sermon, the text was, ‘The Dear Little Humility got up from her illness as deaf as a post.. She could go to
tice of his undignified performance, he was Lord loveth a cheerful giver;” and it sank Sundag school, but she could hear nothing
quickly in his chair again, apd went on upon her heart like lead, when she first that was said; she went to church, but the
with his reply, as though nothing had hap- beard it. ‘Poor Little Humility,~no,. I only sound that she couid hear was some.
thing that sounded very much like distant
pened,
]
don’t mean poor—but what had she to give thunder—that
was the glorious old organ,
:
“ Where would you expect to find stores, cheerfully ?
you know.
And the sermon was an eloquent one.
I should like to know, in a country where
But it was only for ubout a year that it
Kind Miss Percy took her to a
there are no roads, where the rivers are Little Humility sat and listened till the tears was 80 bad.
without-bridges,and where the best villages rolled down her eleeks. ‘Ob, isn't there physician, who helped her so much that by
and by she could almost distinguish the
are only a collection of miserable little somethirg that I can give to the dear Lord tunes on the organ, and by sitting close by
huts? And what could they want stores for, Jesus?” she said to herself. “What can I Mass Percy in the class, she could hear a
ry
when the people wear very little clothing, give?”
great deal that was said.
One day she said, ¢ O Miss Percy, I think
—the childven not any—know nothing of
But she could think of nothing. She
books and need but few articles for the looked down first at her shoes. No, they it’s so much better to be .deaf than to be
blind—=don’t you? Think how much I can
furnishingof their huts?”
: would not do. Mrs, Mahoney had just read. And then I am not dumb.
I ecan tell
« T should think, then,” suid Florrie, ** it

:

Moral Philosophy,” and bis succeeding volume
entitled ¢ Christianity and Science,” whose
ob-

women, who took Katy when she was left
an orphan, without a home, and “did by
her” just as she would wish anybody to

ever should, at least till Katy and Rosy and
the other five children were all grown up.
They were all poor together.
But Katy
was very happy, for Mrs Mahoney loved

higious ideas,

courses delivered in the chapel of Harvard Uni-_
versity, fitly ‘follows his diseussioy of the various problems in ethics, entitled “ Manual of

desire for conversation.

but

her

¢ Waiting Samuel,” wherever ¢ the visions” led
him,and believed and was happy in his crazy res

The eighth volume of LITTLE CLASSICS, whose
Peabody, His ability, his candor, his unwavergeneral subject is “ Mystery,” will be a treat to
hung the hat on the Christmas-tree.
ing fidelity to truth and the
ns of con- believers in dreams and presentiments, while
She wonld ask Miss Percy: that was science, his respect for all thatconvictio
is manly, his ap- the incredulous will find ample opportumt
for
what she would do. Miss Percy would preciation of all sincere inquiry after truth, and exerting their ingenuity in
explaining those
his
unyieldin
g
belief
in the divine and supernat- Strange phenomena which all must admit do ocsurely be willing to have the hat sent to the
little heathen chitdren, if Little Humility ural origin of Christianity, and the sensible casionally appear, The compiler has collected
views which he. holds of its relations to the the most striking sketches involvin
g mystery,
only asked her.
ot war
=
present condition of” philosophy and science, pe- “The Ghost”
is contributed by William D.
So the child wiped her eyes, and listened caliarly fit him to write
intelligently, fairly and O'Connor, and isa pleasarit story of
an avarito the rest of the sermon, with ‘great com- with deep spiritual insight, upon-the various cious rich
man who was heartless and
el to
fort and edification,
:
topics which now deeply interest the religious ‘iis tenants,

it.

asked Florrie, innocently.
I like the name of Little Humility better
«¢ Cars! You little goose ! Why they don't than I do Katy
Waters. Because, you
have any railroads nor carriage roads even. know, it just suitéd her—the name did—for
You will have to follow in the track of a if ever there was a humble, loving, self-forcaravan.”
" getful, contented soul, it was Little Iumil‘“ But caravans have carriages to them, ity.
great big ones, and they go in roads, too.
And, “a contented mind is a continual
I've seen ’em logs of times.”
Florrie wash- feast,” you remember.
Perhaps, however,
ed a cup so vigorously as she said this, that you will think that Little Humility was wot

sun,

town,

and

Zanzibar.”

night has overtaken me before the task was
. done.
“When weary with my labor, twas this thought
that nerved my arm:
Each dayof toil will help to pay the mortgage on
the farm.

©

He bad just read a book

Africa,

said, *“ You'd better take a route
land you on the eastern coast of

the

the farm.

ignorant.

with his hands clasped

And

Lay by your faded calico,

so. She went vigorously to work with her
wiper and just said,—*‘ I suppose the peo-

| ple have to eat something there,

upon that subject.
‘He laid down his knife
and arrow, and leaning back in his chair,

debt?
an

was

about Central

our nation’s sky?
‘Why shouldn’t we then celebrate, and this ‘day
ne’er forget?
W here is there any freedom like being out of
mornin’s

I

Nat was now just in his element. If
there was one thing which Le liked better
than another, it was to tell Florrie something which he had learned, but of which

day,
:
:
:
For the last dreadful mortgage on the farm is
, wiped away;
I have got the papers with me, they are right
as right can be—
Let us laugh and sing together, for the dear old
farm is free!

I've riz up many

is,

out of the steamer.”

Mary, lets kill the fatted calf and

that

there

—.

some down for you. Those are all the
amining the arrow he was making.
things I can remember now. It's my opin“1 should have to go in the cars, of ion ‘that a little girl, who likes frosted cake
course,” said Florrie, pouring the soapy
and plum pudding and all the other nice
waterin an aimless manner from one cup things you ean think of, would find food it to the little heathen” children? I can’ on “ Clean Ways,” ¢ Conversation,” and * Hebrew, Greek and Latin,/*showing that these lanto another.
better suited to her taste here than there.”
come to Sunday school. Rosy will lend guages
represent a threefold culture, which are
Nat shrugged his shoulder and gave a
Nat gave a sidelong - glance at Florrie me her hat.”
excellent in every way.
There is little in the
short laugh, which had a reviving effect Sheshad wiped the dishes in. an incredibly
“But supposing the little heathen chil- volume that is doctrinal,~at least little that the
upon Fiorrie’s memory and she suddenly short time. As she put them carefully in dren didn’t wear hats like that, Katy ?”
most strictly orthodox could reasonably reject.
exclaimed, ¢ Oh, I remember! It is away
their places, she said, “1 don’t think I
Little Humility’s countenance fell, but Fhe lessons drawn from Christ's temptation,
across the ocean. I should have to go in a shail start to-day.”
brightened again in a moment. “Then I anwhich he believes, was “ an inward conflict, not
external transaction,” is both elevated in its
steamer.”
Her mother was gone longer than she ex- can sell it,” she said quickly, “and send Views
of the struggles which every heart must
Florrie was an imaginative little body, pected to be. When she returned, she them the money.”
hold with sin, ard inspiring in its picture of the
and was always planning impracticable praised Florrie for the neat manner in
Miss Percy didn’t smile,
though she glorious triumph which those struggles may
things, which she never expected to enjoy which she had done her work. And Florrie wanted
to.
Little
Humility
doubtless win, The work and office of the Holy Spirit, as
heyond the planning.
went out to see Nat try his new arrow, in- thought; thiit the hat would sell for several it appears in nature, stirring within us holy af8 suppose,” she continued, *‘ I could go stead of starting for Central Africa.
dollars; but you and 1 know that she prob- fections, aims and aspirations as we discover its
new beauties
in the cars the rest of the way, after I got
ably could not have obtained a quarter for all experie ; in God’s providence, sanctifying

Sings
hirondelle;”
“ ve seen, I have seen”—
* What then hast thou seen ¥” J
¢¢ Pve fitted o'er plain,
Have crossed over main,

Because ’twas then

If

head to one side with a tise look, as he
said this, and appeared tv be carefully ex-

“ Ah! I've seen, I’ve seen,”

—e—

dishes.

if herself, that she had rather stay where she
was and wash dishes, Buf she didn't suy

where they

and whose ideas of geography were very
much confused.
:
«It might be farther.” Nat turned his

Mist of ocean receive,
Drink snow and the dew.”
** Bird, sayest thou true?’

No Mortgage

I wonder

« Is it very far?” asked Florrie, who
didn’t like study. much better than work,

“ Ah! DPPve seen, I’ve seen”—

know in my turn.”

dishes,

should like to go there.”
*“ You ’d better start right off and go to
Central Africa,” replied Nat. “I don’t
think you would be much troubled about
dish-washing there.”

A lining their nests,
‘With snowy cotton

And

hate wadbing

there isn’t a place somewhere,

¢¢ Pve seen, I have seen”—
“ Tell what thou hast seen.”

Aud still ignorant;
Yet wishing to learn,

tiny fountains.
not upon that.

how it would
to whistle. Florrie didn’t want to hear ,8eemtobe in a country where she should
him whistle. It soundéd too much as never need to go to school,~should have
though somebody was happy close by her, uo pennies to spend, where new hats and
while she was drudging over those dishes. buttoned boots and kid gloves would be
things unheard of, and she decided, all to
So she said,—

“ Children have I seen,
Run in meadows green ;

———
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them about awhile, as if to punish them country of a different_king, and you will)
for needingto be washed, then went at have to make each one of these kings a val- |
*uable present of cloth and other things to
her work quite in earnest.
Nat was in a bad humor himself. He pay for the privilege of going through his
~
had shoveled snow until he was tired of it. domains.”
Florrie did not reply at once. She stood
The sliding didn’t suit him and there was
no good skating. But, when he saw that pressing a colander down into the dishFlorrie was so much *‘ out of sorts,” the water, thus causing the water to leap up

“« Hirondelle,”

“ ve seen, 1 have
Repeated the bird,

Ee

so

And Miss Percy stood and looked after
her till the tears came into her eyes; and

If there are any who believe that because Dr.
Peabody 1s classed with Unitarians he is therefore to be distrusted as a Christian teacher, they

especially should read and

ponder the book.

It:

contains some strong statements, indeed, but
their strength is quite as-apt-to suggest to us orthodox Christians how weak is our claim upon
a monopoly of Christian faith and experienee, as
to drive us into disagreement with his views,
We can commend the book to a thoughtful read-

ing.

OAKRIDGE: An Old-time Story. By J. Emerson
Smith, Boston: James R. Osgood & Co. 12mo.
pp. 415.
The imprint of this House on a novel is generally a sufficient guaranty that it'is worth readThe
ing. The present case is no exception.

story opens with an account of Leroyd’s visit to

the early home of his futher.
He comes upon
the hut of a hermit, and enters.
The hermits
name is Oakridge, and proves to be the brether-

in-law of Leroyd’s futher. H¢ (the hermit) has
Just finighed a manuseiipt to be read by Leroyd
after
mit’s

his death. Tne description of the herhut is well conceived and well render-

ed. Two years pass. The hermit dies, and Leroyd opens the manuscript, which is presented

his eyes passionately wating his right arm.
It
troubles the signal-man, and he speaks of it {o
the narrator,
The next morning an engine runs
over him,
The engineer describes.the warnin
that he gave, and it is the same which the sig.

nal-man saw in the apparition.“ The

Man Made,” by Robert T. 8. Lowell, “ The In.

visible Princess,”by Francis O'Connor, are mys.
terious stories of the scas.~—** The Advocate's

Wedding-day,” by Catherine Crow, explains iis
mystery before the story is finished. The last .
story -in the volume, * The Birth-mark,” by
Hawthorne, is one of those weird tales so chare
acteristic of the author, and teaches as one of its

lessons, that perfection

M.

Cincinnati and New

dircipline

of the capture of

Oukridge or Delaney 1s easily accounted for by
the fact that both“wyere suffering under mental
aberration.
It is a safe way for the authorto
permit a monomaniac to tell the story, and it is

perhaps as high a compliment to say that there
is a perceptible difference between the part
which
script.

Leroyd prefixes and Oukridge’s manuOne might suspect the book of Roman

Catholic tendencies;

but the fact that Inez, who

becomes Mother-superior, isc unwilling to retain
her niece in the convent, and is anxious to wed
her to.a Protestant, suggests that she was not

perfectly satisfied that her faith was infallible,
CASTLE

By

NOWHERE:

Constance

Publishers,

12mo.

Lake-Country

Fenimore

pp. 386.

-

Woolson.

Sketches,

Same

Three of these stories, says a prefatory note,
originally appeared in the Atlantic Monthlytwo

in Scribner's, and one each in Harper's

Maga-

zine, the Galaxy, and Appleton’s Journal. The
book is one of those true American compositions
which describes Amsricun scenery, and certain
characters to be met only in this couatry, so ac-

curately that the stories would
another land, The first, fron

be strangers in
which the book

tukes i 8 name, is a story of Lake Michigan,
man whose life wus forfeited to the law,

A
es-

-caped with his sister to the northern shore of
the lake. He took a child that had wandered
from the poor-house, and arranging a: sort of
floating castle lived by lighting false fires in time

of storm

to lure vessels on the rocks, from

wrecks of which he secured the

ion and

other articles of value.

the

floating provis-

An

aimless

traveler discovers the castle and spends the win-

terin it. He falls in love with the poor-house
shild, Sto has grown-4o0 be a womun.,
They

are married, and after the death of the old
sail away into the world.
’

man
;

There are other pretty, pathetic stories. Bsas she went home she kept saying
to her- pecially would we notice
Peter the Purson”
self, just as you and I do now—*‘Dear Lit- and,“ 8t. Clair Fluts,” the former presenting a
tle Humility !"—ddvance.
man timid, techle, tenaciously clinging to estubve

York:

Wilson, Hin-

pp. 252.
that so many persons must
goed behavior vout of books,
of early training, of correct’

in the home

and

the school, and

of

those principles which good sense, love and affection shopld have instilled into early years,
Here is a volume that aims to do away with
the necessity of this book morality.
It is ina

sense such a. book as people

with

dull

ideas of

good manners might profitably consult.
But its
aim is higher than that. It would begin with the
school,with the home, with the fopmative periods
of life, and bend the twigs in the right direction.
It a'so has sound advice for those who are
teachers, or in any way have to do with forming

the tastes and babitgof opening minds. It groups

its remarks under the three heads of Moral Law,
Municipal Law, and Social Law or Politeness,
This latter division treats of behavior on the
street, at church, in traveling, at table,
with
hints for visiting, &e.
It contains very much
good advice, and if one is going to put one’s self
under written rules of behdvior, here is an excellent book for that purpose,

°

NATURE, ORDER AND FELLOWSHIP OF THE
CHURCH, by W. W. Everts, D. D,, is a sermon
containing a strong vindication of close communion; as string as the merits of the question will
well admit,
It considers a dozen or more obJections, and everywhere assumes that baptism
is essentially pre-requisite to communion, and
that close communionists act strictly in accordance with Bible precepts.
:
s

Ea

i

= 2

The Magazines,

“The

LrLanmic

contains a noticeable

article

by Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes on Crime and
Automatism; one of Aldrich’s exquisite tales: a

relation by A. B. Magruder, concerning Presi.
dent ‘Lincoln and the Virginia
convention of

Kh

entitled A Piece of Secret History;

Frank

. Buubori’s continuation of John Brown's Virginia Campaign; showing the true nature of the
old hero’s plans; Whittier and Edgar Fawcett
and Mrs # Piatt eontribute poems; and Henry
James continues his story and Mark Twain his
Old Times on the Mississippi.
T. 8, Perry has
a critical article on William Blake; and there
are twenty puges and more of careful Book Keviews and Notes on Art and Education.

SCRIBNER'S opens with an illustrated poem
by Elizabeth Akers Allen entitled ** The proud

Lady of Stavoren,” which is succeeded by an il-’

lustrated

* Chat

Kith amusing

about

and

German

Parliaments,”

instructive, by

Wm.

Wells.

Wm.
H.
Rideing
discusses
* Death-dealing
Trades,” which is » striking presentation of the
futal effects
of the businessin which cigar-mak-

ers engage, artificial leaf and flower manufacturers, manufacturers of certain
paper, and of those engaged in

injurious trades,

Edward

kinds ot roomnumerous other

King has

one of his

alwuys excellent illustrated sketches entitled
*‘ The Liverpool of America,” which takes the
reader through Baltimore; while Dr. Holland

Times.”

Agnes and ber continement in a cave. Anything
inconsistent or ummatural in the characters of

“

kle & Co. 16mo.
It is unfortunate
take their rules of
It indicates a lack

mania which made

sustained, as the description

obtained only by

GOOD MORALS AND, GENTLE MANNERS,
For
Schools and Families.
By Alex. M. Gow, A.

continues “ The

him seek the lives of his best

can be

the sacrifice of life.

entire, and recounts a series of misfortuncs suthiciently terrible to warrant the author in losing
his mind and becoming the subject of a fearful
triends, so thut he felt obliged to seclude himself
as a hermit.
The manuseript is filled with numerous tragic scenes,
Some of them are well-

Haufteq

Ships,” by Allan Cunningham, “ A Raft that No

tributes

Story of Sevenoaks,” und

timely articles

There

O. Vaile on

the

to the * Topics

is also

a striking

Shakespeare-Bacon

con-

of the

article by E.
controver-

sy.

HARPER'S opens with a b2autiful narrative by

Miss ConstanceJ'. Woolson,

smply

and finely

illustrated, of a summer tour among the mountains of Western North Carolina, The Sixth Paper of the First Century Series is contributed by
the Hon, David A. Weells, und is an able and
comprehensive review of our progress ‘during
the century in Manufacture.
A new and very >
important series of papers is commenced in this

number, entitled *“ The

Stone Age in Europe,”

and prepared by un eminent archeologist, Professor Charles Rau,
The treatment of the sub-

Ject is scientific and

modest—this

first install-

ment relating to the Drift Period, and containing
accurate illustrations of the human implements
and animal remains of that period,
Hon. S.S.
Cox's paper on American Humor, is character-

istically illustrated. Mu. Cox makes bis readers
laugh while he ig’telling them why theydJaugh.
James Parton continues his series of papers on
Caricature, dealing this month with the *¢ Cari-

catures

of the Reformation.”

thig month of the

The

quartercentenary

celebration
of

Michael

Angelo’s birth gives peculiar interest to Edward
Howland’s paper on that artist, treating spe
cially of his personal history, and giving promi
nence to his association with Vittoria Colonna

and his beautiful sonnets,
The GALAXY. Contents: Dear Lady Disdain;

Just Before Sunrise; *¢ A New Country”; "Two
Sonnets; * My Farm at the Five-mile Stone”; A

Norseman’s Pilgrimage; The Evergreen Tree;

Michael Angelo Buenarroti;' Greeting from fur
awny ; Leah: a Woman of Fashion; Louis 11. of
Bavaria; The Ring with Two Lions; The Tale of

the Forest of Arden; Drift-wood; Scientific Miscellany ; Current Literature ; Nebule,
LirpINCOTT'S
pographieal

presents its usual excellent (y-

appearance.

Contents:

Australian

Sonnet;

Nice; Tae

Scenes and Adventures ; The Golden
Three Feathers;

his Eyrie;

Raskol ; Eleanor’s Career;

Eagle and

An American Ludy’s

Occupation Seventy Years Ago; A March Vio®

let; What is a Conclave? Monsoor Pacha; How

Ham was Cured; On the Study of Shakespear?

Sonnets; Our Monthly Gossip;

Day.

4

Literature of the

|
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Literary Biserlliny.

proper.”

of Tom Ma shall.

Last
J Days

any

officer, who

dying, not having a suit of clothes in which
to be buried ; dying upon a borrowed bed,
covered with a borrowed sheet, in a house
built by charity. Well, well, it is meet and

salutary

After an hour or more he looked

tree standing in the middle of a large
pasture, he said: * When I am dead,

The Louisville Courier Journal publishes

a full report ofa lecture on Tom Marshall,
of Kentucky, delivered by. Buford Tray- I do nol wishto be crowded after my death.”
man, a personal friend of the brilliant wit He said no more, but after /a time quietly
and orator. The following portion of the ceased to breathe. He was placed beneath

home qualities.

in

him

He could

none

not

accomplished aud fascinating orator, and
by some as an excellenl and learned lawyer, Let no one suppose that his was a
dash of fame, that he gained only temporahe drew inspiration
ry notoriety, or that
prodigal
from liquor while he abused the
gifts of nature. That would be far from

not make a home.
Before the death of
Dr. Lewis Marshall,he give to. his daugh-,
ter-in-law, Mrs, Lom Marshall, during her
life, one-fifth of the old Buck Pond farm,
consisting of more than-one hundred acres,
gituated about four miles from the town of
Versailles:

Upon

thi

tract,

a

small

the truth. © Mr. Marshall was all his life a

but

cess only when

he called ' his

home.

But

he

came

into

There is a patch

without weight, influence, or social position

Irish Sea, called

A few of his old friends still
his

own

_yet if hardly did justice to the
“ gober
intervals”
becgme

quent.

He grew sad

pany,

ment,

for

for

want

want

pen—and
facts.
less

of

mental

the summit of Snaefell Mountain busy - little England is seen frefting in the golden
haze across the sea. It is not much greater than Staten Ireland in area, and an am-

employ-

intellectual

about

associa-

it as a

tion. 4le would stop the school-boys on
the street and read and explain their Latin
and Greek exercises,
He would gather

bitiots Californian might look upon

around him a group of men or
bLdys—any
one for an audiene—and read to them from
ancient or modern history, but more fre-

government of its-own, with a House of
Parliament, a people infused with noble

fair-sized ranch. But small as it is—a mere
speck on the map of Great Britain—it has a
blood, and.a thrilling and eventful history.
Hawthorne found it out while he was ,a
consul at Liverpool, and has praised it in
the delicious prose of his English .Note-

+ quently from his own writings, which had
been published in 1858 by Mr. W. L. Barre.
He would pause in these street readings,
and explain, erilicise, condemn,

or approve

books:

the subject of the writer. Ile was exceedingly fond of reading from his own essays

Peveril

Scolt gathered material for

of the Peak from its romantic scenery and
legends; and Wordsworth commemorated
or articles published between 1830 and 1850, a visit to it in a sonnet. But it is not in these
and of pointing out how subseqiient events few literary associations that its chief inhad demonstrated hia wisdom or contirmed terest lice. The history of its varied forhis views,
1 now own a copy of his writ tunes and the ancestry of its superstious
ings, which I have often lent him, and people have a peculiar interest, dating as
which
“he pencil-marked’ through and they do from the thrilling age when the
through.
Daring the last four or five years Norsemen were mighty in the West.
of his life, he was entirely without. means,
In its greatest length the Island measures
and
had
no
employment;
a precari- about thirty-three miles, and in its greatest
ous- and
hazardous
charity
supplied breadth about thirteen: Its circumference,
His wants.
He slept many nights in a chair is seventy-five miles, excluding the sinuosiin the common sitting-rcom. of a cheap ties of the bays; and it contains a supercountry tavern; in warm weather he slept ficial area of about one hundred and thirty
on a wooden bench in the court-house por- thousand acres, or two hundred and three
tico; and, during the cooler nights of the square miles. Enjoying the benefits of the
early full, in the hay-loft of a public livery Gulf Stream, the climate is singularly mild
stable. He felt his. situation more keenly and genial, and there are few other places
than one might suppose, and would often in the world where the difference between
speak of it with bitter satire and with far winter and summer is so slight.
The
more wit than reverence ov piety. He was mean temperature of summer is usually
wont to compare himself with the Saviour about 59.17 degrees; of autumn, 46.97 deof mankind, saying that he, like Christ, had grees; of winter, 40.90 degrees; of spring,
not where to lay his head. His food was 44.70 degrees. There is plenty of rain, but
obtained in much the same manner as his very little snow or frost. Fuchsias grow to
other necessities were supplied.
He aceept- the hight of ten or twelve feet out-of-doors,
ed the charity of a meal wherever and and are found, a mass of crimson blossoms,
whenever it was offered to him, He called in the poorest gardens. Asto the bealthone day at my house to borrow

the book to

fulness of the climate, ycu should see the
girls, rosy-cheeked, plump, active,
natiy®
and frleeful, and the men, who are as stalwarf, muscular, and handsome a race as

which I have just referred. He came just
at the dinner hour, and when I happened
to be alone, I invited him to join me. = He
declined, saying that
several gentlemen
were on the street waiting for him to “read

ever breathed sea-air.

to them an article from

wild, hoar with the foam of the

For the most part the coast is rocky

the book, but he

added: * Save my dinner for me, and I will
return and get it.” He did return in an

hour or two, and ate with an appetite

cult to satisfy.

He explained

and

It was

sad,

was pitiful to follow him into the cheap,
rough bar-room and hear him prostitute
his dan and his great gifts te produce
coarsd and vulgar wit to amnse a lot of

pasturage, and meets the water on

scenery—heather-clad, balsamic hills, plains

as richly cultivated as the downs of Surrey,
wide reaches of prickly gorse as drear as

and boisterous crowd, his clothing torn and

soiled, his hat smashed aud ulled down
over his fuce, the face itself blackened and
smeared with ink and soot. Ife leered at
majestically, raised his arm
in a most’expressive

beneath his
himself up

and

gesture, and

shoulder
said,

Yorkshire moors, and

the prettiest

of 2as-

cades. The enchantment ol Northern land
dwells in its subdued light and .on its mist-

bribe them into furnishing bim liquor.
Passing the street one night, I heard peal
after peal of laughter coming from a saloon. Prompted by curiosity I opened the
.door and went in, aud there was Captain
Marshall quite drunk, surrounded by a rude

from
drew

the glis-

in

bitter and contemptuous tones:
* You remind me of a lot of cowardly hantam. chick“ens picking upon the head of an eagle with.
his wings broken, ”
1
This was greeted with a shout of Jaughter, and the whole crowd proceeded to
drink. I more than once met | him late at
_night,eveu after the bar-rooms were closed,

‘wandering alone on the streets, with his
hat off, striking his forehead with his open

crowned

hights.

.

:

.

“The vikings ave fishermen now, and all
great treasure steamers from Liverpool sail
into the West without a thought or wish of
Sleepy villages ave
evil toward then.
perched on the cliffs where once the beaconfives of the wreckers allured many a good-

ly ship to her doom.

In the days where the

pirates hid themselves fly the white sails of
pleasure-boats, So great are the changes
wrought by time that even the spell of mist
worked by the wizard king has been brokén, and tlie summer has its share of cloudThe invaders are not Romans,
less days.
Picts, Scots, or Scandinavians, but aggres-

sive tourists bearing knapsacks instead of
eagles, and walking-sticks instead of javelins. - These confront you in nearly every
part of the island, and the * primitive character of the natives is fast changing under
the influence of the town manners which
the visitors bring with them. Many of the
superstitions have been laughed away, and
hospitality bas acquired a fair money value.
I do not mean to say that there are no more

generous hearts and simple minds in Mona.
An old fisherman's wile entertained me
Srimself a lapatic, a star-guzer, and deliver-1 with flour bread, salt fish, and. tea, in her
hand, looking up at the

moon

and

cailing

ing an address to ah imaginary audience

the heavens,

censure him,

But ldt us pity

vather

:

in

but at Creg-y-neesh, and indignantly thrust
than’ me out of the only door in the house when

the meul was ended because I offered her a

At many periods of his life he made de- shilling. There are not a few honest folks,
termined and continued efforts to conquer too, who yet have a steadfas: faith in merhis thirsy for liquor. He said that his con- maids and tairies.— Harper's Magazine.
pore
test had not been one of days or weeks, but
of months and years; that when the desire
came on, his sufferings were equalled only 1
'The Sepoy Punishment.
by the torments of the lost. He drank the
hottest teas and such substitutes as were
Professor Seelye, in a recent lecture,
I remember ance. to
suggested to him.
a different explanation of the terrible
ave
ounce
an
than
move
swallow
him
have seen
of blowing Sepoys from the
pupishment
of the extract of ginger, but slightly adul(rom that which is undermouth
cannon’s
terated with water, but all to no
purpose.
unIt was the stimulating effects Wr alcohol stood. He said: * Itis well for us to they
that he craved, and he must have it, or go derstund, when we see the papers, as
mad, or die. His failure to conquer this occasionally do, takifi® up the subject or
of
consuming passion for drink assisted in English barbarity, what is the meaning
persons
found
have
I
barbarity.”
**
this
making him a fatalist.
‘
At length exhausted nature gave way and who supposed the punishment of firing

pray.

Sepoys were actually
and fired out. In reality the victim was
put about six feet in front of the cannon,

hich

was

heavily

loaded

with. powder

into this “alo ne; and I was told that no person unI have failed in all I have ever familiar with artillery would have any idea
s inte

Ihad no hand in coming

valley

shere..

before ‘they

drank

“The

trivial prophecy

writes
and

Lord

Bacon,

Queen

deceased or
list. Every
dowsof the
the articles

that

which,

thanks be to God,

is verified in the change of the name, for
that the king's style is now no more of

England, but of Britajn.”
An anonymous
‘English

writer

some

years ago declared his objections to the
gold coin, the sovereign, in the follpwing
vein: ‘ We need be careful of not incurring the charge of high treason by our
common expressions concerning it. How
strangely t

llowiug must

sound

to any

loyal ear: ‘I have got a dreadfully bad
sovereign; ‘I wish I could change my
sovereign;' ‘I am sure the sovereign 1
have

got

is

not

worth

twenty

shillings.’

more

to console
may be

the

sovereigns

just as

in her Majesty's

friends

certain

than

one.

that

And

every

person

would

rather

have one than none.”
The following Homeric joke was extensively circulated
in the papers a few years

ago, but it is good enough to be repeated.
Some person named Homer had becoine a
bankrupt:
That Homer should a bankrupt be,
Is not so very Odd D’-ye see;
If it be true, as I’m instructed,
So Tli-he-had bis books conducted.

from

(wo

suicides between the ages of five and ten
to 186 between 20 and 55. After 55 the
tendency to suicide: declines,
but more
gradually than it rose, except at 65, where
the number increases from 81 to 83,—a rise
so slight, however, as to be litle worth

considering. There are three suicidal periods in lite, of organic and mental growth,
organic

and

mental

completion,

ganic and mental decline,
chart

shows 8075. in

the third,

311.

tke

to 12

In tbe first the

Comparing

to childhood

for adult

life,

or-

second 42; and in

the

in round numbers, it may be

are as one

and

and

and

periods

said that they

adolescence

to 4 for the years

which

the maximum of suicides occurs among
women. The period from the 25th to the
35th year corresponds to that of the greatest pressure from domestic troubles and
responsibilities, and also ‘with the greatest
activity of the maternal functions.
The
line thence, descends abruptly to~the 45th
year, whence it= rises to the 50th year, the
critical period of mature female life, and
then goes down until it reaches the level
Thera are, therefrom which it started.
fore,

two

the line on

culminating

the male

and sustained,

that

on

while

and

points

chart is undulating
the female chart is

vertical and abrupt. The lower of the
male culminating points is the higher of
the female, and,

contrawise,

the

lower

of

the female is the higher of the male. These
charts de not show the relative frequency
of suicides among the two sexes.

The ratio

of suicidesto population in the U. 8. is
(for the period covered by the last decennial census) 25+ to 100,000 among
males,

and

2

to

100,000

among

females.

The only periods at which suicides are
pearly *eqnal for both sexes is from 15 to
20 years, during which the number of boy-

suicides whs 34, of girl suicides, 32.
this the number
is much greater.

E. camp

rarely

’
99

and

ii:

=

With
a full

2d, 1875,

a name ahd reputation

class in the State;

by a rich, pro-

theological school affords

FLEMINGTON,

member, the community a good neighbor, and
Bro. Andrews a wife who, in his own words,

ASENATH, wife of Rev. Daniel Blake, died in
Litchfield, Me., Dec. 7, 1874, aged 89 years and

to Christ

her heart

Sister ¥. gave

5 month«.

when but 15 years of age, was baptized

Wm. Stinson, and
church.

united

Subsequently

with

she

the C.

united

by

Baptist

with

the

After

ings were severe, which

greatly

impaired

For further
North Scituate,
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VICKERY

Agents,

to

400,

.

1st, 1874.

in

FEES

OR FITS cured by

the use of Ross

in Libraries,at wholesale

life. For
sit
3t10

13610

who do

world.
seriously attempted or desired whilst in it. of the minuteness of the fragment
1 shall make no arrangements for my de- which the body was scattered. This was
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5.00, P. M.
Leave Boston for Portland, Bangor and St. Johns,
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ARRANGEMENT,

TRAINS FOR BOSTON.
Leave PORTLANDat 6,15, and 9.10, A. M., afd 3.15, P.M
Leave ALTON BAY at 6.35, A. M., and 3.50, P. M.
Leave DOVER at 5.50, 7.55, and 11.00, A. M.;
and 5.16, P. M.

:

FOR DOVER.

TRAINS

Leave Boston at 8.00, P. M., 12,00,

M. 3. 15. and 5, P. M.

Leave Portland at 6.15, 9.10, A. M.
Leave Alton Bay at 6.85, A. M., 3.
TRAINS

Leave BOSTON

“Dover

FOR

PORTLAND.

8.00, A. m,, 12.00,

at

and 3.16, P.M.
, P.M.

and

8.15, P. M.

at 104, AcM.,
and 2.48, 6.3, and
25, P.M.

STAGE CONNECTIONS.
‘ Stages leave Center Harbor for Conway and White
Mountains, at 2, P.M,, or on the arrival of the boat
Fat, Tins in connection with the 8.15 train from
n.

J

Thursdays
. Leave
Wolleborough
Tuesdays,
oultomborough,
and Saturdays for Tuftonborough,
Sandwich and Center Sandwich.
Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
¢
at 8.00 y | for Laconia.
Sleeping car); and for Dover via Portsmouth
:
RETURNING,— Leave Laconia Mondays, Wednes.
A. M., 12.30 and 4.45, P. M.
days and Fridays for Alto n in season to connect
Leave Portsmduth for Dover at 7.15 10.20
with trains for Boston and Portland.
and 3.06 and 7.09, P. M.
JAMES T. FURBER,
Gen, Supt,
CHARLES F. HATOH General M imager.
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and Scientific preparation for the active duties ot
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publications,or will be filled with the books
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With three carefully arranged
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English Course. We are prepared to fit students for

Epileptic Remedies, TRIAL PACK:
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0
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Spring Term opens Murch 16, 1875.
General Examinations, June 14, 15, 16,
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Rescued from Egypt,
Claudia,
Child Life,
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Pompeii and Herculaneum,
Archibald Hamilton, Starlight Series.
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CALENDAR.
:
Spring Term begins March 22, 1875,

4

sunny Skies,

Triwmph over Midian, _
When we were Young,
Sybil’s Way,

PALL THRM, 1874.
REUBEN SAWYER was born in Northfield, N.
The Fall Term of the Theoiasical School connect:
H,, 1791, and died io Prairie du Sac, Wis, Jan.
7, aged 81 years.
During bis life he hud dwelt ed with Bates College begins Thursday,August 20th.
in Stewartstown and Pittsburg, N. H.; after- For further information address the President, O. B,
D. D., or Professor John Fullonton, Lewis.
ward in Canada, whence se came to this place. Cheney,
ton, Maine.
J. A. HOWE, Sec.
He was married twice ; bis second wife. still surviving, and with three children mourning
his
AUSTIN ACADEMY.
departure.
His lust illness, occasioned by exCENTER STRAFFORD,N. H.
posure, lasted three years and was extremely
REV. 8. C. KIMBALL, A. M., Principal.
painful; but through it all he was very patient,
Mr. Kimball is a graduate of Dartmouth College,
desiring to be content to suffer so long as the
3 qupetiop scholar, an experienced and successful
Lard should will. He was unshaken in childlike
teacher, with competent Assistants.
Summer Term
begins May 11. 1875. Rooms and
faith that his Father would take him home,
Although in intense agony of pain-to the end, his board in private families at reasonable rates.
nition
to
students
who have the ministry
Free
t
u
last words were, ¢* Oh, how beautiful 1” He had
in view.
For further information address the Prin.
been a consistent Christian in the plice where
cipal or
he died and an active member of the KF. Baptist
WARREN J'038, Secretary.
?
church. Father
Sawyer is missed from bis
Center Strafford, March 18, 1875.
ylace in the churca and community,and his death
s mourned by manv personal friends; though
PIKE
SEMINARY.
none would recall hin from bliss to his former
suffering.
B. 8S. HUNTING.
CALENDAR.

ta, Maine,

not patromze it, mustaccompany them with cash
equal to ten cents a liuhe, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important. Not more than a

Steere, (music.).
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Willie Maitland,
Who is my Neighbor ?

Miss O. A. Angel.
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Anecdotes
Bloomfield,
Glencoe Parsonage.
Early Choice,
Strawberry Hill,
Overcoming,
Perfect Man,
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Mr. M. E. Burnham,

reason, but her sufferings are at an end, and she
is at rest with Jesus. Our dear Bro. Blake,who
is nearly blind, and whose steps are tremulous
with age, is left lonely
; but that gospel which he
has long faithfully preached to others is his supof a
port, and he is cheered with the prospect
better world, where the step will be firm and
where the eve will not grow dim, and where
Christian friends will meet again never more
E. G. PAGE.
:
to part.

Series,
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LAPHAM
INSTITUTE.
NORTH SCITUATE, R. I.
HIS Institution furnishes College Preparatory
Eaglish and Scientific, and Ladies’ Collegiate
course of study.
:
BOARD OF INSTRUCTION.
ARTHUR G. MOULTON, A. B. Primmcipal.
MissAbbie E.Jenness, Preceptress.

Rev.

5
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EiBrother and Sister,

This Institution offers to students important and
peculiar advantages.
For particular information,
send for a Circular to
REV. W. COLGROVE. A. M., President.
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Master and Pupil,
May Bell,
Sabrina Hackett,
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Light from the Cross,
Contradictions; or, High
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Fall Term ot 18 weeks, begins September
Winter Term, Jan. 5th, 1875,
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Andy Luttrell,
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tery course. The special work of the school is to
prepare students for college; and every effort is made
to do this in asthorough a manner as possible. Ex-
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are very important to students during their prepara-
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Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
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The Christ-Child,
Good Little Mitty,

E. C. LEWIS, Sec. Trustees.
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under
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school

For full particulars in regard to the

Spring Term closes Friday, April 9, 1875.

The location of this

already,

no

to come, thus

Vacation two weeks.
Summer Term begins Monday, April 26, 1875.
Summer Term closes Thursday,
July 1, 1875.
For further particulars, apply to the Principal,

FRITZ W. BALDWIN,
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to

of Trustees.
Lyndon Center. VE.,1875.

Vacation one week.
Spring Term begins Monday Feb. 1, 1875.
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for catalogue.

Winter Term “loses Friday, Jam. 22, 1875.
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meeting with encouraging results.

CALENDAR:
Fall Term begins Monday, August 24, 1374,
Kall Term closes Friday, October 30, 1874.
Vacation two weeks.
Winter Term begins Monday, Nov. 16; 1874.
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Trustees to place it upon a firm and substantial ba818 by a liberal endowment. I am happy to state, are

WiwTER TERM opens Dec. 9,—ends March 6, 1874.
SpRING TERM opens Match 24, 1874,—cnds June 12.
For tucther particulars, address,
Rev. G.S. BRADLEY, A, M., Principal,

Hampton,

Railroad,

its present efficient Board
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FALL TERM opens Aug. 26, 1873,—ends Nov. 21.
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English,
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$5.00

LOCATION:

giving permanency.

movedto

and voice.

presence

her

TUITION:
.

\is school, pleasantly located in the beautiful
Aalley of the Passumpsic, and upon’ the line of the

Bradley and wife having, after four years’ charge of
the school, recently enterea into a contract with the
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August
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8.00
8.00
.
- 10.00
.
2,00
.
.
6.00
.
.
1.50
.
.
»
.
.
1.50
Lessons,
15
ip,
Penmansh
Aw-Clergymen’s children und students relying on
cation, received at retheir own exertions for an
.
duced tuition.
Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in familie#; in clubs at
lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.

The echool enters upon its fifth-year with increased
facilities for the accomplishment of its work, Prof.

f

begins Tuesday,

*
Jtigher English,
.
.
Latin and Greek,
.
(extra),
French
Instruction on Piano or Organ, Use of Piano or Organ (ex’ra),
.
Instruction on Guitar,
Vocal Music,18 Lessons,

ductive, farming country.
The village of Evansville
can not be surpassed in the high moral tone of its inhabitants, having no liquors or billiard saloons,
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assistants.
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Primary Studies,

The location of this mstitution at Evansville, Wis,
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competent

"FALL TERM of 13 weeks

SEMINARY.

Trustees to conduct it for five years

of

24, 1873.

Conn,& Pass. River

Finding no church of their choice, and

missed

complement

0, 1875.

&c.

is a beautiful one, being: surrounded

.

Three complete
courses of study :— Classical,
Scientific, and Ladies’ course, School first class
in every particular,
Library and Reading Room
tree to students.
SPRING TERM of 13 weeks begins Tuesday, March

splen-

MAGAZINE,”

open ‘March

EVANSVILLE

O., by

Q. M.,

Thirty years ago they

C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

J. 8. BRowN, A. B., Principal.
G. H, STOCKBRIDGE, A. B., dssociate.
Miss Lizzie CALLEY, Precepiress.

Ridgeville, Ind.

A large circle of friends and relatives mourn
their loss, while our brother has the deep sym-

I’ersous wishing obitStar,

will

4

Faculty

every

WM. REED,

reti-

natural

her

with

though

meeting,

’

For Catalogue, address the Secretary,

blessed the union of Bro. and Sister A. with 12
children, half of whom bave preceded their
mother in the valley of death. Those living,
through the godly example of their parents, are
walking in the paths of the regenerated. "Of her
she hath done whut she could.”
it may be said,

~ ®bituaries.
PARTICULAR NOTICE!

HOME

varies trom $1.60 to

JUYNDONLITERARY INSTITUTION
LYNDON CENTER, VT. -

“The Summer Term will open June 15th, and close
September 2d.
The Fall Term will open September 7th, and close
November 25th.
.

some scattered F'. B ptists, they soon sought to
be and were organized into a church by Rev. N.
thus becoming a part of the first
Woodworth,
“lively stones of a spiritual temple” in this
place. Sister Andrews bus all these years been
a true follower of the Master, taking a lively inThe Q. M., too,
in the chureh at home.
terest

of suicides among males
:

uaries published in the Morning

:

RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE.
The Spring Term
close June uth,

of bodily and mental decay. The influ- Free Baptists, At the age of 23, she united. in
ence of sex and its attendant circumstan- marriage with Bro. Blake. As a neighbor, she
ces upon suicides at different periods of life was, beloved by all; as a Christian, she’ was
are shown upon the charts. With females, pious, dévoted and faithful: and in various ways
encouraged - and assisted her husband
as among males, there is a sudden and ab- greatly
in his work as a minister of the gospel.
During
rupt rise until the 25th year is reached. This | the five last years of her life her physical sufferrise is continued to the 35th year, at

two large

Academies

cence coupled with the, fact of absence from
home, teaching school and amoung strangers, she
made no public avowal of her attachment to the
Saviour for some months; but the candle of the
soul being lit it could not be kept under a bushel.
Her first church relationship was with the (.
Baptists. At the age of 20 years she was married
to Bro. A., and there being no F. Baptist church
in their community they thougit best to wair
and see if God would open a way for them to
form a part of a church of their united choice.
In due time the opportunity was offered and
oladly embraced, by the organization of Cherry
Rev. R. Duen.

The London Medical Record says that the
maximum of suicides of both sexes occurs
between 25 and 35. Previous to the: 25th

increase

ion in Love,’

ILLUSTRATED

her.

When told by his compan-

Valley church, in the Ashtabula

of Suicide.

year there is' a sudden

Pittsfield, Maine.

Common

Mrs. Lucy, wife of D:a. Anson Andrews,
died in Wayne, LaFayette Co., Wis, Feb, 16,
Sister A. experienced religion
aged 64 years.
in the 16th year of her age, while attending a M.

Wayne.

The Age

arrangement

ily

onan

studies.

, address the Secretary, at

For further particu

Mary W., widow of the late Brown Sweet,
of Smithfield, R. I., died in Providence, Feb. 7,
1875, aged 67 years.
Forty years ago last summer she and her husband were baptized by Rev.
WHITESTOWN SEMINARY.
M. W. Burlinzame, and with fourteen others
HE summer term will commence March 22.
were organized into the Freewill Baptist church
The Institution is one of the largest and best in
at Georgiaville, R. 1.
About two years since,
the State.
Terms moderate.
Send for Catalogue.
haviug changed her residence, her membership
J.S. GARDNER, Prin.
was transferred to the I. B. church at Greenville,
Whitestown, Oneida Co., N. Y.
J
R. I. This was the only change in her church
Feb. 22, 187).
relationship until removed to the church
triumphant.
Her faithful lite, together with ber
peaceful, happy death, illustrated the power of
NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.
divine grace. She leaves a son and daughter with
A. B. MESERVEY, A. M.; Principal, with eigh
several grandebildren to mourn their loss. May
ser counsels and prayers be sanctified to their | associates,
Four terms
Six regular courses for both sexes.
spiritual and everlasting well being,
2 ==
:
M. PHILLIPS.
t ten weeks each.

of monarchy,
{we

dominions

rates.

Send your orders, and money to I. D. STEWART

ion that he could live but a few hours at most,
his reply was, * The Lord knows best,” and at
once commenced to pray for bis children, and
passed away without a stragzgle while in the act
of praying.
Happy is that Christian, who leaves
this world praying for bis friends, and whose
prayer is turned to praise, in the other world,
before he hus time to say amen in this, Bro.
leaves u companion
and six children to mourn
their loss of a kind husband and honosred father.
J. BURNHAM DAVIS.

And how many of her Majesty's most devoted subjects, if they were to speak their
minds freely, must cordially and daily wish
to have

e price of board, in clubs,

named engravings.

her husband, may be found on the
year she has read, until * the winsoul” became so dim as to prevent,
in that
paper, with interest, and of

was firm to the end.

(which were Henry, Edward, Mary, Philip
and Elizabeth), England would come to
confusion;

of the
of the

Josern HANSON died in Buxton, Me., Feb. 1,
aged 72 years, Bro. H. experienced: religion a
number of years azo, undér the preaching and
labors of Rev. P. 8. Burbank, and was baptized
by the same, and united with the Freewill Baptist church of West Buxton, where he remained
a worthy member till fis death.
His last sickness was very short,”he being confined to his
bed but a few days; but his trust in the Saviour

after the princes had reignedswhich had
the principal letters of that word Hempe
utter

died

to

Li

.

$ler life was consistent, her death that of the
The de=
Christian, a falling asleep in Jesus.
ceased was a member for over 70 years of the
F. B. chureh,
1
CoM,

was in the flower of

conceived

at whose house she

O,,

late her great-grandehildren have read

send

Li

special

English

$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentle:
men’s are formed.
|
Rooms and board ‘s private families at reasonable

did premium engravings, One of these is sent free
to every subscribe) Tr.
$2 50 a year is the
price of “ARTHUR'S

O., afterward removed’

in great peace, ‘Since the first volume
Morning Star was published, the name

which [ heard,”

generally

month,
66
h

E. HANSON,

8 forladies’ and children’s

given'by

but arrangements have been made by which we can
furnish the Magazine at $2.00; The “Morring Star,”
and Magazine at $1.00, and give one of the above

Auglaize Co.,

”

are

with her son, Dr. R. W. Stearns, in St. Mary’s,

When Hempe isspun,
England’s done;

it was

resses

ihe

was:

whereby

1

CoM.

deceased was born in Hartford

The

Miss ANGIE

Th unusually ri’.
LO. Thun
Anon of
ghort stories, two or three serials will be given during the year.
:
9 __ NEWEST
PATTERNS

to die; meet me

Pyeceptress, French,

artment

1ller

T

©. VICKERY,

Penmanship will be taught
by an’ experienced
Teacher.
‘yt
ti
:
No deduction for less than half a térm, except on
account of sickness. Half terms commence
the
beginning and middle of the term.
uy
bd

Norman, wo

ory

S

e

on

ydsade To

Geometry and Botany,
M188 LAVINA H. HAYNKS, Normalclasses includ
i
Drawing
*
ERLE ans
Miss ELLA C.
HURD, Music and Algebras’

Ter

county, Conn., emigrated to Ohio with ber
parents in 1803, was married to Rev. Asa Stearns

*‘ when I was a child,

Elizabeth

her vears,

easy

[wii

‘Miss LINDA

A new serigl story by T.S. Arthar, will be’commenced in January.
This de-

in

Norm: ib

Full eourse of stuay

|

Fall term commences Aug. 17, 1874.
Winter term commences
Nov, 2, 1874,
Spring term commences Feb, 1, 1875.
Summer term commences A pril 19, 1875.
KINGSBURY BATCHELDER,
A, B., Principal of
Latin, Greek and Chemistry.
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Principal of Normal De«
: Jarument, German, Physics and Diactics.

House-

.

Deborah
and her reward.

Bap-

her,, and

survives

in Meigs County,

likea

‘God

;

n 1807,
to
Mercer Co., O., In 135, where her husband
died in 1850, Since that time she has resided

the wind and

it, say:

the Freewill

Great

AAA

Furnishes Colle, e ‘Preparatory,

Magazine of America, is more thorough.
ly identified with the People in their
Home and Social Life than any other pedodical in”
the country.
°o
:
J

SOPHIA, widow of Rev. Asa Stearns, of the F.
B. chureh, died March 3, at the.advanced age of

this

wavereth is

this Crumb-well down.”

‘were, * How

04 years,

ordered

driven hy

mourn her
. . CoM.

Christ that inspired their dear, departed mother.

The Cavaliers, during the Protectorate,
were accustomed in their libations to put
a_crumb of bread into a glass of wine, and

meant that
he was stricken. withhjs last illness.A friend Sepoys from a cannon'sput mouth
inside the cannon
informed him that he must soon die and
for anasked bina some questions looking
other world, He promptly stopped him and
said: ‘“ No, sir; no, sir. I donot wish to,

that

sea

tossed.’ ”

with

tening pebbles of a smooth beach. The ioterior includes nearly every kind of natural

thoughtless boys or ignorant men, and thus

1he crowd for a moment
slonching bat, and then

indented

‘He

wave . of the

and

put in the north the land sinks into "a low

excused

yes, it

aud

of the verse,

J

and

She was the last of three sisters; all died of consumption,
Her lust words us she entered the

clergyman to preach before him. With all
suitable gravity, the learned diyine gave
out his text in the following words:
“James first and sixth, in the Jatter part

turbulent

capacious harbors and innumerable creeks;

diffi-

his ‘hearty meal by saying it was his first
food [or twenty-four hours, and he had no
expectation of another meal for an equal
length of time. But his insatiable thirst for
drink survived all this.

sea that surrounds it,

he

to

of loneliness strives to lead their children to tbe

names forms an

of texts,

of friends

ry, 1864; to him who now

the Earl

essential feature. James the First = of
England and Sixth of Scotland »was not remarkable for vigor and steadiness. Having heard of a famous. preacher who was
very witty in his sermons, and peculiarly
choice

sisters,

circle

Woodworth, and united with

shalt find a Penny.

of which the play npon

leaves a husband, parents, brothers

tist church in this place Jute
1863, of which she
rémained a worthy member until translerred to
the church above, She was marrvieddn Februa-

The literature of ‘English political anecdote is well garnished with bright sayings,

Ireland, and of Galloway in Scotland, are
visible from its western shore, and from |

His
Ire-

for want of com-

of

Man,

eighty

old Gould,

is not so good, but

Dig four feet deep, and thou

13

a

CENTRAL INsaalfUTE,
PITTSFIELD, My,

ical And Ladies’.
weeks,

Bright, Cheerrank with the
ful, Progresloading
and
sive, always
}
most influenup tothe ad>
tial
periodivancing
calsof theday..
thought of the
It is on the
times the
side of TemHOME MAGPH
erance and
AZINE takes
true Christian
morality.
Whatever i8 hurtful to Socuny it condemns without fear or favor, and makes itself felt
in the Homes of the People.as.a power ior good,

died

and

the late’ Refiben and Mary
Gilmore, died in
83, She was born of
Chester, O.; Jan. 4, aged
pious parents, and as the fruit of early religious
culture she gave her heart to Jesus and her
name to the church before entering upon life’s
responsibilities, 8he was baptized by Rev. D.

|
I'm

Livermore,

AA

MAINE

Tliustrated Home Magazine,

ADELAIDE; wife of John Reed and Jdaughterjof

Reader! of cash, if thou’rt in want of any,

in the stormy
of

be

in 8, Sebee, Me., March 4, aged 28 years

and a large
death,

'

That on John Penny
has wit:

which many traveled and untraveled Americans know scarcely more than its name.
On a sunny day the highlands of Ulster in

frequent his company and court his eonversation in his sober intervals.”
This was a

sad picture—drawn by

will,

so in his

of land

it could

days. She gave her heartto her Saviour while
in health, and be supported her in all her sickness. She was loved by all who knew her. She

id

Who killed Kildare?
0 dared Kildare to kill?
Death killed Kildare, who dares kill whom he

of Man.

the Isle

C—

The following
epitaph on
Kildare is happily conceived:

Lc

with all political parties, and to be utterly
in- Woodford.

Isle

ru

THANKFUL, wife of John Q.

A girl of eighteen may love Gould, it is true;
But believe me, dear sir, itis (iold without (if

entirely free from drink,and

The

and

her. He leaves two daughters, witlr a large _circle of friends,to mourn their loss,

To which his friend replied:

and only found the pearls of wisdom™after a
In August, 1868, twos years before his diligent seyrch, or enjoyed the fruits of vicdeath,
Mr. Marshall, in a communication to tory after a well-fought contest.
one of the Louisville papers, had oceasion
to speak of himself, using the third person,
when be employed the following language
:
«t He seems to have lost caste in Versailles

—

years old,
A girl of eighteen is in love with

the influence of his master passion, was
He, like all the
more or less a failure.
sons of men, had no royal. road to fame,

town, and remained days and even weeks
before returning, Tow he lived, and what
manner of life he led, it is indeed difficult to
describe,

Saviour,

A

JARTHUR'S

returned, with confession,to their

long neglected

success

Noa

t, and concluded it thus:
.
So you see, my dear sir, though

after laborious study. Every greatattempt
made without preparation or when under

Here Mrs, Marshall resided, and this place

companion

an

Chamber's Journal gives some queer stories about names, mostly concerning puns
on names.
:
An old gentleman of. the name of Gould,
having married a very young wife, wrote a
tical epistle tora friend to inform him of

patient and diligent student. He gained suc-

comfortable cottage was erected and paid
for by the liberality of the community.

were

one so far as affected ' the

4

.

He is remembered as a brilliant wit, « most

of the

or would

there

Jokes Hidden in Names.

Jeeture describes
the last miserabledays- of the tree, but no stone mor wark tells the
(raveler who rests below.
his lite, and affords a sad illustration of the passing
As the years pass away, and time and
curse of intemperance. :
distance soften all things, his faults, his
I have said he hadna ‘home.- That was vices and, his misfortunes are forgotten.
true, because,he had

if

of England.”

open
bury

me beneath that tree in the middle of the
field ; I have been crowded all my life and

that

signs of mutiny he would subject all muti- said of them, they walked with God. Some
neers to this punishment, and it ean not be ‘five months ago she was removéd to a higher
doubted that this punishment was the most and ‘brighter home, now he has gone to join

through the open window, and calling
the
attention of those around him to a solitary

a.

said

18%. —
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The Interior department will, as soon as possible, despatch a competent geologist to examine the Black Hills country and ascertain ac-

curately its mineral value,
The question is now debated

Tuesday afternoon,
wound,

and

ance, the present term, at the
School.

tumn, the expenses to be paid by William K.
Belknap, of Cincinnati, Geerge L. Bruceof New
York, Nathaniel Grey Hadaway, of London, and
These gentlemen
Narcisse Pelletier, of Pars.
are to provide $40,000 for the expenses, and give
Donaldson $20,000 if he makes the trip from New
York to London within foriy-eight hours, og)
wd
£10,000 1f he takes seventy-two hours.
The annual report of the Commissioner of Pa-

fatal

‘There is another rumor afloat that Secretary
Bristow is to resign, this time to engage in the
banking business.
:
;
Gold has been

discovered in
in the

paying quanti-

White

Mountains,

in

what is known as the '¢ Frankenstein cliff.”
The- different departments of the government
have begun to make preparations for the Centennial, Congress having appropriated $500,000
for expenses. Ofgthis only $5,000 Las been allot-

tents

to

Congress

bas

been

sent in, and

shows

that 21,602 applications for patents were made
during the year 1874, and 13,599 patents were issued, leaving 8,008, applications, or 37 per «cent.
of the whole, that were either rejected, delayed,

:

Maracaibo,
# b, #Dag, g0Mlessresrsrseen: 19
COAL.
:

R20)

greater protection against winds and snows.

Anthracite (from yard), ret#il

600,

cargo of logwood, consigned to a Boston

William A. Hance,of Windsor, Eaton County, Mich., who recently died, in the 68th year of
his sge, spent the greater portion of his life investigating the principle of perpetual motion.

and valued at $15,000 was lost.

The United States Senate adjourned sine die
‘Wednesday afternoon, after a long discussion on
the question of confirming the nomination of
Colorado comes the nearest to an equilibrium
Don Pardee, as district judge of Louisiana, of pay between its male and female teachers, the
which ended by laying the matter on the table: monthly averageof.the former beiog £62, and of
The usual votes of thanks were passed to the the latter £51.
presiding officers, Messrs. Wilson and Ferry.
National
meeting of the
Phe anniversary
The Ohio republican State convention will be Woman's Suffrage Association will_be held in
Union League Hall, New York, May 11. The
held June 2.
i
=
speakers announced for thé occasion are ElizaIt is authoritatively stated that there is great beth Cady Stanton, the Rev. O. B. Frothingham,
sufferingin Nebraska.
The people are allowed Matilda Joslyn Gage, Carrie S. Burnham and
only four ounces of lard and corn meal per Phebe W. W. Couzens.
head daily. The government funds will be exAlthough the late Sir Charles Lyell was burhausted’in ten days, and assistance must be ied in Westminster Abbey with services of the
given or 25,000 persons will perish by starva- church of England, he was not a member of that
church during his life. He wus an attendant uption.
It is reported in San Francisco from Tocama,
W. T., that the steamer Ruby, in crossing
Puget
went

Sound, from Seattle to Port Madison,
down with all on board,
in
a- gale,

Phelps’ dramatic troupe were among

sengers,

the

pas-

The report lacks confirmation.

. Andrew Johnson's long-promised speech on
louisiana affairs was delivered Monday.
He
severely] criticised the

administration,

declared

‘that an empire was ahead, and appealed to the
people to relinquish party and stand by the Constitution,

on the services of Rey. Charles Voysey, a Uni[
tarian of very liberal ideas,
"Statisticians fre looking for ifformation concerning the hubits of the colored people, and
they find it to be distinctively true of the race
that it abhors suicide. In several years, only two
well-authenticated cases of suicide among the
negroes of Richmond are recorded in the police
Such is the testimony of an old detectbooks.
ive who has specially investigated the subject.
The authorities of Richmond, itis well-known,
have not put a high price upon negro life during
the last few years.

The resolution submitted by Mr, Anthony,
approving the action of the President in the
Louisiana troubles, was passed by the United
States Senate, Tuesday, by a majority of nine.
Mr.

Thurman,

of Ohio, characterized

it as

the

Lady

Franklin's

niece

writes to the London

Times, at the request of her aunt, correcting the
published statement that the latter had offered
to contribute $5,000 toward the expenses of the

proposed Arctic

expedition.

The

misstatement

doubtless arose from the fact that Lady Franklin
has recently renewed the reward of $10,000 of-

weakest gruel ever poured down the throat of
fered by her for thé recovery of the records of
a sick nation, and indulged in some pretty plain
her husband’s expedition. .
talk besides.
The bill appropriating $50,000 for the completion of the Douglass monument, which has
passed the Illinois Senate, was defeated in the
House.
Governor

Chamberlain,

of

South

It is reparted that Prince Louis Napoleon,now
he has left Woolwich, will request the French
government to allow him to pass an examination, in order-that he may serve as a ome year’s
volunteer in the French army.
Itis a request

Carolina,

which, whether granted or not, will “be likely to

increase the Prince’s popularity. If the Govern‘| ment says ves, the Prince will receive credit for
Henry Lippitt, was nominated for governor by a voluntary offer of service; if no, it will add to

his prestige by seeming to fear him.

Heavy rains are falling in the

regions

of

the

In 1864, Captain R. B. Stearns, one of the Tth
Vermont regiment, was taken to Mobile, Ala.,
upper Delaware and Susquehanna rivers, making the danger of renewed floods very immi- as prisoner of war, when he was accosted by a
nent.
= rebel naval officer, who inquired whether he
could do him any service, stating that he had
General Sheridan has written a letter giving been a prisoner in Fort Warren, Boston harbor,
his views of the gold-bearing value of the Black where he was so kindly treated that he would
Hills country, and announcing his intention of like to return the favor. Captain Stearns gladly
sending expeditions, in the summer, to make a availed himself of the offer, and was so well
thorough exploration of the region, with a view served by the generous foe that at the close ofthe
of getting more definite khowledge in the mat- war he wrote him a warm letter of thanks, and a
few days ago was agreeably surprised to hear
ter.
that his letter had restored the rebel to full citizenship ; for,although his case did not quite meet
the rules laid down, he showed Stearns’s letter
to the judiciary committee of the senate, and it
Peace between the republics of Hayti and
did the business for him.

FOREIGN,

San Domingo
lished.

is bggoming
:

more

firmly estab-

Some days ago the bones of a mastodon were
discoveredon a farm of Mr. Isaac Wardell, in

Castéar has resigned the professorship in the Camboro, near Dunnville, Canada. They are
university in consequence of the government of on exhitition in St. Catherines. The parts
Spain re-establishing in the schools and col - | shown are an immense tusk or horn, weighing
leges the exclusive use of the text books and more than two hundred pounds, and a part of a
prospectuses prescribed during Isabella’s reign tusk weighing about seventy-five pounds. There

and otherwise changing

the manner

of public

instruction.
In the Imperial Parliament,

in debate on

the

bill for the amendment of the Peace Préservation Act, the Irish people were advised to discotintenance the leadership of stump orators and
adopt industry in place of political agitation,
and thereby put an end to all excuse for excep-

tional: legislation.

are also in a perfect state of preservation a shortrib, five fect long, several vertebra, parts of a

skull, and two pieces of the under jaw.

The an-

imal had two teeth, on each side of the
which weighed five and one-hulf pounds.
tical anatomists who have seen it say that it
have weighed over one hundred tons, and
eighteen to twenty feet high.

jaw,
Pricmust
stood
;

In the twelve years ymmediately preceding the
completion of the drainage and water-~upply
system of Salisbury, England, the yearly mortality amounted to 27 per 1000.
During the
twelve years ‘following, the mortality fell to 20
per 1000; and during the Jast three yeurs, it was
only 17 per 1000. During the latter period, ty -

General Cabrera is reported organizing a staff
of officers to go among the Carlists and detach
them from their cause in terms of his convention
with the Alfonsist Government.
It is said this
convention was spoiled somewhat by its prema- phoid fever was almost unknown, and the choleture publication, Don Carlos promises a short ra, which in 1849, or before these changes hud
shrift for Cabrera if he should ever get hold .of been made, was fatal in nearly 200 cases, was
only fatal in 14 cases in 1854, the time at which
him,
the works were under completion. In 1866 there
General Kauffman, commander of the Rus- was not a single case in the town.
sian expedition to Khiva, is reported in dis‘A monument has been at last erected to Capgrace with the Czar, owing to revelations in th e | tain Cook, on the spot whereho was killed in
American Minister's report with regard to affairs Kealakekua Bay (Sandwich Isluuds). Tbe Honin Turkestan,

plans

for

It is added that all the General’ 8 | olulu

reorganization

in Central Asia have been

of Russian

rejected.

scem to have a genius for seeing
their neighbor's affairs than, the

dominion

Americans
farther into
latter them

selves,

Twenty prominent’ French
escaped from New Caledonia.

communists

have

The. Osservator ' Romano, referring to. the
manner in which Archbishop McCloskey’ § ap+

«pointment to the cardinalate is réceived in
the
United States, -and the reported prepara tions

making there to celebrate it, points to the pain-

Gazette of Nov. 25, gives the details of its

inauguration,

The monument consists of an'el-

evated obelisk, with square base, in all twentygevengfeet high. It is placed at
the waters’

edge, about two pades fom the block of lava upon which the great captain

was standing

he received
his mortal wound,

always have the inside or protected line.

when

On the basement

of grace, 1874, by some of his fellow-

countrymen.”

.

ful contrast afforded in Germany, where the new | ‘The ‘population of Paris, numbering about
cardinal, Archbishop Ledochowski, is condemn. 1,800,000,18 said to consume about 46,000,000
ed to imprisonment because he refuses to betray

his sacred mission at the behest of the
government,
wal

despotic

When

gallons “of ‘wine, nearly 2,000,000 gallons of alcohol and aleoholie liquors
000
gallons of
cider, and 6,800,000 gallons SUBD: gallons 28
gallons of wine, beer and spirits a year for each

of the inbabitants,including women and children,

;
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year,
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The value of such
and

barns is

GRAIN.

Ambé&r, Western, ¥ bush.....
a belt

Western Corn, mixed, # bush

about our dwellings

incalculable,

Ask

any

\

Rye,

man who

.—

Western, ¥ bush........

@

SOOO

natural habitof all trees and shrubs is to grow up
in masses for mutual protection.
Take a tree
whose habit is by nature to seek the support of
kindred trees and plant it out alone, and unless
hardy it will be sure to die: but give it the pro-

THE GREAT
MEDICAL

tection of a belt of evergreens
heyond your expectation,

aud

PIS +«svaivvrsrss Fividesareres 3100

Swedes, bar, ordinary sizes

@ —

Giavdeon,
RUSSEL

8

@ 19

ious
customers, taking their little all in payment, their joy shed sunshine all around.
:
This-is' the genuine love of flowers that we
wish to see spread over our land. We want to
see flowers in the mansion, the cottage, and the
garret; in the school-rooms, the hospitals, and
the churches.
Above all, we wish the young to
cultivate flowers. This is why we write in a simple way of flowers, and of simple flowers, and
leave fine writing about rare and costly things
to others. These living preachers through voiceless lips, are exerting an iufluence for good that
few realize, and nowhere greater than iu our
new-born land, America.
It is a pleasure to
feel that we have been enabled in some measure
at least to speed this good work which brings
refinement and happiness to so many, and sin

and

sorrow

to none.

Perhaps

we

could

not

better conclude what we at first designed only
for a tew introductory remarks, than by copying
some lines of HORACE SMITH'S beautiful * HYMN

TO THE FLOWERS.”

:

cloistered boughs each floral bell that
swingeth,
And tolls its perfame on the passing air,

Makes Sabbath in the fields; and ever singeth
A call to prayer.

@ 28 00

From lowliest neok !
““ Floral Apostles! that in dewy splendor,
Weep without sirand blush without a crime;
Oh, may I deeply learn, and ne’er surrender
«Your love sublime!
“In the sweet-scented pictures,Heavenly Artist,

What
o

tbou paintest Nature’swide-spread

hall;
.
a delightful lesson thou impartest
Ot love to all!”
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Movable Cutter. We challenge the production
of their equal! If you are in want of the Mess
Swivel Plow, before you buy send for cireular to

EVERETT & SMALL,
(Successors to F. F. Holbrook & Co.),

10 South Market Street, BOSTON,

NOT FOUNBhU

DR. C. C. FROST
Has found by twenty-five

INDIAN

Am.

20)

st.

essssees

2

you

Nos. 13to 17..

v
IRON.
Sweaish—

8115

the force. of the wind.

We have

often urged the importance of planting around
our homes and the out-buildings for stock, thick
timber belts. It" these could be made up of the
different kinds of evergreens; they would make
a'more perlect wind-break, but. evew deciduous

trees answer better than nou,”

Bome of the

leaves, and so far

60 00 @ 62 o|

i
..@..8:

(0)

vs...

6

Dry ‘Hide....00 @.. 00

|

Per

000

@

and best

for

this

purpose.

Its

leaves

are short.and stiff and come out all around the
stems very closely, muking a most dense, com=

¥ Bb

pact head.

A belt of this spruce

planted thickly

in double rows,

would break

the force entirely

beseesess

%..

of any ordinary

winter blust.

In favorable soils

it grows fully to seventy

feet high.

Its celor is

dark and somber, with a slight bluish tinge. For

This certifies that I have used

Picklock......

Pork, new mess, ¥ bh

I donot

intend

to be

without

O.

IS

it bereafter,

rience satisfy me.that your medicines do more than
you claim for them ; and I woald urge
you to call the
attention
thing
ns

of the

public

to two

points

in regard to

First—it is a splendid

in cases of constipation—a perfect regulator,
superior to pills ; second—it is palatable; deji-

cate persons and children take it with pleasure,
thereby deriving added benefit from the medicine.
Yours truly, REV. H.S. KIMBALL.
LAKE VILLAGE, N. H., Oct. 23, 1874.
C. C. Erost—Dear Sir: My wife wishes me to write
and say to you

Humor

that

Cure

she

considers

the great

remedy

your

Cough

§
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Medinm......

00 |
00 |

EXtrfiee.essses 51 -a.. 63
Fin€...eeeseee b0 g.
51

Weeks

&

Potter,

“wholesale agents,

Boston:

retail by medicine dealers everywhere.

At
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>

DECALCOMANIA, BEAUTIFUL ART
OF TRANSFERRING PICTURES, with
10

instructions and catalogue sent free for 10 cts. 100
for 50 cts. They are Heads, Landscapes, Flowers,

&

BOSTO.Y.

Autumn

Leaves,

Animals,

Birds, Insects, &c.

They ean be transferred instantly to any article as
to indtate the most beautiful painting, Also 5
Gem Chromos for 10 cents, apd beautiful catalogue
of fk Book Markers free.

& CO., 744 Broadway, N. Y.

secure
¢ celebrated
the

THROW

AWAY

NEW

40 @., 55 |
60 @
65

Societies,

an

f

®

DR. J. BALL

BOOKS.

Price $1.50,

composer

of “ Federal

St.,” and

other

favorite

A

ood

largo collection

of

Pianoforte pieces for
)
)
y
+ Four Hands, is full of
and most voniertaining mugis for practice or

PIANO

|

'

ome jecreation.

School

hundred,

Write immediately, to

Price $2.50,

\

/

¥

recommend

it

Price

highly.

90 per

All books sent, post-paid, for retail price.

CHAS, H. DITSON & CO,

& CO,

711. Br'dway, N. Yorks

Boston,
u13

also,

COQ., t2.0. Box 957.)

Men

OLIVER DITSON

AND DISFIGof 100 pages

No, 91 Liberty Street, New York Oity, N, Y,
~

MUSIC

60 cents.

$56 to $10 a day guaranteed.

&

’

&~ Praises of the Iver of Lite, ourpopular Sabbath School Song Book, come from all guaitbath
ere, indeed from all who bave used it.

your address to us

Full particulars sent free.

is

SEVEN PART SONGS.
For Mixed Voices,
by J. C. D, Parker, contains. new Glees which were:
puecesses, when sung by the ** Parker Clup.” Piice

hy

Agents Wanted
Gentlemen or Ladies.

Attention

tunes, containg 100 Tunes, Chants and Anthems, all
original and of the best ‘quality. Price, Boards,80
ot Cloth, $1.00.

%

YOUR NOSE
Pamphlet

Free, 0 Send

.

& CO., BOSTON. 4M

ORIGINAL HYMN TONES, ii

SIGHT. Tells how to Re= {7
&
stove Impaired Vision and
HO
Overwosrked Eyes;
how to cure
"
Wiatery,
Inflamed,
and
Neav+Sightod
Eyes, and all other Diseasos of the
C8,

Mailed

the

GERMAN FOUR PART SONGS.

YOUR SPECTACLES,

HUGE GLASSES ON
URING YOUR FACE.

8 vols., $12.00;

For Mixed Voices, Just Frliished, is an unusually “
good collection of entirely new music, by: the best
modern German composers. Just right for Musical

By reading
oar Illustrateed
POYSIOLOGY
AND
ANATOMY
of the EYH-

g.. 2
@.. 48

Seiies;

invitedto the high commendation which they have
received fiom the religious and 1 terary press of the
country,’ Catalogues free.
:
ti

Rnd

EYES,”

Prize

For sale at al first-class Bookstores.

National Standard.
F, 20 TO 1.

YOUR

$500

D. LOTHROP

=

3

ILLUSTRATIONS,
—

ofiginal

For
Your
Library
$1000 Prize Series; 16 vol., $24.5;

nw §
Prize Series; 13 vols. $16.75; the Pansy
Books and other choice works. Published by

Burritt, Duniel Webster,

RESTORZ your BIGHT,

March 24, 1875,

a.

Wi

This medicine can be obtained of C, C. Frost,
Manchester, N. H,, and of G. C. Goodwin &Co.,and

A Gem wrth Reading!---A- Diamond worth ‘Seeing \
SAVE

MARKET,

PORK.

ha

using eight Lottles of the C. and H. Cyge, che considers herself entirely cured.
Yours truly,
REV. H. 8. KIMBALL.

of the country. Published by
G. & C. MERRIAM; Springfield, Mass,

00

AND

and

for sick headache.

She had been sadly afilicted for years and found no
relief unul she tried Four medicine,
Now,
after

The sales of Webster’s Dictionaries throughout
the country in 1878 were 20 times a8 lurge as the
sales of any other Dictionaries. In proof will be
sent to any person,on application, the statements
of more thun 100 Booksellers, from every section

‘hoice XXs...0t g.. bb
Ne Xuoovaeee 33 B04 0b
01

i

zg" The

Ohio & Pennsylvanin~
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C, C. Frost's Cough

whatever its cost.
REV. (C O.LIBBY.
LAKE VILLAGE, N. H., July 30, 1874. C. CO. Frost—Dear Sir: My observation and expe-

your Cough and Humor Cure.

££. P. RLISS,

COLORED

Wholesale Prices for the week ending,

Beef, extra mess

REV. NAHUM BROOKS.
Manchester, Jan. 30, 1875,
DOVER, N. H., Dec, 30, 1874.
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A good séreen of evergreens, would so change
the climate of any place that half-tender roses
and other shrubs would grow and endure the A
Local
and
Constitutional ‘Remedy.
Heals the Ulcerated Surfaces and
winter without other, protection.
It is no wonPurifies
the Blood.
derthat they die dofvn now, whencexposed to
We select the following case as showing how
such winds as this winter has brought with it. | frightful
Catarrh may become, and as convincing
We expect to see every hybrid perpetual rose proof of the value of SANFOR®'S RADICAL CURE as
a
reliable
remedy for its cure, even in cases of the
and every Ayrshire dead to the ground.
There
atest severity: We regret that, from motives of
is no half-hardy plant that can stand these winds
elicacy, the gentleman declined to permit the uge
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they are quite often useful.
Nothing, however,
is inscribed :=* In memory of the'great circumscan make 80 complete a protection as the pines,
navigator, Captain James Cook, R." N., who dishemlocks and spruces which are natives of the
covered these islands the 18th January, 1778,and
northern part of this State and Wisconsin, as
was killed near this spot the 14:h February,1779.
This monument was erected in November, in “well as the Eastern States,

the year
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peasant; it is shown by the aged father tottering
near the grave, who seems almost to adore the
fragrant flower in his button-hole. and by the
little ones, who, with childish glee, search the
meadows
for the dandelions
.ol early spring.
The love of flowers,
we fancy, is the most pure
and
absorbing ¢mith
the young.
The
ijnnoof hig name:
and live.— Western Rural.
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CASE No. 11.
cent, and pure can love the pure flowers, we
think; with an earnestness
and devotion un| This is the case of a man in the prime of life who
had contracted this disease through a bad cold six
known to some of us that are older.
A beautiful
years ago. Favored by a scrofulous condition of
sight greeted us not long since, which we will
the blood, the disease sént its acid poison to every
| part of the system, so that when he commenced the
GOLD
AND STOCK
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endeavor to portray with the pencil
but peruse of SANFORD'S RAPICAL CURE it had become
haps without! much success, us the
spirit of
ever experienced by doy
:
March 24 1870.
.{ f one of the worst cases
| living man.
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whose parents
were probably the owners of
him. Several times each night he was obligtd to
both house and plant. Pleasure was expressed
| wet up and partially clear his nostrils and
throat
before he could sleep. From the use of the first
BostoN WHOLESALE PRICES
in every feature; and when we saw the gentle
| bottle of the
RADICAL CURE to the present the cure
For the week ending March 24, 1875,
kiss imprinted on each flower and opening bud,
| has been gradnal, satisfactory and permanent.
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| has used in all twelve bottles, and now experiences
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vetoed the funding-act bill which was defeated.
the Rhode Island republicans.
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Another tree needed for our belt is the hem- | yIigrichn, BEAIONS +-overeevee 1860 § 1 60
lock spruce (abies canadénsis) which should | Liverpool Gas CANDEl ........eeeves 1200 @ — =

sweetness and beauty and compunionship, and
as the wonderful
work of a Father's loving
hand, is what ye mean when we speak of the
love of flowers. Many cultivate flowers from a
desire to excel their neighbors, or as an evidence
of their refinement
and
culture, who knosv

firm |just passed the Legislature of California.

H4 : a

be
useful 1 our belt, because - towers
above the other spruce named and affords thus

nothing of the absorbing.love that causes a man
incompleted, or for some other reason not pa- | almost involuntarily to raise the hat and bow the
head .in the presence of so much Heaven-lent
The British schooner, Birkmyer, was wrecked tented.
loveliness. This love. of flowers is confined to
al
and
different
night,
of
Wednesday
payment
off the Isle of Shoals, on
A law forbidding the
no age or station; we see it in the prince and
has
sex
the captain and one of the crew drowned. The | aries in the public schools on account of
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.elegant and graceful habit with its long sweeping branches, But aside from these qualities it

A few short

however, because

:

“may uae IA
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and the ruin into forms of matchless beauty, and
crystallized the dew-drops into gems of loveli‘Ness.
e
re
|- ess.
There
is uo greater
pleasure than this in
all the earth, save that sweetest and noblest of
pleasure, the fruit of good deeds.
?
There may be hard-hearted,
selfish - people
who love flowers,
we suppose; for there were
bad angels in heaven, and very unreliable people in the first and best of all gardens; but it
has never been our ill-fortune to meet with one
such, and if by ucecident we should discover a
monstrosity of this kind, we
would be more
frightened than we were a long time ago at what
we thought a ghost sitting on a cemetery gate.

love flowers,
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not only.a dignified looking tree, but it has an

ed all this grace; molded the earth, the sunshine

To

BUTTER,
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weeks ago the brown,earthy beds'were bare and
lifeless; now they are peopled with the fairest
and frailest ot earth’s children.
We have creat-
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loon voyage from New York to London next au-

then killed himself. '
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posed to invest it, and so keep it together * for
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the next great fire in America.” |
Washington H. Donaldson contemplates a bal

his wife in Lowell,

very like the stars and rainbow.

State Normal

The British Parliament i§ urged by 1680 petitoners to abolish vaccination,
There are $19,000 at Liverpool that they don’t
This sum is the surplus
know what to do with,
collected to relieve the poor of Chiwas occasion
of
cagowhat
on the
of the great fire. Tt is pro
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inflicting a probably

into

Paragraphs.

whether the President has authority to make
army appointments during the recess of the
Senate,
Judge Emmons, in the United States circuit,
at Nashville, Tenn, has ‘decided that civil
rights is a State and not a national issue, and
that redress formgequal accommodations is to

A man named Low 2

desperadoes

There are over one hundred students in attend

i
in Washington

be obtained.by civil action.

Mexican

quite so ‘satisfying as success
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dn goes
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quence of a raid of
Texas.
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the culture of flowers, It is a pleasure with no
compensating pain,—one which purifies while it
pleases? We gaze upon the beautiful plants and
brilliant flowers with a delicious commingling of
admiration and love. - They are the offspring of
om forethought,taste and care,~u new, mysterious,and glorious creation, They grew ,—truly,but

There are fears of a border warfare in conse-
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none

west winds, this
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belt as we are proposing nearest the dwelling
It isthe
and inside the line of bldck spruce.
handsomest of all the family of spruces. It is
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increase the pay of the
on the 1st of April.

have voted to

Love and Culture of Flowers.
Nothing is so pleasant and &ncouraging as

and
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The Fall River Manufacturers
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spruce can occupy the most exposedA place, The State new, good to prime
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25880
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Norway spruce (abies excelsa) for itsmagnificent | Western, do. «ooueeiaieerrarariasncinainne,
appearance should be used in the part of such a Lard, steam rendered. ......... verre
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General Ord has been authorized to take ac
tive meusures against the invaders of the Black

Lurpl-auy Domest.

a belt exposed to xorth
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day, broughtin a portion of a rescued crew beThirteen of their
longing to Newfoundland.
number were frozen to death in full sight of
their own coast.
Charles R. Cutler, of Warren, has been nominated by the democrats of Rhode Island, as
their candidate for governor.
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